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Can Humanism Stem the
Rising Tide of Tribalism?

(1)

Pat Duffy Hutcheon

The various forms of tribalism, necessary
during the childhood of our species, are
now obsolete. Because of the rapid development of technology, we face possible
destruction of the eco-system and terrible
wars. We need to over-ride our tri bal urges
in order to establish global values.
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The news magazines and papers are full of it. From the
quagmire ofYugoslavia to the tribal wars in Somalia and
the Congo and Sudan - to the lawless front iers of Pakistan, Afghanistan, the Punjab and Kashmir - to the
longstanding face-offs in Northern Ireland and the West
Bank and Gaza Strip - to the Separatist movement in
Quebec and the War Council of the Assembly of Canadian First Nations with their threats of armed uprisings.
Something quite appalling is happening. In the September 2000 issue of The Atlantic Monthly we read,'Pakistan could be a Yugoslavia in the making, but with
nuclear weapons. The bewildering complexity of ethnic
and religious divisions is wh at makes it so fragile: And
I would add th at the now-universal availability of
sophisticated technical, biological and chemical
weapons of mass destruction is what makes th is surging tide of tribalism so appallingly dangerous.
What does it all mean? What is causing this surge of tribalism? Why is it worsening even now as theworld is getting ever smaller in practical terms - and ever more
interdependent? I believe that most humanists are concerned about this revival of obsolete forms of tribalism
throughout the world, even though we might not all
define the problem in the same way.In the first place, we
need to recognize that there is really nothing'unnatural'
about these urges. Tribalism is simply the deeply
ingrained human habit of identifying oneself in terms
of the group; of viewing ones own in-group as somehow
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'special' and superior to others; and of discouraging
social intercourse (or any other type of intercourse ) with
members of the 'out -group'.
In many ways we are all prone to tribalism. It is deeply
rooted in our evolutionary history and biological heritage. It sterns from the 'kin selection' that evolved in
response to the ever-present dangers to self and family
in primitive times: a process resulting in the encouragement of adult members of the clan to sacrifice themselves, if necessary for the survival of their own offspring
and those of their siblings. Because of the wayevolution
works, this pattern ofbehaviour had the consequence of
preserving the genes of those individuals who behaved
in a tribalistic way, while eliminating the others. Accompanying this propensity to kin select ion - and being
transmitted along with it - was an evolutionarily effective 'us-them' response to surrounding clans. The Other
(or Stranger) was recognized as dangerous and threatening - to be either avoided or destroyed - and one's own
clan had to be ever-ready to attack and repel any such
strangers in their ter ritory. It is easy to see how, in the
early stages of the development of the human species,
these essentially tribal drives served to sustain and protect the group. Groups that did not respond to outsiders
in this way failed to survive to repro duce their kind. This
is why tribal feelings make us feel good in the deepest
recesses of our being. And feeling good in the midst of
our own group is a luxury in this time of dislocation at
the new millennium's birth. But feeling good in the
midst of one's own group by buildingfences against surrounding groups and demanding special privileges on the
basis of one's tribal membership may be a luxury th at
humankind can no longer afford!

Features of tribalism
The key feature of tribalism is th is instinctive tendency to recognize, judge and reward people according to
their group identity, rather than their characteristics as
individuals. We are all familiar with it. The group in
question can be based on any number of things, the
most familiar, however, being ethnicity; that is, a supposed common ancestry. Or it may stem from an oral
tradition of group ownership of a particular land base
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from 'time immemorial'. This is often accompanied by
aculturally reinforced memory of having been exploited throughout history by neighbouring Others and/or
invading conquerors (no matter that, as individuals, we
have each only been here on earth for a few short
decades and may even personally, be comparatively
privileged).A third source of tribalism is a set of sacred
belieft identifying the group's members as uniquely gifted or 'chosen' by history or the gods. Along with any or
all of these we usually find a religious mythology and
rituals that have celebrated the group's claim to distinctiveness and served to preserve and transmit it down the
ages.
Shared by all these variations on the theme of tribalism
is a deeply ingrained sense of'belongingness'.At
first
glance, this may appear to be a very positive th ing. But,
as the Canadian writer Michael Ignatieff pointed out in
his book, Blood and Belonging, the more strongly you
feel the bond of belonging to your own group, the more
hostiIe - the more violent - will be your feelings toward
outsiders. It does not require much of an imagination to
see a connection between the reemergence of tribalism
today, and the resurgence of the killing fields throughout the world.
Robin Fox, the noted evolutionary anthropologist, has
written a moving poem about tribalism. Written in 1997
and titled The Legacy, it refers to the Irish troubles.1ll The
first four stanzas go as follows:

We laud the selftame God and praise
His bloody, sacrificial son;
Then put our bibles down and raise
the barrel of the loaded gun.
With this religious argument
we settle questions which the years
have 50 obscured, besmirched and bentnot much is left but primal fears.
These are en 0 ugh, yes quite enough
to overheat the fevered brain;
and cook to boiling point, the stuff
the xenophobic ceUs contain.
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We do not need excuse to fight.
We are not them; they 'are not us!
This is sufficient to invite
the musket and the arquebus ...
What are the origins of this explosion of tribalism in
the late twentieth century? I think th at a perilous situation has been created by the technological and economie imperatives of the approaching global village,
largely because of the speed at which this is happening and the absence of a worldwide governmental
infrastructure for managing it. We have simply been
too slow in getting the necessary political system
organized, given the totally unprecedented rate of technological change. In place of the world federalism that
humanists have long envisaged, we are caught in a runaway business- and computer-led globalization th at is
viewed by many as a threat to the sovereignty of the
nation-state. This has set off a spiral of instability and
fear throughout the world. Although the United
Nations has been evolving gradually to meet these
challenges, its organizational adaptations have perhaps
inevitably failed to keep pace with the rapidly expanding need for democratically controlled global rationalization.
I want to emphasize th at wh at is fueling this retreat
to tribalism is not so much the direction as the pace
of the change; and the feeling of dislocation and danger to established structures of authority and privilege
and ways of doing things th at this engenders in people the world over. If citizens perceive that the integrity and protective capacity of their territorial governing
authority is threatened, for whatever reason, they will
look inwards to the clan and tribe for security and a
sense ofbelonging. Worldwide movements of refugees '
and immigrants have similar results, both in those
seeking a new home and in those who come to feel
their established lifestyles endangered by the newcorners. Each 'in-group' tends to retreat into its past
traditions, and turn away from all the 'out-groups'
wh om they view as different and therefore as threatening their own way of life.
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Encouragement

of tribalism

This regression into tribalism, accompanied as it is by
the rapidity in which communication, traveI, economie
production and distribution and business ownership
are becoming global, is making for a potentially explosive situation. The history of the past two centuries has
taught us that, whenever the power and authority of
a territory's civil state is threatened, for whatever reason, the inhabitants tend to turn back to the clan or the
tribe for emotional support and moral order; and for
a sense of social stability. Contrary to wh at is often
imagined by our visionaries and romantics, human
beings do not feel comfortable with anarchy. Combined
with the need for authority structures, our species
apparently has a fundamental biological need for feeling part of an 'in-group', and for establishing a safe distance from the outsiders. We can all recall examples of
how we have found ourselves - at one time or another - in one group demonizing the other group and feeling rather good about it. This is a very natural
tendency!
The development of the nation-state was an extremely important landmark in the evolution of civilization.
It marked a movement away from ever-expanding
empires as a means of providing the centralized government necessary for keeping the warring tribes
within the land base from murdering each other; and
it opened the way for more democratie governance of
the territory occupied in common. In the early nineteenth century Napoleon's conquests overturned the
fragile national balance of that time. A couple of generations ago Hannah Arendt (a political philosopher
who escaped to America from Nazi Germany) wrote a
book called The Origins ojTotalitarianism. In it she did
an excellent job of explaining how the upsurge of tribal distinctions and hatreds in Germany, France and
Italy that ultimately exploded into Fascism and Nazism
had its roots not only in the underbelly of nineteenthcentury Romantic Idealism, but also in the earl ier
destruction of the old political order in the period following the Napoleonic Wars.
After Napoleon, the major threats to inter-tribal cooperation within a shared geographical territory came
from colonialism and totalitarianism. The disruptions
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in our own time th at have accompanied the end of
Western European imperialism throughoutAfrica and
Asia - and the more recent collapse of Communism
and of the Soviet Union - are having similar effects. We
are now reaping the harvest of these, for both systems
actually nurtured tribal hatreds by subtly reinforcing
strife among the native tribes in a ploy to prevent a
unified opposition and/or by imposing an authoritarian order that merely drove them all underground.

types of practises occurring within a number of those
settled, stabie societies that should be setting an example to the world of how we must alliearn to live together. Today we encounter the kind of practises th at tend
to create and en courage tribal behaviours chiefly within various forms of exclusive religion and in certain
governmental policies of multiculturalism, especialIy in Canada.

The current unprecedented rate of change in means of
communication and transportation has resulted in a
sudden massive contract ion in the size of our social
world. This is why our instinctive tribal urges - important though their evolutionary function was during the
childhood of the human species - are now dangerousIy counter-productive. Technological advance has th rust
us all into a planetary proximity calling for a vastly different set of responses from the tribal ones so deeply
embedded in our genes. It is imperative that our inherited tribalism be overlaid with an acquired set of more
appropriate premises, ideals and values. More than
anything today, we need a world view that forces us
to acknowledge all humans as members - and not of
one exclusionary tribe, but of an all-inclusive giobal
village where the problems besetting any of us must
be faced and conquered by everyone, working together. Isaac Asimov put it tellingly when he said, 'The kick
you aim at your neighbour's rear wil! now hit your own
as weil.' The worsening problems that we face, worldwide, must be solved in as mutually beneficial a way
as possible, in full recognition of the depleted
resources of the planet and our collective propensity
to overbreed and over-consume, and to justify our special right to do so in archaic spiritualistic and tribalistic ter ms.
Given all this, one would expect th at our political and
intellectual elites would be doing their utmost to establish the kind of planetaryworld view and global infrastructure required for combating these 'ties of blood
and soil and belief' in all jurisdictions and on all fronts.
But that is very far from the case. What appears to be
happening, instead, is that tribalism, in a variety of versions of'identity politics', is actually being encouraged
in most jurisdictions.lt is being encouraged by two

Canada

JO

To begin with what is possibly the lesser of the two
evils, let us consider the implications of what we have
come to call multiculturalism.AIl this began, in Canada, as a very Iaudable aim for interculturalism: a desirabie and necessary goal that humanists would all
applaud. Interculturalism denotes a sharing of cultural attributes and va lues and ways of doing things, a
wil!ingness to Iearn from those with different histories
and sub cultures, and an appreciation of what immigrants and other previously exploited minority groups
have contributed over the years to the cultural whoie.
But the push for multiculturalism
has turned into
something quite different. It is based on the premise
of cultural relativism: the idea that every culture is of
equal worth - with equal rights to be protected and
preserved intact within the containing society - and
th at cultural practices cannot be judged by objective
standards of any kind. In adopting this well-intentioned but fundamentally flawed program with such
abandon and disregard for internal contradictions and
predictabie consequences, we may have Iaunched ourselves upon a government-sanctioned road to tribalism - rather than to the cultural pluralism th at it
promised, and that humanists consider so necessary.
Canadians take pride in being known as the world's
Ieading multicultural nation. We have been Iauded
(usually by ourselves) as the first immigrant country
to have become thoroughly pluralistic, in guiding policy and philosophy as weil as in the obvious fact of an
ethnically diverse population. Not for us, we said, th at
'melting pot' of the Americans. However, the actual situation is much more ambiguous and complex than it
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appears. It may be that wh at we have actually been
institutionalizing these past three decades is not an
example of a peaceful co-existence of the tribes, but
something much darker and more dangerous to
humanity. What we are moving toward is beginning to
look suspiciously like a situation of race-based
apartheid, in what could amount to a mere geographical territory housing a multitude of isolated ethnic
groupings. In the process of institutionalizing multiculturalism, we may have been encouraging a drive
that is buried deep within us all, because of our evolutionary history. It is the drive that helped humankind
survive in the childhood of our species. However, now,
in this era of our late (some would say, retarded) adolescence, that drive is fraught with danger. The tribalism that we have actually been fostering is a threat,
not only to the continued welfare of our species, but
also to that of the entire ecosystem. The Americans are
making the same mistake, although in the United
States it tends to assume somewhat different forms.
Throughout North America we have been witnessing
a movement away from the goal of equality of opportunity for all citizens as individuals toward one of
equality of outcome for ethnically identifiabie groups.

Religion as a souree of tribalism
There is, of course, a much older source of tribalism:
religion, and especially ethnic-based religion. Not all
religions are equally guilty here. We can define a tribal type of religion as one which attempts to infuse its
followers with a sense of superiority and essential 'differentness' from the mass of humankind - whether the
source of th at differentness is its claimed monopoly of
the path to salvation or the God-given uniqueness of
its followers because they were chosen in some longdistant past to perform some kind of special role for
humanity.
It is no accident th at belief in gods and spirits readily
translates into claims for the superiority of a culture
that celebrates a particular version of Supreme Being
or of immutable Truth. This in turn invariably leads to
the unquestioning acceptance of the authority of those
opinion leaders and priests and so on who are express-
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Iy designated by our tribal tradition to define that culture and to reveal its religious rules and rituals and
to pass them down the ages. Of course the obverse of
all this is the need to identify all other groups as the
Outsiders - strange and misguided, and possibly even
dangerous. In fact, one of the major functions of these
types of religions has been to preserve and transmit
a sense of the specialness and chosen nature of a specific group of people - a group assumed to be related
by ties of blood and soil and history.
It is difficuit to imagine a more powerful weapon in
the arsenal of tribalism. Consider for a moment the
sorts of myths on which the majority of traditional
religions are based. How superbly have those exclusionary myths provided fuel for tribalism all through
history! We must not be naive about the common
human need for myths of origin, however. They do, in
fact, make the members of the group involved cohesive. And they do make the members willing to sacrifice themselves for the collective. But this has a scary
and dangerous side as weil. We need only think of the
Islamic suicide bombers who happily go to their
deaths and take many others with them, because they
are assured of the reward awaiting them in some heavenly afterlife for doing this. However, as previously
noted, there is a good reason why these kinds of divisive beliefs have been central to all human cultures.
Those early hominids who were not held together by
such myths did not survive to reproduce. Everyone
alive today is descended from individuals who adapted to the challenges of their environment by functioning as successful tribalists on the basis of just such
myths.
No wonder the 'song of the tribe' has the power to stir
us! It resounds in the most fundamental part of our
emotional being, even against our better judgment. In
fact, we have many examples of how people can turn
away from earlier-held religious myths of their ancestors having been somehow chosen by the gods while
still insisting on defining themselves in terms of a
more general mythology concerning the historical distinctiveness of those same ancestors, based on claims
of prehistorical ties to a particular homeland. Even
humanists are sometimes reluctant to give up such
claims to special status. How easy it is to fall into the
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trap of believing th at one's ancestral group was, in
some mysterious sense, special! It feeds the remnants
of childhood egocentrism buried deep within us all.
I recently engaged in an email discussion with a very
intelligent, self-defined 'Jewish humanist' author, on
precisely this point. He failed to convince me that it
is necessary to identify himself in th is way, rather than
simply as a humanist. My argument was that, if we
define ourselves according to an ethniclreligious tribal affiliation - in spite of having relinquished the religion concerned - we must expect ot hers to define us
in that way as well. And in the real world, where demagogues all-too-often prevail- and invariably look far
scapegoats when things go wrong - one day we will
become either the perpetrators or the victims for no
other reason than our claim to tribal identity. My protagonist accused me ofblaming the victim. What I was
trying to say, rather, is echoed in the words of Charles
Simic, the Yugoslav poet whom I quote in the chapter
on tribalism in my 1999 book, Building Character and
Culture. 'Sooner or later or later; Simic wrote, 'Our tribe
always comes to ask us to agree to murder:
1find it strange th at so many humanists persist in distinguishing themselves by the use of adjectives implying categories derived from dualism and/or tribalism:
categories th at contradict the essential evolutionary
and naturalistic philosophical basis of their own world
view. Thus we continue to have self-defined 'secular'
versus 'religious' humanists: a distinction rooted in the
pre-scientific notion of two incompatible and discontinuous realms of reality - the sacred versus the secular, or mind and spirit versus matter. And we have
'Jewish' humanism as distinct from ... what? From that
of'Gentiles'? Or from the Persian-influenced Renaissance humanism spread throughout Western Europe
in Medieval times by scholars within the Jewish religious tradition? Or from th at of all those framers of
modern scientific humanist thought with ]ewish family backgrounds - people such as Isaac Asimov, Carl
Sagan and Paul Kurtz?

The humanist world view
A good reason to resist the insertion of any dualistic
or tribal adjective in front of the word 'humanism' is
that, by its very definition, the humanist world view
acknowledges no meaningful division ofhumankind
on the basis of either 'realms of being' or of race. We
accept the findings of modern biology, archaeology,
anthropology, evolutionary science and neuropsychology in recognizing the existence of only one gene
pool for the human species.And we accept the fact that
life has been evolving continuously for at least three
billion years from extremely simple farms of bacteria - possibly drifting in from outer space. This means
that we are all related, if we go sufficiently far back in
geological time, and th at we are all the results of the
same evolutionary process. Of all the world views on
which people 'bet their lives' today, humanism is one
of the few actually founded on the belief in the oneness of all humanity, and in the origin and home of our
species within nature rather than above it. And in the
continuity of our species with other forms of life even, ultimately, with non-living mass and energy.
What distinguishes humanism from all other world
views is its premises th at all ofhumankind is one, and
th at our species is an integral part of nature. These
constitute our'ontological' or reality premises. We can
call them, simply, our reality beliefs.
The key 'epistemological' premise of humanism is
extremely significant as weil. It has to do with the superiority of the scientific method ofknowledge building
- th at combination of empiricism and deductive logic
involving the gathering of evidence and replicabie testing of hypotheses - as the only dependable means of
approaching universally objective (although tentative)
'truth'. We can call such premises our knowledge belieft.
The consensus among humanistically
oriented
thinkers throughout the world today is that no method
other than the agnostic one of scientific inquiry has
ever been able to construct knowledge that is not only
workabie, but also universally reliable.
The third foundational premise of all world views is
termed the 'axiological' one by philosophers, but we
can refer to it more simply as our value belieft: those
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having to do with ethics and morality. Reality belieft,
value beliefs and knowledge belieft: the three prongs
undergirding a world view that, taken together, explain
the world and the hu man role within it to our satisfaction - and thus provide the meaning for our lives.
All of us live out our lives in terms of one world view
or another, whether we are conscious of it or not. And
all world views are built up on th is foundation of three
sets of ultimate premises: essentially untestable beliefs
about existence, knowledge and human values. Everybody operates in terms of them; most people do it
unknowingly. Philosophically oriented people - or people like us who are a dissenting minority within a hostile majority culture - strive to identify theirs clearly
for themselves and others, and to make sure they are
internally consistent and compatible with the findings
of science. Of course, the precise nature of the premises varies from world view to world view. Most important, a vast gulf exists between the premises held by
supernaturalistic,
mystical and transcendental
thinkers and those of scientific humanists who view
the universe as orderly and governed by naturallaws
that cannot be circumvented by arbitrary whims of
gods or by any other magical and mysterious forces.

The need for universal

values

The most common misunderstanding
concerning
humanism appears to be in the area of morality or
ethics. This may be because we are neither absolutists
nor relativists where values are concern ed. We reject
the claim of moral absolutists that va lues are immanent in nature or super-nature, waiting to be discovered and obeyed by human beings. We also reject the
conflicting claim of the moral relativists th at all values
are merely subjective and 'perspectivist' or situational. We assume that reliable and workable values, like
the basic bricks of scientific knowiedge, are built by
human individuals and societies in the course of making sense out of experience-values that are universal
or, more preciseIy, universally applicable.
Where the content of values is concerned, humanists
subscribe to two interrelated ideal ends. The first of
these is the fulfJlment of the individual, but only so long
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as th is is considered in the context of consequences for
the complete life span, the lives of other people and
health of the culture on which all individual 'selves'
dep end - not merely on whims of the moment. Our
second ideal is the long-term welfare and survival of
life on earth, and of the diversity of species within th at
stream oflife. For guidance here we look to history and
tradition as sources of past experience - as weil as to
the findings of modern science, and to that uniquely
human imagination which provides us with a glimpse
at future possibilities and long-term ends for humanity.
We justify the need for universal values on the basis of
three unarguable facts. One is our common biological
heritage of needs and drives - many of which require
overlaying and redirecting by cultural ideals, ethical
principles and moral guidelines th at can only be
learned through appropriate experience. In the second
place, we recognize th at humans, being social animais,
must be able to live successfully in groups. We all need
to learn ways ofbehaving that ensure that the group can
work and thereby survive. And third, we humanists are
aware that scientific knowledge and the technology
issuing from it have empowered our species to the
extent that we now possess the means to destroy the
entire globe. This makes a sound and wise and universal morality imperative as it has never been before in
history. In fact, modern humanists, if true to our scientific world view, are impelled to be concerned with
morality above all else, realizing as we do that, like it
or not - and wittingly or not - our species is now responsible for the very direction of biological as weil as cultural evolution.
Unfortunately, the organized humanist movement has
not always sufficiently emphasized our concern for
morality. In fact, the atheism of many members has too
often been associated in the public mind with at best,
moral relativism, and at worst, outright amorality. For
example, I'll quote a few lines from a column by a political scientist that appeared recently in a national newspaper. He refers to the fact th at most people think that
belief in God supports morality. 'And rightly so, in my
opinion: he writes. 'Anoisy public atheist... is an infantile show-off and a troublemaker. And almost every
great political philosopher has concurred with the
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American public on this point: while a given atheist may
be moral, atheism is bad for public morality.' (Note the
bind in which he places atheists. If they remain silent
about their beliefs, th is very reluctance to engage
ensures that their views will be ignored; but if they
speak out, they are nothing but'show-offs and troublemakers.') Nevertheless, I suspect that we who do not
believe in gods and spirits have been responsible for at
least some of this negative perception, due to the
preaching of an irresponsible moral relativism by many
self-declared 'free- thinking' humanists in the past.
A major plank in our modern humanist world view,
therefore, must be an ethic that is truly universa!.
Thanks to our historically and scientifically based
knowledge of the all-too predictabie consequences of
building walls - rather than of building bridges across
cultural divides - we know that the 'dance of the tribes'
is not for us. We are aware of the danger to life posed by
this dance, especially today - and thus the extent to
which it confliets with our ultimate values. But precisely
because our humanist philosophy is grounded in biological and social-psychological knowledge from the life
and social sciences, we realize the common animal
source and the social seductiveness of that tribal urge.
So we can recognize the importance of refraining from
institutionalizing policies and programs that serve to
rein/arce rather than to discourage such destructive biological drives. This,
, then, is the gist of my argument
against the type of multiculturalism and identity polities being played out in Canada and in many other
countries today. The tribalism th at evolved out of kin
selection functioned as a successful survival mechanism during the childhood of our species. But now the
evidence is all around us th at it is the Achilles Heel of
modern humankind, and now threatens to destroy us
all.
This brings us back to the role of humanism in the
global viIIage of the new millennium. Apart from its
emphasis on reason and scientific inquiry, what else is
there about humanism th at makes it uniquely capable
of combating tribalism? First and foremost, our world
view offers an inspiring and workable foundation for
meaningfulliving and life-sustaining support for th at
village. There would appear to be no competing frame
of reference that can, as adequately, provide the guid-
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ing principles capable of promoting peaceful relations
among the varieties of human cultures th at now must
interact and work together. The speed of technological advance has forced the world's myriad competing
tribes into a coexistence for which their religions and
ethical traditions have left them dangerously unprepared. The world cannot afford to wait for these outmoded belief systems to alter and advance. Only
humanism has a planetary perspective al ready in
place.1t is up to us to try to persuade the more openminded members of the world community to join us
in rejecting tribalism before it is too late.

Dr.Hutcheon is a sociologist and former professor of education
in Vancouver,Be. Her latest boak is The Road to Reason: Landmarks in the Evolution of Humanist Thought (200I)
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Humanism in
Post-Soviet Russia: Some
Aspects of Theory, History
and Actuality
Mikhail B. Konashev

The fact that the Russian Humanistic Society (RHS)was established only in 1995 - in
the latest, post-Soviet history of Russia- has
a special meaning and presents a subject
for particular consideration. In this article
I will try to demonstrate that this fact has
one very important cause deeply connected with the fate of humanism as an idea, a
theory, and an attempt to realize it in practice in Russia.
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The establishment of the RHS was at the same time a
significant and an unnoticed event. Neither at the
moment of its formation, nor at present after more
than five years of activity, has the RHS been, or is, an
influential or noticeable public organisation. The RHS
has practically never been mentioned in the mass
media, and its actions and opinions were not taken
into account by government officials or by the leaders of such major political parties as Edinstvo [Unity],
Liberal'no-demokratichaskaya
partiya [LiberalDemocratie Party), Kommunisticheskaya
partiya
Rossiskoi Federatsii [Communist Party of Russian
Federation), Soiuz pravykh sil [The union of right
forces], Yabloko [Apple] or by the leaders of the socalled tvorcheskikh soiuzov [creative unions ] such as
soiuz kinematografistov [the union of cinematographers] and soiuz zhurnalistov [the union of journalists]Y)The total number of RHS members may be no
more than several hundred; its St. Petersburg branch
has just about fifty members - not that many for the
'second', 'northern' or 'cultural' capitalof the country,
as this city is often referred to in the mass media. On
the one hand, the RHS is simply one of hundreds, if not
thousands, of newly emerged public associations in
Russia. On the other hand, the RHS has its own journal Zdravyi Smysl [Common sense], which has subscribers probably throughout Russia. This situation
appears rather strange for the country in which not too
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long ago the slogan 'all men are brothers' was a commonplace, but it has its history, its logic and its explanations. (2) It can be said th at th is situation is typical
enough for the origin of a civic association in a still noncivic society,!J) and that the fut ure of the RHS, its success or failure, will dep end (although not exclusively)
on its ability to solve various problems, which are of the
ut most importance for the fate ofhumanism in Russia.
I do not pretend to define exactly and exhaustively all
these problems, and to consider the meaning of each of
them. However, I shall briefly describe two problems
which have been discussed by RHS members more
often than any other, and which are still 'hot' topics.

Spiritual invasion
The most hotly debated issues are the unbelievably
rapid expansion of the Russian Orthodox Church into
al most all spheres of sociallife, and the continuing
growth and flourishing of pseudo-science, astrology,
mysticism and many other 'non-traditional' forms of
rationality and irrationality. These two types of spiritual invasion are indeed a real cause for anxiety and
they have to be taken seriously. The most dangerous
tendency is a fusion (which is not veryobvious yet) of
the state and the church, the 'quiet' clericalisation of
various facets 0flife and of social and state structures.
Here are some recent examples.
First, Radio Rossiia [Radio Russial reported in its news
broadcast of 27 ]anuary 2002 that Aleksii II, the patriarch of Ali-Russia, had announced th at an introduction of 'zakon bozhii' [God's law, that is, lessons of
religion] in the school does not contradict Russian legislature. This statement can be considered a first step
in an attempt to actually introduce religious teaching
into Russian schools. Second, only several days earlier, the Russian president Vladimir Putin had received
an award from Aleksii II in the Kremlin 'for his outstanding activity in consolidating the unity of the peopies of the Orthodox Christian faith'.(4)
Under these conditions, many members of the RHS
have concentrated their efforts mainly on protecting a
secular, non-theistic mode of thinking and living, and
recreating the values of scientific, rational and scep-
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tical thought. With this aim they write and publish
articles and popular pamphlets, and take part in public debates and programmes on radio and TV.IS) Last
autumn, from 3 to 7 October, the RHS held a special
conference at Moscow university on the problems of
pseudo-science and related matters.(6) One of the latest issues of Zdravyi Smysl was devoted entirely to
modern atheism in Russia. Thus there is a certain onesidedness or narrowness in the RHS activities, and at
present, judging from its actions, the RHS is an atheistic rather than a humanist ic organisation, although
humanist ic and ethical subjects are included in its
agenda. Por instance, a permanent monthly seminar
on ethics and humanism has already been in operation for three years at the philosophical faculty of St.
Petersburg University under RHS guidance.

A humanist ideal
However, despite the pressing nature of these issues,
which indeed occupy a central place in the discussions
among humanists in Russia, as weil as in the practical
activities of the RHS and of some other organisations
such as Atom (Moscow association of young atheists),
there is one more issue that still has not been considered
at all. This most important issue can be defined as the
problem of a 'humanistic ideal'. What is this? Why is this
problem more significant and more fundamental than
others, and perhaps even crucial for the fate of humanism in Russia? And what is the basis for such a conclusion?
Let me propose a hypothesis based on the historic events
in Russia, events which, for the second time in the 20th
century, shocked the world. The end of Soviet society in
1991 not only meant the fall of a 'totalitarian' regime, the
collapse of'socialism' in the Soviet Union and other Eastern European countries, the dissolution of the USSR,and
the elimination of the Soviet Communist party, but also
the end of... a humanistic ideal.
This latter event was neither recorded nor noticed. The
humanistic ideal was neither cursed nor derided, as
was the 'communist utopia'. No propagandist or other
actions were undertaken against it. Instead, it just simply ceased to be. The RHS itseJf began its activities
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without mentioning it, as if the RHS started to create
humanism in Russia 'from scratch'. There is no reference to the existence of the idea ofhumanism in Soviet or even in tsarist Russia in the printed or e1ectronic
publications of the RHS, and the RHS documents are
written in a cosmopolitan styleY> Perhaps it was
shameful to remember the previous humanistic ideal,
maybe because of its link with 'communism' and its
use for ideological purposes. It had been intensively
exploited by the Communist Party propagandists, lectors and professors of'scientific communism' and 'scientific atheism', by announcers on radio and TV
program mes. Ten years ago all this 'scientific bosh' was
thrown out, but the 'baby' was thrown out together
with the 'dirty bathwater' . Wh at was the 'baby'? What
was th is humanistic ideal?
'Man is bom for happiness as a bird for flight'. Nobody
says these words. Nobody remembers anymore th at
'man sounds proudly'. Nobody calls to 'the yawning
heights'. Not to the communist ones, but to the heights
of man's development and perfection. 'We are not
slaves, slaves we are not'. Of course, these and similar
phrases cannot express the humanistic ideal completely, but they were signs of a new era and of a new
world,(8)where no human being can be used as a thing.
It is difficuIt to describe this humanist ideal in detail,
in all its exactly formulated aspects, because it was not
fIXedin any single classical text as were religious texts
such as the Bible or the Talmud, or such Marxian ones
as the Manifesto of the Communist Party. This ideal
was dissolved, as it were, in society's atmosphere, it was
presented in relationships among common people and
in the notions of the intelligentsia, in poems and films,
in songs and novels.
Here are just two examples to illustrate the diversity of
its manifestations. In one of the most famous and
beloved poems by Andrei Voznesensky it was proclaimed poetically that no progress can be named progressive if it caused harm to man. Another and very
'communist' example is the episode in the film for children produced on the basis of Aleksei Toistoi's book
Zolotoi kliuchik ili prikliucheniya Buratino [The Golden Key or Buratino's Adventures] in which the following words are spoken: 'Neither the rich, nor the poor
will be, but everybody will be happy'.!') After all, as a
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legacy of 'all the best th at was created by human
thought', the humanistic ideal, in its most general and
essential and not specifically Russian features, was,
perhaps, the same as a humanist ideal in any other
European (western or eastern) country. When ten
years ago 'Communism' was kicked out, this humanist
ideal was, at least temporarily, lost too.
It is not difficuIt to foresee the very first objection: th is
was a 'Communist' ideal! The attempt to realise th is
ideal inevitably brought Stalinism and later the socalled 'real socialism'YO)
For this reason, although not only for this, the idea of
humanism, as a 'communist' idea that resuIted in
inhuman practices, was forgotten for almost five years,
from 1991 to 1995. Let us also remember that Gorbachev's perestroika had been conducted under the
slogan of a more humane, renovated socialism, and
resulted in a new crash. 1will not mention the whole
set of the many other reasons and obstacles which
influenced the image - consciously and unconsciousIy - ofhumanism in the mind of various groups of men
and women, from the so-called intellectuals to the
common folk. What I want to emphasize is the relative
conjunction, indissolubility and partial overlap of
humanist and communist ideals (and systems of
views). Thus those five years were needed to clear
humanism of its previous Soviet communist cover.
Nevertheless, th is ideal was - historically and theoretically - a humanistic ideal in the first place, and only
th en a communist one. The ideal originated, changed
and developed during a long period as a humanistic
one, and only then was it used by men who were members of one party that proclaimed th at this ideal would
be implemented in life. This party had different names
(and abbreviations): Rossiaskaya sotsial-demokraticheskaya rabochaya partiya (RSDRP) [Russian SocialDemocratie Labor Party], Rossiaskaya sotsial-demokraticheskaya
rabochaya
partiya bol'shevikov
(RSDRP(b)) [Russian Social- Democratie Labor Party
(of Bolsheviks )], Vsesouznaya kommunisticheskaya
partiya bol'shevikov (VKP(b )) [All-Union Communist
Party (of Bolsheviks )], Kommunisticheskya partiya
Sovetskogo Souza (KPSS) [Communist Party of the
Soviet Unionj. However, there we re other men and
women who believed in the same humanistic ideal and
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were devoted to it, but they were members of other
parties in Russia, such as the constitutional democrats, the party of socialist-revolutionaries,
and the
Russian social-democratic labour party [of Mensheviks ].<'1)All these parties, and some others, fought for
the 'freedom of the people' and the 'free development
of the individual'; at least they announced these tasks
as their goals. (Although there are a lot of recent works
on political parties in Russia at the beginning of the
20th century and during the Russian revolutions,c12lno
research has been devoted specifically to the connection between an idea ofhumanism and political movements in Russia during this period.) Furthermore,
there were many individual humanists with very different political and cultural views who were not members of any party, and who did not even participate in
political struggles: one of the best humanist slogans
ever was coined not by a politician, but by the physician and writer Anton P.Chekhov: 'In man all has to be
wonderfu!'.
In other words, it is true that the humanistic ideal was
communist (that means, communists incorporated it
in their program mes and ideology, and in this way the
humanist ideal became associated with them in people's minds), at least in Russia duringa certain period.
But it was non-communist, and even totally non-communist. Let me reiterate: in this 'communist' humanistic ideal, and not in the reality of'real sociaIism, 'all
the best that was created by humankind' found its
embodiment. That is why, when 'communism' or the
'communist' humanistic ideal was thrown out, 'all the
best th at was created by humankind' was thrown out
too.
To ascertain th at this is true, it is enough to compare
the following three definitions of humanism: Soviet,
post-Soviet and non-Soviet.

The post-Soviet

definition

of humanism

The definition of the Iatest Soviet times (just before
perestroika) contains a clear'class' approach:'Humanism ... [is] the recognition of the value of man as a personality, his right of free development
and
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manifestation of his abilities, assertion of man's "wellbeing" as a criterion of evaluation of all socia! relations.
In a narrower sense h [umanism] is a secular freethinking of the Renaissance epoch, which withstood
the. scholasticism and spiritual supremacy of the
church, and which was connected with the study of
newly discovered works of classical antiquity. To reject
an abstract and class-independent
approach of
humanism, Marxism connected it with the revolutionary struggle of the proletariat for the building of
the communist society, th at created preconditions for
the all-round development of man. In this sense Kar!
Marx referred to communism as a "real h [umanism]".
H [umanism 1 gets its practical realization through the
achievements of socialism, proclaimed as its principle: "Allin the name of man, all for the good of man" :(13)
The post-Soviet definition of humanism does not
include the class approach: the latter part of the above
definition, starting with the words 'To reject an
abstract and class-independent approach ofhumanism ..:, was simply deleted.<"1 'Western' definitions of
humanism, including modern ones, are almost identical to the Soviet one, except for the same 'communist'
addition (the latter part of the Soviet definition).<'5) On
the other hand, the ear!ier Soviet definition ofhumanism as a historic movement of Renaissance almost
coincides (in its content) with a pre-Soviet one. For
example: 'Humanism ... 1.Ideological movement of the
Renaissance, directed at the liberation ofhuman personality and thought from fetters of feudalism and
Catholicism (historic). 2. Enlightened philanthropy
(obsolete)'.o6) One year prior to the dramatic year of
1917, it was as follows: 'Humanism or Renaissance. In historical literature, the term h [umanism] is used
to describe a literary-scientific movement, which started in Haly in the 14th century, and slowly, until the
beginning of 16th century, embraced the main countries of Europe. The essence of this movement is usually defined as a tendency to the completeness of
personal development, which is free of those constraints that were i~posed by the mediaeval Church
through its theocratic and ascetic demands' .(17)
It is amistake to say that there was only'communistic'
humanism in the USSR. The official Soviet humanism
(that is the humanism of official philosophers and
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party ideologists) constantly criticized an 'abstract
humanism' ,that was also Soviet, but non-official. This
'abstract humanism' was denigrated in a standard
manner: 'Socialist h [umanism 1 stands against abstract
h [umanism], which preaches "humanity in generai" ,
without a connection to the struggle for the complete
release of man from all kinds of exploitation'.I'sl In
1991 this 'abstract humanism' disappeared, not
absolutely, of course, but as a noticeable public (cultural) phenomenon.
So far there has been no satisfactory explanation of the
existence and blooming of abstract humanism during
the ten years of Khrushev's 'thaw'. How could it happen that in this still totalitarian society abstract
humanism indeed flourished in literature, cinema, the
arts and humanitarian sciences such as literary criticism, the history of literature and even in some sections of ideologised Soviet philosophy? Why was it
impossible to extirpate this abstract humanism, in
spite of all the criticism? And why does it vegetate in
modern post-Soviet Russia?

Is a non-communist
impossible?

humanism

Neither was the 'communist' humanism something
invariable, as it was not the primary and absolute evil.
It changed historically even within the Soviet period
of Russian history. The humanism of A.V.Lunacharskii
is not the same as th at of R. Kosolapov, Lr. Frolov or
E.V.ll'enkov. It was not a homogeneous monolith in
each historical moment: the humanism of the KPSS
program me (the corresponding phrases in it) was not
the same as the humanism ofY.G. Kelle or G.S. Batishev. Moreover, there was also the pre-Soviet'communist' humanism of G.Y. Plekhanov or of Kar! Marx
himself. Finally, in the Soviet period there was a 'communist' humanism of A. Gramsci or of R. Garaudy.
Anything better than the 'communist' humanism of
the so-called 'ear!y Marx' was not proposed in Russia;
it was not superseded by a new, more profound and
more humane humanism. The task of the 'Iiberation'
of man is still unfulfilled. It is a commonplace in pres-
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ent -day Russia that the 'communist' humanism is the
same utopia as communism itself. Then a question is
natural: is a non-communist humanism an impossibie, far-away utopia too? If so, hum ani sm (not as the
stoic ethic of one individual but as the ethical norm of
many and as a way of living for the whole society)
makes no sense.lf humanism, at least as a humanistic ideal, is not only an abstract, theoretical possibility, but also a necessity to be realized, it has to be
recovered and returned to the place it occupied in the
development of Russia, in its evolution to a better
country, a better society, a better life, a better people
and to better persons who formed this people, th is
society and this country.
Perhaps one can say th at humanism as the ethical
norm of many and as a way of living for the whole
society is not a personal ideal for individuals, but an
ideal for a society. However, this is just the same, at
least from the vantage point of the Russian historical
situation. 'Free development of everybody is a precondition of free development of all', and vice versa.
Has everybody the opportunity to develop his abilities
freely in a society with unjustifiable inequalities of
income and property? Or without asolid system of
social services protecting unfortunate people from
poverty and misery? Or in a society lacking respect for
human rights and human personality, lacking a real
democracy for both majority and minority, the responsibility of man, society and state to each other? The
development of all personal abilities means the development not only of artistic or mathematical talents or
sporting achievements, but also of the ability to
become a citizen, to be a ruler and be ruled. In this
case, a humanistic ideal for society coincides (in principle, although not totally) with a humanistic ideal for
an individual, and this joint or united humanistic ideal
would naturally mean improving the Russian society
as a civil society, in which, through some institutional mechanisms, citizens are both the rulers and the
ruled, and are socially, culturally and politically active
agents and public figures.
Of course, a lot of questions th en arise. For instance:
how to initiate humanitarian, social and political activities of Russians and groups such as the RHS, that will
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help to realise this ideal or a part of it? And, of course,
th is ideal has not to become an ido!. The problem is:
can a humanistic attitude become a norm oflife; and
if it can, does it have to become, and under what conditions, a norm of life or, at least, 'the guidance to
action'; and if it has to, the guidance to wh at actions?
In other words, can a humanism, as an idea or a system of related ideas, or, perhaps, even as a theory,
become a practical humanism? This problem, the
problem of humanism in practice, is the most important and the most pressing for Russia, especially from
the point of view of a certain balance between ideal
and action, or between goals and means. It also
includes such 'particular' questions as: should the RHS
be a club of intellectuals, or purely an organisation of
enlightenment (as the former Znanie [Knowiedge]
organization), or a civic mass movement 'above the
parties' , or an independent humanistic party? The type
of action depends on a choice that may be reduced to
the following three options: a propagation (or propaganda), a reform, a revolution.<'9)The actuality and the
cost of this choice for Russia is too evident.

The sodal

and political

role of humanism

At present, the RHS has proclaimed a mixture of more
propagandistic and less reformative activity. This activity is based on its understanding of the real situation in
Russian society. First of all, this situation is determined
by the deep moral crisis of society which leads to the
disintegration of basic social and individual values. This
crisis has been ignored by the state and the mass media,
and in this crisis Russia can find the final defeat. IlO)
Therefore, the RHS has to assist in forming the mechanisms to resolve th is crisis, which are as follows:
I. a broad moral and intellectual enlightenment of the
individual and society;
2. the adoption by state, public and politica I leaders of
their moral responsibility, and by the electorate of
the application of astrong moral criterion in eIections;
3. a social policy of the state and businessmen supporting those organisations which fight for the
moral reconstruction of society;
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4. extension of the financial support for education, science, and true culture;
5. support for the natural willingness of each individual to be in good physical, spiritual and mental
shape, to be happy;
6. formation of more active and powerful elements
and bodies of civil society such as the RHS.I2I)As a
whoie, this set of measures is defined by its author
himself as a general call 'to return to the all-human
values in order to change the attitudes of both the
state and the mass media in Russia towards the
problem ofhuman rights and dignity'.(12)It should
be noted that th is strategy of activity is connected
essentially with contemporary RHS interpretation
of humanism as 'a guiding star of humankind, an
improving, open, historically dynamicsystem of
values, actually a meta-value because it covers in
itseIf all the fundamental values of individual and
society, and in eco-humanism of the whole world:<lJl
Humanism is 'to be the worldview of the individual,
his ideal and at the same time a mark of his
"zrelosti isamostoyatelnosti", the means of selfperfection and seIf-realisation:(24)Humanism is ne ither a political nor a religious ideology. Then it is
argued that, as a value-system and a social movement, humanismplays an important general and
trans-political role. As a meta- and inter-political
phenomenon, humanism brings to the political
scene such fundamental political values as freedom,
democracy, social justice, supremacy oflaw, part icipation of citizens in political processes, etc. Allhu man values ofhumanism provide the best moral
ground for the struggle of political ideologies, protecting this process of a competition of ideas from
transforming into a clash between people and social
classes. Humanism is a worldview and a moral
power. Therefore the social role of humanism is to
be an organized and socially active worldview, and
the general political mission ofhumanism in Russia is to humanize both the people's political consciousness and the political institutions of society.
Such an approach means th at the political role of
humanism in Russia can be defined as follows.
Humanism is:
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society', in: Zdravyi Smysl, 2002, N. 1(22), pp. 2, 47-48.

1) not outside of polities, as it proclaims democracy,
freedom, etc.;
2) above all parties and it speaks directly to everybody;
3) for all parties, as it brings all-human values;
4) a link between parties, for the same reason.

In this article Kuvakin comments

on 'two important

events in which the RHS took part', viz., the international congress on 'Science, Antiscience

and Paranormal

Beliefs', and 'Grazhdanskii Forum' (the Civil Forum, 2122 November 200 I, Moscow). At the last meeting leaders
of more than 350 public organisations were invited, but a

But at the same time, humanism cannot become a
party or a political ideology as the goal of any party
is power, and where there is power there is violence.(251
That is why any attempt to transform humanism as a
worldview and a public movement into a party wil!
lead to its fall. However, a humanist movement has to
try and become an influential moral-political force,
and its 'all-political role is the humanisation of political consciousness of civic man, of practices of political parties and of the state: (26)Thus the actual choice
of the RHS is for humanistic enlightenment.
Whether this proclaimed activity of the RHS is sufficient or not, and whether this choice of strategy is right
or wrong, partly or totally, only the future wil! showY7)
It is natural that in a normal, civilised society all parties stay on the platform of human values. Humanity
is the main criterion of any political regime and social
order. The problem is that humanism (as any idea)
also 'can be used for good or for evil'. (28) It can be added
that in present-day Russia humanism 'can be used for
good or for evil', as were many other ideas used
throughout Russian history.

single practical result for the RHS was a point - among the
recommendations

of a 'round tabIe' on education - stat-

ing the necessity to include a sub-course on humanism in
the course on obshestvoznanie (science of society) in the
school programme, and to broaden the teaching of this
subject in other sub-courses. Besides, Kuvakin was able
to get the so-called 'peregovornye ploshadki' ('grounds for
negotiations'), but he himself recognized that 'th ere was
no sense in this' (ibidem, p. 47) as the authorities

had

already collaborated for a long time with their own 'public' organisations.

These 'public' organisations

have

become consultants, experts, etc. for the authorities (ibidem, p. 48). On the other side, according to Kuvakin, a
good result was the real understanding

of the situation by

the RHS (ibidem, p. 48). Analysing the above-mentioned
international congress on 'Science,Antiscience

and Para-

norm al Beliefs', Kuvakin considers several publications
about this congress (not directly about the RHS), mostly
in newspapers,

and concludes that the Russian mass

media are, for the most part, mendacious and venal (ibidem,p.47).
(2)

See the description and explanation of part of this situation in: Konashev, M.B., 'The Humanist Movement in
Contemporary

Russia', in: Ethical Record, 1999, Vol. 104,

Mikhai/ B. Konashev is deputy-director and research er at the

no. 8 (September)

Institute of the History of Natura/ Sciences and Techn%gy

(Moscow site:) http://log.philos.msu.su/rhslindex.htm;

pp. 19-20. Also see two RHS sites:

of the Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg. He pub-

(St. Petersburg site:) http://humanism.al.ru/.

/ished on the history of evo/utionary bi%gy and is an active

are in English and in Russian, but neither has a full Eng-

Both sites

member of the St. Petersburg branch of the Russian Human-

lish version. The sites contain introductory

ist Society.

information

and current

on the RHS and its activities. The Moscow

site carries the content of the whole set of Zdravyi Smysl
issues in English. The St. Peters burg site gives the full text
in Russian and in English of some articles published in

Notes

Zdravyi Smysl and in some other Russian periodicals.
(I)

After the text of this article had been sent to the editor, the

(3)

During the whole post-Soviet decade from 1991 to 2001,

latest issue of Zdravyi Smysl [Common sense 1 reached its

a permanent debate took place in the Russian mass media

readers with a partial review of some publications indi-

and in specialized humanitarian

rectly devoted to the RHS: Kuvakin, V.A.,'Immersions into

problem of arising or coming into being (some authors
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periodicals about the

even used the term 'building') of the so-called civic soci-

(7)

gation and dissemination

very broad, depending

secular humanism in Russia; defence ofhumanistic

on political, ideological, philo-

values, reason, and freethinking; opposition to all kinds
of irrationalism

who consider civic society to be a positive and necessary

religious and para norm al beliefs, various forms of dog-

condition or pre-condition

matism, fanaticism, intolerance, racism, and nationalism;

of Russia's rebirth and well-

in science and education; resistance to

being. First, without the arising of civic society, this bet-

support for the ideas and realities of the open democr~

ter and noble future for Russia is impossible. Second, civic

ic society, humanist trends in domestic culture and sdcial

society is lacking or too slow in the formation of its first

relations; humanization

and very weak elements in Russia.

cal atmosphere in Russia.

of the political and psychologi-

To carry out these objectives RHS:

have been

Develops scientific studies in the history and theory of

given to the term 'non-civic society'. However, in the con-

Humanism and freethinking.

text of Russian history, this term is an equivalent of the

Holds [the] national and international

meetings on the

not ion 'in hu man society', that is, a society in which crea-

real problems of secular Humanism, contemporary scep-

tures live with a relatively or sometimes even absolutely

ticism, common sense, and paranormal

inhuman character. Therefore, 'non -civic society' can be

centres and committees

briefly defined as a con dit ion of society where the com-

investigation of claims of the paranormal and supernat -

mon citizens have not enough, litde, few or no real opportunities to control and to change the conditions of their

beliefs; creates

for the independent

scientific

ural;
- Builds educational programmes on the basis of human-

work, education, living and even rest, and where, as a con-

ist philosophy and psychology, scientific scepticism and

sequence, they are not at all or are only partial owners of

critical thinking, reason and all-human ethical norms;

their lives, of themselves.

- Publishes the periodical Zdravyi Smysl [Common Sense];

See:'Award to president', in: Sankt-Peterburgskie

vedo-

supports

the teenager's newspapers

Naskvoz [Break-

most i [St. Petersburg Gazette], 2002, no. i4 (23 January),

through] and Chelovek Dumaushchii [The Thinker]; dis-

p.1.

tributes

See, for example, a number of articles under the general

Humanists and Freethinkers;

all kind of booklets

and books written

by

title: 'Magazine within magazine: Secular Humanists of

Encourages the groups of support in mass-media,

Saint Petersburg' ,in: Zdravyi Smysl, 200 i, no. 3, pp. i2-40.

versities and high schools; promotes the ideas of secular

See also the latest publication in that journaion

Humanism in society;

ism and atheism: 'Humanism

human-

or/and Atheism. Minutes

ist organizations:

Zdravyi Smysl, 2002, N. i (22), pp. 35-42. At this meeting
in particular the question was discussed: Should the RHS

uni-

Develops relations with foreign and international human-

from the Summer seminar ofRHS, 27-29 June 2001', in:

See RHS Moscow site:http://\og.philos.mslLsulrhs/index.htm.
(8)

It is weil known th at the most popular literary and pub-

reduce secular humanism to atheism or should the RHS

licistic journal of Khrushchev's times was Novyi mir [New

search for the universal humanist values th at are able to

World] with a humanistic trend of its literary and ot her

bridge the gap between people and cultures? Finally see:

publications,

[Kuvakin, V.A.], 'Editorial Note', in: Zdravyi Smysl, 200i,

acquired significance.

N. 2(19),p. 2. This editorial note is about the moral,judi-

(6)

moral

However, two main points of view prevail among those

tions and sometimes strange interpretations

(S)

of the ideas and principles of

sophical and even cultural orientations and preferences.

In the course of these discussions many different defini-

(4)

For example: 'Organisation's Purpose: Scientific investi-

ety in Russia. The spectrum of opinions was and still is

(9)

and the title of this journal

very soon

it is interesting to note th at there are no such words at all

cial, and social price that Russians have to pay for the

in Toistoy's book, and th is phrase was obviously added by

coming marriage of church and state ('Tabie of contents

the script writer. See: Tolstoi,A. (1956), Zolotoi kluchik ili

and abstracts', in: Zdravyi Smysl, 2001, N. 2(i9), p. 1.)

priklucheniya

See: Nauka, antinauka i paranormalnye

Adventures], Detgiz, Moscow/Leningrad.

verovaniya [Sci-

Buratino [The Golden Key or Buratino's

ence, Antiscience and the Paranormal] , Moscow, 200 i.
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(10)

See also the site of lHEU: http://www.iheu.org/

The conclusion aboutthe inevitability of Stalinism with
all its brutality as a direct historical consequence of com-

minimum_statement.html.

munist party ruie or even the Bolshevik revolution and

of humanism

coup d' état in 1917 as weil as an opposite statement aboui

humanism in the Netherlands', in: Halsema,A. & Houten,

the possibility of another course of events were made so

D. van (eds.), Empowering Humanity (in print).

many times in the last century, and have also been made

(16)

Tolkovyi s\ovar' russkogo yazyka [Defining dictionary of

(17)

See: Vulfius, A., 'Gumanism ili Vozrozhdenie', in: Novyi

the Russian language] (1935), OGIS, Moscow, Vol. 1,p. 638.

more recently in Russia. Especially during the elections,
the first claim was made in explicit or latent form. Many
past and present critics of Soviet socialism and commu-

entsiklopedicheskii

nism as a theory and a practice stressed the direct

in: New Encyclopaedia Dictionary] ([1916]), Brokgauz i

theory and thus on the communist ideal. See, for exam-

(18)

(I')

propaganda),

Medvedev continued to believe in the possibility of anoth-

great a choice. But maybe this macrochoice can better be

er, positive communist way for Russia in the past. See, for

defined as a strategic choice or (again in Russian perspective) as a choice of destiny. To clarify this point for

i posledstviia stalinizma [The origins and consequences

western readers, a hot debate has to be mentioned, that is

of Stalinism],Alfred

very famous for Soviet Russian readers (that is, readers

A. Knopf, New York; idem (1990),0

Staline istalinisme [On Stalin and Stalinism], Progress,

who finished school in the Soviet period): the debate

Moscow.

between adherents and opponents of the so-called theo-

In reality the Mensheviks did not add the word 'menshe-

ry of'malykh del' [small affairs] in pre-revolutionary Rus-

vikov' to the name of the former united Russian Social-

sia. Briefly speaking, adherents of the theory insisted that

Democratic Labour Party to be different from their former

road improvements, the building of schools, hospitals and

party comrades.

libraries, etc., especially in the country-si de, had more

See, for example, in Russian: Istoriya politicheskikh par-

progress to bring for Russia and Russian people than any

tii Rossiii [History of Russian political parties ] (1994),

large social and political reform, not to mention a revo-

partii Rossii

lution. Adversaries of the theory derided it. This discus-

nachala XX veka. Konets XIX - pervaiya tret' XX veka

sion was, for example, mirrored in Anton P. Chekhov's

[Political parties of Russia in the beginning of the 20th

story 'Dom s mezoninom' (The house with mezzanine),

century. The end of the 19th - the firstthird

and in its Soviet screen adaptation. This debate was not

of the 20th

resolved by'communist

experiment' as some ideologists

slovar'

wrote, but it rather acquired a new sharper turn and

['Humanism', in: Soviet Encyclopaedia Dictionary] (2nd

aspects. One of the characters of Chekhov's play The Cher-

'Gumanism',

in: Sovetskii entsiklopedicheskii

ed., 1983), Sovetskaya Entsiklopediya, Moscow, p. 349.

ry orchard says in its final scene that after one hundred

'Gumanism',

slovar'

years the sky (in Russia) will be full of diamonds. More

['Humanism', in: Great Encyclopaedia Dictionary] (2nd

than one hundred years later, Russian earthly, not heav-

in: Bo!'shii entsiklopedicheskii

ed., 1997), Bol'shaya Rossiiskaya

Entsiklopediya,

enly figurative, diamonds make rich people richer, while

St.

poor peopie neither have the time nor the wish to look

Petersburg, p. 320.
(IS)

reform and revolution is too large or too

example: Medvedev, R.A. (1974), K sudu istorii. Genezis

century] (1996), Rospen, Moscow.

(14)

lt can also be said thatthe choice between propagation (or

gvardiya, Moscow. Some other famous figures such as Roy

Vysshaya shkola, Moscow; Politicheskii

(Il)

in: Great Soviet Encyclopedia]

(1972), Sovetskaya entsiklopedia, Moscow, Vol. 7, p. 445.

ko,A.S. (1990), Nasilie Izhi, ili kak zabludilsya prizrak [The

(12)

See: Kelle, v.J., 'Gumanism', in: Bolshaya sovetskaya entsiklopediya ['Humanism',

ple, a very famous book from the perestroika period: Tsipviolence of lie, or how a ghost lost its way], Molodaya

slovar' ['Humanism or Renaissance',

Evfron, St. Petersburg, Vol. 15, p. 250.

dependence of the real Soviet system on the communist

(11)

Cf. with different definitions

given in Peter Derkx's article: 'Modern

atthe sky.

'Humanism', in: Encyclopaedia Britannica (1959), Encyclopaedia Britannica lnc., Chicago/London/Toronto,
11, p. 876; 'Humanisme',

in: Grand Larousse
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See: Kuvakin, V.A., 'Need for moral reconstruction',

in:

Zdravyi Smysl, 2001, N. 3(20), p. 2.

ency-

clopédique (1962), Librairie Larousse, Paris, p. 990.
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Kuvakin, V.A.,'Need for moral reconstruction,
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in: Zdravyi

Smysl, 2001, N. 3(20), p.48. See also: Shevelev, G.G.,'Some
practical activities of secular humanists (a report at the
International Conference "Humanism and Science - Planetary Values of the Third Millennium", June 14-16,2000,
Saint Petersburg)', in: http://humanism.al.ru/en/

(RHS

St. Petersburg site).
(22)

'Tabie of contents and abstracts', in: Zdravyi Smysl, 200 I,
N. 3(20), p. I.

(23)

Kuvakin, V.A., 'On Russia and Humanism', in: Zdravyi
Smysl, 2001, N.4(2I), p.48.

(24)

Kuvakin, V.A., 'Humanism

(25)

Zdravyi Smysl,2001,N.I(l8),
Ibidem, p. 2.

and Politics' (Editorial), in:
p. 2.

(26)

Ibidem, p. 48.

(27)

This large choice between a propagation (or propaganda),
a reform, and a revolution not only includes the problem
of the kind of activity of the RHS, but also the question as
to which kinds of activities by other public and political
organisations

or forces can be or have to be supported,

directly or indirectly, by the RHS.ln other words, can the
RHS support or adopt in principle, and under wh at conditions, a propagation, a reform, a revolution with the aim
of attaining a more humane condition of society, state,
human existence? Such a question has not even been
raised, but it can become pressing very quickly in Russia,
where very different 'revolutions' haven taken place at the
beginning and at the end of the 20th century. Besides,
nobody among contemporary RHS humanists, including
Kuvakin, touches upon the problem of anti-humane conditions other than political or religious, which are caused
not (only) by bad government policies or by the old party
nomenklatura

or by the wild thirst for richness of some

'new Russians', but which also stem from the objective
level and patterns of production, natural self-production
of man, and his biological peculiarities

as a biological

species evolved into a human being, Homo sapiens, from
pre-human, animal condition. But this is, as one Russian
literary classic said, already another story.
(28)

Kuvakin, V.A., 'Humanism

and Polities' (Editorial), in:

Zdravyi Smysl, 2001, N. 1(18), p. 2.
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The Difference Between
Private Morality and
Public Morality in the
United States
Robert Grant

Once upon a time, several people entered a
room that had a locked door at one end. They
tried to unlock the door but could not. They
asked, 'What's on the other side of that doorT
A child exclaimed, 'It's the entrance to the
magic kingdom!' That was a happy idea and
some nodded in agreement.
A fearful person said, 'There is a monster in
the room!' Most rejected that as a bad idea.
Then aloud and dominant voice said, 'CIarabelle is in that room!'
Another asked, 'How do you know thatT
The dominant one said, 'I know! Trust me on
this one.' That sounded like a comforting idea
and many others agreed with such forceful
leadership.
Vet another said, 'There is nothing in that
room; in fact, it may not be a room but a closet.' Only a few nodded in agreement since
that seemed like a lonely idea.
Finally, one person said, 'Wedon't know what
is in the room and we will not know, for sure,
until we can unlock the door and see for ourselves.' Only a few supported this frustrating
idea since they wanted to know nc;>w,but
they could not unlock the door.
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Then, the dominant one yelled through the
door, 'Clarabelle, come out here so that
these superstitious and ignorant people will
know that you are in there.' But there was
no answer or sound of movement inside;
there was no communication. The others
were insulted by being called superstitious
and ignorant and everybody started fighting.
Af ter a while, areasonabie
person said,
'Let's stop fighting with each other. Knowing what is in that room is not as important
as dealing with each other, in a civil manner, in this room.' Exhausted from the fighting, they all nodded their heads in
agreement; that seemed like a good idea
and the fighting stopped.
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In the United States there is astrong movement, supported by conservative Christian Protestant churches
and the Catholic Church, to give federal government
vouchers to parents who can use them to pay the tuition
of grammar schools and high schools run by these
churches. Recent efforts by the federal government
would financially support faith-based charities by turning over a large number of social welfare programs to
church groups. In addition to hospitals and food
pantries, (that the government currently supports) the
Bush administration would have churches run counseling and rehabilitation programs for those suffering
from drug and alcohol addict ion and give the churches
hundreds of millions of dollars to supervise welfare programs that support the poor, the disabled and single
parents and to run half-way houses for prisoners
released on parole. There are those who would seek voluntary, but public, prayer in the public schools; they
would require th at the Ten Commandments be posted
in every c1assroom in America and in public buildings,
such as courtrooms. The State of Georgia requires that
'respect for the Creator' be taught in the public schools
and requires that posters with the motto 'In God We
Trust: be displayed in every public school c1assroom. To
require that religious activities be made public, in public schools, confuses the distinction between religious
morality and sec uiar morality.
There is a present need to c1arify the difference
between private morality, morality that is a matter of
personal religious belief, and public morality, morality th at constitutes the commonly shared secular, ethical values of the community, regardless of religious
belief. To c1arify the difference, we must understand
th at basic American value, the principle of separation
of church and state.
From earliest colonial times, Americans have understood that there is a difference between the sacred and
the secular. Faith in a supernatural God and obedience
to His commands and the reward oflife after death,
was the domain of the Church. The mission of the
Church is to save souis. The colonists understood th at
secular values deal with the needs of the temporal
world and that this was the jurisdiction of earthly
princes and kings. The mission of the secular state is
to promote the safety, health and welfare of the com-
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munity. John Locke taught that '...the power of civil
government relates only to mens civil interests, is confined to the care of the things of this world, and hath
nothing to do with the world to come ..: (1)
Roger Williams, the founder of Rhode Island, in his
famous 'ship letter' written in 1654, laid down the great
principles of church - state relations that have become
the foundation of American jurisprudence. He taught

th at:
1. there is a difference between the sacred and the secular;
2. compulsion may be exercised by officials of the
State in the area of the secular but not of the sacred;
and
3. where the safety and security of the commonwealth
are concerned, religious conscience is not a valid
excuse for refusal to obey the lawful commands of
the state. (2)
Rhode Island never had an established religion.

Wh at is religion?
To understand the jurisdiction of the Church we must
ask: Wh at is a 'religion'? Most religions do two defining things; they deal with faith and morals.
1.Religions answer the big questians of faith - the metaphysicai questians about the existence of God and
whether there is iife af ter death. Since the answers to
these questions are unknowable or at least unprovable,
the various answers offered by different religions are
based up on faith or belief. A community ofbelievers or
an organization is a 'religion' when it purports to
address the metaphysical questions on the basis of faith.
It is areligion whether the faith based answer is:'Yesmy
child, there is a God: or 'No! God does not exist: or 'I
don't know'. It is areligion if it asks, as a matter of faith,
whether or not there is life after death, whether or not
there is a personal God or gods whom we must worship
and to whom we may pray and petition for help in our
lives and who can change our lives, whether there is an
incorporeal, spiritual world, whether heaven and heli,
or nirvana, angels and devils, saints and sinners or reincarnation exist. All are questions to be answered byeach
person's religious belief or philisophicai convictions.
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It is a 'religion' if it simply asks'What's on the other side
of that door?'
'Secular' and 'religious' are mutually exclusive terms.
Theism, non-theism and the spirit world are simply not
the subject matter of secular ethics. There is no such
thing as a civil religion although secular ethical values
can become your personal code of morality and your
way oflife. But it is not areligion; one who respects the
social obligations that we have to each other is a Virtuous Citizen.
Religion, in the United States, is more than the relationship th at a body ofbelievers has with its God. The
broader understanding of wh at constitutes areligion
gives the teaching and practice ofbelievers, including
agnostics and atheists, the special protection of freedom of religion found in the First Amendment to the
US Constitution. Members of a religious body are entitled to be treated as conscientious objectors during time
of war (if the tenants of the religion object to war) and
their organization is entitled to relief from certain taxation, particularly land taxes and sales taxes. Just
recently, the Ethical Culture Society of Austin, Texas, a
Humanist society, was denied tax relief since it was
claimed that it was not areligion. The society sued and
the court found that the society was entitled to the tax
status of areligion, notwithstanding that belief in God
was not one of its tenants. The United States Supreme
Court held, (3) in a case forbidding prayer to God in the
public schools, that:
1ust as the right to speak and the right to refrain from
speaking are complementary components of a broader
concept of individual freedom of mind, so also the individual's freedom to choose his own creed is the counterpart of his right to refrain from accepting the creed
established by the majority. At one time it was thought
that this right merely proscribed the preference of one
Christian sect over another, but would not require equal
respect for the conscience of the infidel, the atheist, or the
adherent of a non-Christian faith such as Islam or
Judaism. But when the underlying principle has been
examined in the crucible of litigation, the Court has
unambiguously concluded that the individual freedom
of conscience protected by the First Amendment
embraces the right to select any religious faith or none
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at all. This conclusion derives support not only from the
interest in respecting the individual's freedom of conscience, but alsof rom the conviction that religious belieft
worthy of respect are the product of free and voluntary
choice by the faithful, and from recognition of the fact
that the political interest in forestalling intolerance
extends beyond intolerance among Christian sects - or
even intolerance among "religions"- to encompass intolerance of the disbeliever and the uncertain.'
2. Religions mandate a moral code with two kinds of
religious duties. The first are those duties that are strictly religious duties, duties th at deal with the big questions. The second are those faith-based duties th at
impose moral conduct in the temporal world. Some religious values have no secular purpose, such as the duty
of most re!igions to honor God and not to blaspheme.
These duties cannot become a part of our public
morality. Secular ethical values do not address theological issues nor purport to answer the great metaphysical questions, as a matter of faith. When the
secular world examines the world view, its conclusions
must be based upon scientific evidence, not upon an
article of faith. It is not within the competence of the
secular state to deal with or resolve these issues, as
matters of faith. It is not the jurisdiction of the state.
The jurisdiction of the secular state is the temporal
welfare of civil society in the world today. Conduct that
violates only a religious value but violates no commonly shared communitarian value or objective cannot be criminalized. Many religious ethica! values
coincide with secular ethical values. Many sacres or
sectarian duties have both a religious purpose as weil
as a worldly goal. 'Remember, keep holy the Sabbath',
was, according to the Judeo-Christian tradition, the
command of God to honor Him by honoring the Lord's
Day. It has the secular benefit of providing one day of
rest out of seven, for believers and non-believers alike.
When the Christian feeds a hungry man, he/she may
be caring for Christ. When the Orthodox Jew clothes
the naked he/she may be fulfilling his/her duty to give
to charity or perform a mitzvah. And when the Muslim shelters the homeless, he/she may be honoring
Allah's commarid to care for the poor. But all are providing tempora! benefits to people who are in need,
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thereby promoting social and economic justice, thereby promoting peace in th is world. The authority for
religious ethical duties is the commandments of God
or the teaching of the Bible or the Torah or the Koran
or the commands of a Church or Sect.
The authority for secular ethics is the mutual obligations found in the Social Contract to provide for the
temporal needs of the individual and the society as a
whoie. So, for example, when the New York State Legislature adopted a revised Penal Code in 1967 forbidding crimes like murder, stealing and perjury, it did
not turn to the ten commandments or to Sacred Scripture or to Church teaching for its justification. It stated th at the general purposes of the statute inc1ude '...to
proscribe conduct which unjustifiably and inexcusably causes or threatens substantial harm to individuais or public interest..:
Secular ethical values unite us. Religious dogma, necessarily, divides the human family into sects. How,
then, do we build a consensus of our pluralist ic community at large, necessary to transform religious values into the moral standards we maintain for
everyone? A religious value can become a standard of
public morality, only, if it is secularized. It is by defining a religious value in terms of the temporal needs of
civil society that we are able to build a consensus necessary to impose th at duty up on all in the community. The religious duty to obey God or Allah and obey
His commandment'Thou
shalt not kill', becomes the
secular duty of the Virtuous Citizen not to kill each
other, to promote peace and justice for the commonwealth. The duty to care for the poor for the greater
honor and glory of God becomes the duty of the Virtuous Citizen to promote economic justice in this
world. Holy days become holidays. Secular values unite
us since their purpose is to enhance the common
good, the good of all. Secular values are the communitarian values th at we share, th at obligate and benefit all.
The secularization of temporal religious values is the
mechanism bywhich people of different religions can
find common ground and build a cohesive pluralistic
society. When a multi-cultural society fails to secularize its various religious values, it eventually leads to
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civil war. Witness the violen ce in Ireland, Israel, India,
Pakistan, Bosnia, Croatia and Kosovo to name only a
few examples of religious and sectarian conflict.

Individual freedom
But how can we reconcile apparently opposing values
to achieve a common rule binding upon all? As a
guideline, I would suggest accepting the rule that provides for the greatest individual freedom. After all, the
presumption in negotiating the Social Contract is that
reasonabie people will give up their individualliberty only to the extent necessary for the peace, order and
justice of the common good. For example, some religions hold th at suicide is immoral since it is believed
that God gave you your life and only God can take your
life.ln the Nineteenth Century, the United States courts
developed the concept that the right to life included
the right of self-determination - the right to control
your person and to determine how you willlive your
life and when, how and under what circumstances you
will die (to the extent that any of us can make this
determination). The secular resolution of this conflict
of values dec1ared that each person, of sound mind,
has the right to determine the manner of his/her
death. The terminally ill patient may end his/her life
with dignity and a minimum suffer ing. Those that
believe th at suicide violates their religious convictions
may accept the suffering of a painful and prolonged
death. The ethical beliefs ofboth have been protected.
Suicide has not been a crime, in most stat es of the
United States, for over a hundred years.
The Constitutional protection of freedom of religion is
a shield to protect everyone's freedom of conscience;
freedom of religion is not a sword to impose one's views
upon non-believers by invoking the coercive power of
the state. One is always free to attempt to persuade the
non-believer to your truth. But when deeply held values
conflict, we must be willing to reconcile those conflicts
and accept laws with which we do not agree, for the benefit of the entire community so long as each one is free
to practice his/her religion or philosophical convictions.
The alternative is that America will become a theocracy governed by rul es that must be approved by the
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priest, minister, rabbi or ayatollah of what ever religion
is dominant, at th at moment, in our society. The religious terminology th at we use to express our values
must become the religiously neutrallanguage of secular ethics if we expect our pubic morality to bind the
believer and the non-believer alike. Public morality cannot be based on or motivated by strictly religious values
and objectives.
The advancement of secular values does not mean that
we do not esteem religious values, as individuals. We
may still do good works to honor God or Allah or
because we want to go to heaven or reach Nirvana. But
the religious motives and objectives are personal to each
individual. Secular values are not anti-religious or irreligious or opposed to anyone's private morality. In fact,
they are usually the same values but with a temporal
intent or a worldly purpose or objective. Secular values
are non-religious values; they are neutral with respect
to religion.

by word or act their faith therein ... (')
Churches and church members as Virtuous Citizens,
have a duty to be tolerant toward the religious and conscientiously held philosophical views of those with
whom they disagree. It violates the basic tradition of
toleranee to use the law to force one's private morality upon non-believers. Moral obligations, founded
upon scripture or the commandments of God or the
church, cannot be forced up on non-believers. Churches and church members have a duty to uphold freedom
of religion and conscience for all and to support the
separation of church and state, especially those
churches that have benefited from disestablishment the separation of Church and State. That unique American doctrine has proved to be the key to protecting
freedom of religion and conscienee for everyone in this
land of many different religions and persuasions.

Robert Grant is a practing attorney and a former judge. He

We assert that freedom of religion and conscience - the
right to choose and act according to each person's religious beliefs or conscientiously held convictions - is
a natural or human right. We impose upon our Federal and state governments the duty to proteet th is
right for each of us in our pluralis tic society. We do this
by requiring that the government be neutral in matters of religion or conscience when dealing with us as
citizens. So, for example, there can be no religious test,
i.e. a required profes sion of a sectarian faith or adheren ce to strictly religious morals, or faith-based temporal morals, as a qualification to vote or hold public
office. Moreover, there can be no established or official
church i.e. a law that mandates tax support for the construction or maintenance of churches, schools or the
salaries of clergy or teachers, directly or indirectly. Nor
can there be any religious doctrine or orthodoxy established by law, Presidential order or court decision, as
governmental policy or to qualify for any benefit, protection, privilege or immunity provided by law.
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"(. . .) this book wil/give the reader many fresh ideas to go on with the
hard work with children and families in need of care" (Wim Kok, FICE
NHHERLANDS).

Child and youth care is changing in many countries. Gone are the
days in which offering care to children and young persons with serious psychosocial and behavioural problems was seen as self-evidently 'good'. Today, increasing demands are placed on the qua/ity
of the care th at is offered. The field of child and youth care has
become a social domain, in which standards based on policy,drawn
from different professional groups, and grounded in an understanding of the latest theory and practice, determine what is considered to be 'good practice' .This book,linking the quality concept
with four components of care (organization, method, attitude, communication: OMAC), is about this development.
The first part of the volume - quality enhancement - contains contributions in which methods are described intended to enhance
the quality of child and youth care services, especially focusing on
organizational and methodical aspects.
In the second part - empowerment - the emphasis is on the position of the c1ient and the way in which communication takes place
in child and \'outh care services.The modern system of care takes
c1ients (children, young persons and parents) seriously as partners
who are experts in their own situation, and focuses on their skills
and possibilities instead of on their problems and limitations.
The third section - family involvement - offers an exploration in
depth, using a number of clinical programmes or cases.The important position of the familyis a characteristic of child and youth care
services. In this section a set of five family-oriented program mes is
discussed - the first two in a preventive field, the next three in a
(residential) treatment field.
In the final section the attention goes to child and youth care developments in a part of the world about which still precious little is
known: Eastern Europe.
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The Position and
Condition of Women in
India: Challenging the
Darkness, Restoring Faiths

(1)

Shobha Raghuram

It is hard to find a title that reveals with sensitivity the complex life worlds of women
and at the same time underscores the
immense contributions of women to both
domestic and economie life. What we begin
to see as we live and understand their lives
is the consistency of the devaluation of their
work by a society at large. Most discussions
about civilizational progress, development
modeis, the routes to economie prosperitv, the search for human happiness wear the
lens of the patriarchal vis ion and measure
the grasp and understanding of success by
way of what the public world perceives;
frameworks designed, ordered and cohered
with men's definitions. Not only do our languages need to alter but our understanding
needs to take into consideration the fine
multiple strands that create women's histories, their identities, their losses and the
redefinitions of the human condition that
they have given to this world as it renews
itself.
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One of the greatest challenges facing development
thinkers, activists, public interest organizations, the
judiciary and all those involved in the governance of
the country is the welfare, the status and the rights of
all women and female children in India. The challenge
for humanists globally and locally is to narrow down
the wide spaces which keep people apart in their
access to a dignified existence and self determined
subjecthood.
In the case of India between Independence and 2002
there is a history, a process towards the construction
and the loss of multiple freedoms.A distinctive feature
of the women's movement in India is that it has not
segregated itself from the other struggles - the movement of civil disobedience which won for India her
freedom, class struggles, movements for collective bargaining, campaigns for totalliteracy, the struggle for
dalit and tribal freedoms etc.
Indeed, the entire corpus of writings by women reveal
a recuperative recovery of histories in the form of
diaries, autobiographies, critical engagements with the
nationalist movement, grassroot narratives, resistance
to fundamentalist ideologies. Indeed the resistance of
identity within these histories, and the competing
claims on the definition of our values as we see them
is a remarkable journey into the search made by millions for a humanism that illuminates their lives as weIl
as that of all their fellow hu man beings, the poor, the
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old, the ill, the marginalized, the misunderstood,
those declared illegitimate.

A contemporary

record

and

of ne gat i ons

For development workers globally and locally, fin ding
the balance between human needs and demands and
the resources available to meet them is, again, only one
part of the dilemma. When we look at the con tours of
poverty, the generalizations give way and we begin to
see the visible profiles of the way women are affected: in ways which reflect the general invisibility of
women in public action. Of the 1.3 billion people who
live in extreme poverty, the majority are women and
girls. Some believe th is estimate to be around 70%!
After 54 years of Independence, and despite advancements in various fields, India stands today with a dismal record in several social development sectors. We
have a polity that has weil over 450 million people
without access to the written word. The literacy of
women is at the appallingly low level of 39.42%, with
only 21% of rural women being literate. In UP, Bihar
and Rajasthan female literacy is at 9% among scheduled castes and 7% among tribal populations. The lack
ofhealth facilities in rural areas has made the maternal mortality rate of rural women between 15-45 particularly high at'12.5%. India's MMR rate is 50 times
that of developed countries. The Indian Council for
Medical Research (ICMR) records show that age specification death rates reveal th at up to the age of 35
more women than men die at every age level. Virtually one third of the world's child labourers live in
India. If you consider the female labour force, then
Indian women contribute a much larger share of their
earnings to basic family maintenance in the 60 million
Indian households th at are still below the poverty line.
Women form the largest body of unskilled workers,
being 90% of rural and 70% of urban unskilled workers. The deaths of young girls exceed those of boys by
almost one third of a million every year in India. 60%
of the 50 million urban poor constitute women and
children. On all the counts of income, education, mortality, morbidity, health, violence, political participa-
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tion, access to water, sanitation and electricity it
appears that women have had to shoulder extraordinary burdens ofboth inequitable development strategies and skewed sets of power relations.
Martha Nassbaum has repeatedly used the phrase 'the
study of human weil being' in her work on the human
condition. Indeed, our engagement in supporting the
contributions of women through the prism of gen der
has brought home the truth that this prismatic light has
led to the re-examination of many established ideas
about the family, economy, polities, society at large and
communities in particular. The closer we have reached
the features of understanding the deprivation and its
appalling scars, the responsibility for which has been
disowned by state and markets and society at large, the
more we have nurtured the shared concerns of fundamental freedoms. In reaching through gender concerns
of human kind, women have refused an exclusivist
focus on the position of women and instead focused on
the wider problems of social exclusion.
Indeed, the focus today is on locating where women
stand in the context of overall human development profiles in India and I fear the prognosis is bleak. 1would
however like to contrast the present statistical portrait
of women in India and their dismal representation in
political decision-making with the powerful experiences that are unfolding at the field levels in various
parts of the country. For me the story of women's position!') and contributions, despite the negations, are realIy the multiple narratives th at would uphold Amartya
Sen's remarks that 'Development is indeed a momentous engagement with freedom's possibilities.'(3) For
many outsiders it may be difficult to quite comprehend
the varied and multiple levels of oppressive conditions
that women endure in the country. The historica! analysis turns to the sociological underpinning for an explanation as much as the psychological reasoning is soon
turned on its economie head.

The history
The history of the freedom of India from British rule
was a far more inclusive and equal a history than what
we have today. The enhancement of the range of
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human opportunities was evident when we revisit the
history of the making of India. Mahatma Gandhi said
'I am uncompromising in the matter of women's
rights. I am of the opinion that she shall labour under
no legal difficulties which are not suffered by men. So
long as women in India do not take equal part with
men in the affairs of the world and in religious and
political matters we shall not see India's star rising'.
The Al/-India Congress Committee constituted a study
group on women's issues as early as the 30s. The Al/India Congress 1931 (Karachi Session) adopted a resolution on fundamental rights which incorporated the
concept of equality of the sexes! Such was the pro mise
shown by the emerging modern nation state. The Constitution of India is in itself remarkable bed rock on
which the struggle for equality could be embedded.
The Preamble to the Constitution ensures, inter alia,
justice, equality of status and opportunity and dignity of the individu al. The Fundamental Rights guarantee women's equality under the law.Articles 14 and 15
pronounee not only the rights of men and women to
equality under law but prohibit discrimination on the
basis of sex by the state. Article 15 goes as far as to forbid the state to subject any citizen to any disability on
the basis of sex in access to, or use of public pIaces or
services. Article 16 states the Equality of opportunity
in matters reIating to employment under the state. The
Directive principles of State Policy include adequate
means oflivelihood for men and women, equal pay for
equal work, protection ofhealth and strength of workers, protection of men and women from abuse, just and
humane conditions and maternity relief.
However, by the mid-70s the then newly appointed
Committee on the Status of Women had noted in its
seminal report women's decreasing work participation
rate, increasing poverty, economie and social insecurity for women, and the disappearance of sources of
livelihood. The National Crime Bureau had also noted
an increase in reported violen ce against women - from
82,818 in 1994 to 113,000 in 1998 with 13,910 registered cases of rape. In Orissa between 1887-1992 there
was a 305% increase in dowry deaths, and a 55%
increase in rape cases. Just 12% of those charged were
convicted. Karnataka, a medium deveIopment indica-
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tor state has the highest rate of dowry deaths in the
country. Female foeticide, dowry deaths, rape, caste
violen ce, and maternal mortality are only a few of the
overt forms of violence faced by women. Low social
status, early marriage, too many children too closely
spaeed are still the realities faced by many rural poor
women. What civilisational pride can we have in the
face of such distorted demographic development?!')
India's state response has been negative, superficial,
and hypocritical - co-opting women when it is useful
for the vote catching business.
The sex ratio has shown declining trends for women
and female children. In the 1940s the Census or District Officers in British India recorded the reality of
female infanticide in their official duty records. The
2001 Census Data show highly alarming trends for
women: there are 927 women for 1000 men. In 1981
there were 934 women for 1000 men. Between the ages
of 0-6 the results of female infanticide and female
foeticide show up with the high literacy state of Punjab having only 793 girls to every 1000 boys. Where are
the missing female children? Sex determination tests
have been used in a higWy discriminatory fashion, and
the medical profession has also been involved. In fact
the figures reveal the brunt of anti-female bias.!S)Sen
wrote ab out the 44 million missing women in China,
37 million missing women in India ... a total of more
than 100 million missing women. The absence of symmetrical care, female disadvantage, inequality, capability deprivation has contributed to the poor status of
women on the whoIe. The only people who do not
destroy baby daughters before or immediately after
birth or allow them to die in infancy are the Adivasi
who are regarded as 'backward'! There are definite
signs of regression even occurring in segments of society where the ratio used to be more equal. Compulsory Basic education, withdrawal of children from
child labour, retention of girl children in school will be
major policy reforms that need to be made to create
the conditions for equality. In the Gross Domestic
Index (GDI) Rank India stands 112, Pakistan 116,
Bhutan 119, Bangladesh 123, Sri Lanka 76, China 79.
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On the feminisation

of poverty

India has one third of the world's poorest people living here. The per capita income is one third of developing countries. Recent estimates of poverty of
Scheduled Caste (SC), Scheduled Tribe (ST) and
female headed households show that caste and poverty status seem to go hand in hand. It is an outcome of
a history of discrimination that extends to the economie sphere. Poverty rates have declined over time
for all communities. Today roughly half of SC and ST
households in the rural areas are poor. The discrimination along caste and gender lines for the distribution of public goods is alive and kicking. SCand ST and
female headed households have much higher impoverishment. Public intervention is urgently needed. Like
shock absorbers, women not only largely bear the burden of poverty, food insecurity, problems of housing,
clothing, education, and disease, but also all forms of
social suffering stemming from caste bias and patriarchal prejudices. In fact women in the public work
sphere in India face enormous difficulties. India can
lay claim to being one of the largest informal sectors
in the world - 90% of the labour force are employed
here. E.g., the figures for unregulated labour presence
are high - in agriculture 99%, trade 98%, construction
82%, manufacturing 80%, transport 58%, mining
50%, finance and public administration 60%. In the
organised sector women form 8% of scientists and
engineers, and 2.3% of administration managers.
Women in the hazardous industries,and in the leather
tanneries in particular, endure long-term injuries, high
morbidity rates, unequal wages, and a social life
silenced by both public and domestic threats.

Women's

responses

in civil society

It is clear that the burden of welfare has shifted from
the state to women themselves finding their own solutions. The urgent question facing women's organisations everywhere in the country is 'How do we
consolidate th at which is already achieved and at the
same time increase the scope for our emancipatory
action?' The framework for understanding the turbu-
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lence of our times and for an axis where solutions may
be arrived at has been developed and redeveloped
dep en ding on the issues and the locations and the
communities involved. There has been protest against
the state for the attitude ofleasing out its social sector
responsibilities to NGOs. At the same time there has
also been an upsurge in the past few years towards
intensive, localised mass constructive act ion which
challenges development blindness towards women
which is not only limited to government agencies but
also to many deve10pment agencies. The organisation
and control of th is emancipatory civil action is being
determined by the people themselves. Even in the organized unions women do not occupy key positions and
now there is significant resistance to the subordination, invisibility and non-recognition of women in the
community who are often referred to disparagingly as
'small persons'. The views from below has meant further decentralisation and a fight for a decisive share in
development resources and implementation.
Indeed, key issues for womens organizations is the role
of women in political participation. This has been a
critical arena of contestation. The 73rd and 74th
Amendment calling for 33% representation has provoked visceral reactions in parliament from male
members of parliament. Women have had to encounter
raw self-interest every time they fought for their rights.
The Pre-Natal Diagnostic Technique (Regulation and
Prevention of Misuse) Act was introduced in 1991, and
finally passed in 1994. The Anti-Dowry Bill took 4
years to come into being. One can see the extent of the
procrastination in governance issues. The political parties only pay lip service, sidelining women candidates
in their own parties. Within the political parties bareIy 3.3% of the candidates are women. Women in local
area planning have engaged in heated debates on
financial allocation, accountability, planning measures
and yet they have been denied presence in Parliament.
I would now like to illustrate womens participation in
one sector of development which has contributed to
a more equitable alternative development models often
now referred to as 'the triple lenses of women, development and environment'.(6)
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Women, development and environment
Despite difficult circumstances, women in the environment movement have themselves strongly articulated their perspectives on both development policies
and environmental issues. It was no accident that the
Chipko movement in the 70s (internationally celebrated by environmentalists) has been described as an
outstanding example of local environmental action
initiated by women. Women no longer perceive themselves as victims of environmental degradation but are
also taking proactive roles by demanding participation in development planning and sustainable livelihood issues.(7J Although women have been major
contributors to sustainable development, women have
begun to realise that there needs to be a much more
active recognition of their specific roles and burdens.
Research into women and energy, and the formulation
of energy strategies, shows th at rural women spend
8.73 hours a day per household in various domestic
activities. Cooking is a major year round activity along
with fuel gathering, fetching water, animal husbandry,
planting, weeding and harvesting. And women earn
anywhere between 10-35% less than men!(8)
The reason why environmental concerns directly
impinge on women's lives is that the environment and
ecology of any region has a direct influence on the life
opportunities of the people. The state of the natural
environment has an even more critical relationship
with women's development, especially rural women
who dep end on it for their family's survival. In times
of natural resource degradation and in the absence of
any radical changes in society, they are forced to spend
more time on activities related to family survival, at
the cost of neglecting their health and their overall
well-being.
The estimate that India lost 34% of its forest cover
between just 1974 and 1984 raises deep concerns
about the eventual regional and global impact of this
depletion; but rural women are already deeply affected. They must walk farther and search harder to lop
fodder for the catde and to collect the brush, etc., for
cooking. (9) It is often forgotten that women not only
bear and rear children but that they also manage the
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resources on which the lives of their young depend.
The destruction of many traditional societies, especially some indigenous communities has meant a further loss of status. Due to large development projects
and growing rural unemployment, there has been a
good deal of intern al migration resulting in an
increase in female headed households, loss of ownership of land, loss of rights to use it, ete. It is a world of
dispossession and dislocation. Their old skills are
worthless by today's measures and their knowledge of
the forests is no longer a source of self-provisioning.
Their entry into the markets as wage labour means a
loss of identity and is devalued under the category of
that anonymous term 'unskilled'.Another issue is that,
for poor women, the impact of deforestation goes
much further than the fuel and fodder crisis. In fact,
many (la) argue th at there has been something of a
domestic bias in some of the analyses into women's
relationship with forest resources and management.
There is also womens essential role in the non-dom estic commercial forest economy. In addition to wageemployment in public sector forest-based enterprises
or through special programmes such as social forestry,
women are also employed in large numbers in the collection, processing and sale of a wide range of nontimber forest products (NTFPs). For these women
deforestation means the loss of jobs.
In the face of continued deprivation, women are coming together and building coalitions with other
involved women's organizations. Women are coming
forward to suggest that they are not only victims of
environmental degradation in terms of the added burden of survival activities, but that they be perceived as
managers of such resources as forests, water and fuel,
and as active participants in agriculture. There are
efforts throughout the country to highlight women's
needs to secure rights over their resources. The doubling in the numbers of poor rural women worldwide
has not just been a matter of increasing population.
The destruction of the environment has also been due
to the maldistribution of resources, rapacious consumerism, war, and growth policies. The environment
is more than just a long-term resource to meet shortterm needs and gains. The tragedy todar is that it is
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not even conceived of as th is and, added to this,
women as the subjects of this history are simply missing. We need to re-examine the pace and pattern of
economie growth and adopt wh at is urgently needed:
an ethical perception of the world we live in and the
creation of a way of life that intimately respects the
greater order, without denying every human being,
particularly poor women, the old and children, a
kinder, humanising life pattern. lt is really impossibie to proteet the environment and the poor today
without demanding material sacrifices in material
standards of living. The restructuring of sociallife has
to be undertaken without any backing away. The 'grab
and degrade' mentality is here to stay and 1particularly refer to the effects of growth-driven market
economies which do not take human development
issues seriously. The women's movement is underscoring the series of neglected histories that are occurring as a direct outcome of macro-development
policies, motivated largely by profiteer ing.

A case study - the story of Ulthan Mahiti:
challenging the dsolation
In memory of the countless women who have travelled
on long journeys in their struggle for dignity and that
of others, we may need to walk with them and see their
contributions towards building a truly free India, setting examples on what a value-Iaden life should be. The
women here take the reader on a journey to Dhanduka in Gujarat, 'once famous for its rieh and abundant
cotton erop'. People remember, not so long ago, mangroves and jungles erowding the coastline. Trading
camel caravans are supposed to have destroyed the
vegetation. For decades now the sea water has caused
excessive salinity, making cultivation impossible and
resulting in large scale migration of populations in
search of drinking water. The villagers there spoke of
dysentery, diarrhoea, dehydration, typhoid and cholera
becoming rife. Pulses that require a lot of water for
cooking are not even eaten'. (11) Today, however, history
is being written here in a unique way.A self-help group
of courageous women have come together and are
restoring water supplies to the region and with that
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remarkable feat holding together their families and
communities. Earlier, the government had tried to
solve the water problem by installing a 95 kilometre
pipeline carrying drinking water from the Sabarmati
River to 33 villages in the district. Loss of pressure,
insufficient supply of water at source, leakages and
breakdowns along the line resulted in a system that
barely supplied 20-30 minutes of water to some of the
villages. Most of the communities in these villages are
backward castes and over time they had lost their animals because of water shortages and lack of fodder.
With the help of a technical support voluntary organisation called Utthan in Ahmedabad, the group in
Dhanduka began to build rain water catchment ponds
lined with plastic film. These rain water harvesting
ponds are in areas of natural depression and the rain
water flows into them effortlessly. The villagers were
so enthusiastic about building these systems that they
were often willing to work with no wages at all. This
has spread and today several of the surrounding villages have these rain water harvesting systems. The
unique aspect of the effort is th at this group that has
built up these local systems is known as Mahiti and it
is headed bya local woman by the name of Devibhen.
Women have played a leading role at every stage. They
locate the piaces where the ponds should be, supervise construction, ensure that the workers are not
cheated of their wages and th at the cement quality is
not diluted. Women who for years endured deprivation of more than one kind are, today, active, assertive
and are in a position to provide solutions to local
problems. Mahiti means 'knowiedge' and today the
women in the Mahiti have taken on the hardships of
living in wastelands with a spirit th at is both moving
and at the same time challenging to our middle class
cynicism about human subjectivity and our capacity to change the circumstances we find ourselves in.
The women of Mahiti have also mobilised a savings
scheme which have put many money lenders out of
work. Various government bodies and private donors
have come forward to support the construction of the
ponds.
Mahiti members write that'their program me rescues
the environment from its salt laden desolation'. That
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observation needs to be completed. The women from
those villages have rescued their communities and in
doing so there is an important message - values and
commitments cannot be short-changed and we need
today to maxi mise virtue and minimise evil. Women's
lives need to be touched by the arms of development
not because they are 'beneficiaries' but because they
are central to the life of a society, its dreams, its ability for endurance and its desire for freedom as a value
to be lived by all for all. Intrinsic to development and
progress is the fundamental commitment needed to
live and achieve histories that emanate from the dignity of the individual, of women and men at work, in
their communities, in their homes and in their identities. Broad indicators and data show a deeper
malaise - the inability and unwil!ingness to accord
respect to our mothers, our sisters, and our female
children. India wil! not be free as long as her women
remain condemned to being the objects of violen ce
(both public and private), recipients of unequal attitudes, unequal wages, and trapped in contexts not of
their making and not in their visions of a life weil
lived.

development and poverty eradication.) She is a Social Scientist by training and works on issuesof development and ethics,
survival and livelihood issuesand the roleof development aid.
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Humanists Care
for Education

Nico Stuij

Humanists have a long tradition of care for
the development of public education. In the
Netherlands the Dutch Humanist League,
the Dutch Centre for Humanist Ethical Education and the University for Humanist Studies vigorously continue this tradition. The
establishment of the Dutch Humanist
Alliance in 2001 offers the opportunity of
expanding this care for primary and secondary education with inspiring visions and
practices, nationally, and if required, also
internationally.
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Erasmus (1469-1536) points out the great importance
of good education for the humane level of a society. He
therefore sets high standards for teachers. They should
love children. Play and encouragement should be central to education. He considered the religious and ethical education of children at least as important as the
transfer of knowiedge. He believed children of the
common people to be no less important than royal
children. Everyone had the right to a good education
(Sperna Weiland, 1986:90). The humanists' care for
education and upbringing was not surprising. 'A new
vision of wh at man can be, of a humanity that unites
in itself classical culture and Christian piety, which is
a matter of the heart; of a society in which men treat
each other and their children humanely, such avision,
th at is sustained by a trust in man, th at is ultimately
a trust in Nature or in God, demands a new education.
The humanists understood that perfectly and - what
is more important - have acted accordingly: (Sperna
Weiland,1986:75).
The organizations that collaborate within the Dutch
Humanist Alliance have two binding themes: giving
meaning to individuallives, and humanizing society.
The Alliance's enduring care for education and
upbringing is not only a moral duty but of lasting
importance for keeping these two themes alive and
attractive for ever new generations. The question arises as to what concrete contributions humanists in the
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Netherlands are currently making to primary and secondary education in particular and what they will be
able to contribute in the near future. For a good understanding of the content and position of humanist ethical education in the Netherlands, this artic1e first
discusses the deve10pment of a widely shared educational goal for the indigenous population, and explains
the freedom of education in the Netherlands. This is
fol1owed by a detailed description of humanist ethical
education, and the artic1e then goes on to examine
other contributions by humanists to the moral task
of the school. Final1y, a number of suggestions are
made as to what contributions are desirabie and possible in the near future.

Autonomy
Autonomy (sovereign and critical judgment,
mondigheid in Dutch) as the general objective of educat ion was first put forward by Montaigne, 'He (the
teacher) must take care that the student weighs everything critical1y, and that there is nothing that he
accepts only from authority and trust. Aristotle's doctrines must not be a dogma for him, any more than
those of the Stoics or the Epicureans. He should have
th is diversity of opinions put before him: if he can, he
will make a choice, and if he cannot, he will remain
in doubt. Only fools are always certain and sure. The
student must process the fragments derived from others to produce a piece of work th at is wholly his own:
his own opinion. Learning to form your own opinion
is the only object of education: (Weijers, 2001:43).
Autonomy in the sense ofbeing capable of intel1ectual and moral self-governance was in their own way
expressed by Locke (1632-1704), Rousseau (17121778) and Kant (1724-1804). For Montaigne the honnête homme, the civilized man, was the ideal. For Locke
it was 'the gentleman', the rational and pragmatic man,
who treats other people with respect, but is always
independent in his own judgement. Rousseau emphasized that in educating for autonomy the educator
should not set himself up as directing, but as indirectly
setting the scene. For Kant the point was mainly a mat-
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ter of the general attitude of a man, the courage to
think independently (Weijers, 2001).
In the past fifty years autonomy as the objective of
education has become virtually common ground
among the indigenous Dutch population. In particular the educationalist Langeveld contributed to this.
Children and young people have gained more equality. In a modern family children influence many of the
decisions. Negotiating with their parents is considered
complete1y normal. Children and young people have
also been revealed as independent consumers. They
are increasingly able, as small adults, to satisfy their
wants. Autonomy as an educational goal has become
so obvious and powerful that educators treat the child
right from birth as though it were a person, as though
it already understands what is said to it, and as though
its actions are intentional (Weijers, 2001).

Freedom of education
In the Netherlands the school belongs, in principle,
to the citizens (the parents ) and not to the state. This
freedom of education is laid down in the constitution.
This was the result of à social debate in the nineteenth
century on the religious identity of schools. The general Christian nature of the public schools of the time
was bitterly attacked by the orthodox Protestants in
particular. The result of this was the creation of what
are called private or denominational schools, which
fall under private law, in addition to the statutory public schools. Both have been fully financed by the state
since 1917. Most private schools are based on a specific religious denomination. The public schools keep
themselves neutral as far as worldview or life orientation is concerned (ideologically neutral) or are
active1y pluriform. There are about twice as many private schools in thé Netherlands as thereare public
schools.
Private education is seen as an extension of the famiIy,as an instrument for the transfer of values held in
that family and in the.society of which the family is
part. Public education is seen more as an extension of
the state, and has to ensure social cohesion, emancipation and social mobility (Junger- Tas, 200l). At first
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sight it is surprising that the humanists in the Netherlands have not taken advantage of the freedom of education; their influence in Dutch education could have
been much greater. It is, however, understandable that
no humanist schools have been formed up to now, not
only because the ideals of the humanists are in fact
included in the identity of the present-day public
school, but also for historical reasons. For Aristot!e it
was not the development of the individual, but education to be a citizen, a participant in the 'polis', the city
state, that was centra!. This idea was articulated again
in humanism and later during the Enlightenment. The
continuing care of humanists for the development of
public education may part!y have been rooted in this
(Weijers,2001:31).

Humanist
ethical education
(Humanistisch
vormingsonderwijs)
Children in the public primary schools in the Netherlands have alegal right to receive religious instruction
or life orientation-ethical education during school
hours. From the 1969-70 school year humanists have
made a concrete contribution to this. Because of the
separation of church and state, the state is not responsible for the content and organization of this education, but it is the responsibility of a church or other
organization based on ideological (worldview) principles, which also has to finance it. Because of a lack of
sufficient funds, humanist ethical education can at
present only be offered at a third of public primary
schools. Teachers of th is subject are trained and guided by the Dutch Centre for Humanist Ethical Education.
The general objective of humanist ethical education in
the public primary schools reads: starting from
humanist principles, ta teach pupils ta deal in a critical and creative manner with questians relating ta
narms and values and ta stimulate them ta independent opinions and actians, by which they will increasingly
be able ta give meaning and farm ta their awn lives and
those of others. The humanist principles are a reference
to the anthropological and ontological postulates of
Van Praag (1911-1981): the naturalness, solidarity,
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equality, freedom, rationality of man, and thinking of
the world as something to be experienced, existing,
complete, coincidental and dynamic (Van Praag,
1978). The essence of humanist ethical education is to
guide students to moral self-discipline so that they can
take personal responsibility for their own lives and in
commitment to others. A special methodology (recognize, examine, select, evaluate) has been developed
for this, which is primarily descriptive rather than prescriptive. As an alternative to religious education in
primary public schools, humanists offer children a
methodically well-thought-out course in becoming
responsibly autonomous, directed at their moral,
socio-emotional and identity development.
The guiding principles for th is are the images of man
as a master in the art of socialliving and as a committed citizen of the world. The art of living in society'is an inspiration, an urge for renewal, a long-term
process in which two values are welded together which
had been driven apart: a fundamental skill to navigate
through one's own life and a many-sided involvement
in the fortunes of others. And th at not out of duty or
self-sacrifice, but as the fulfilment of a happy human
existence' (Manschot, 2000). Committed world citizenship emphasizes the involvement with the fortunes
of others beyond local, regional or nat ion al boundaries. It is remarkable that some lslamic parents also
opt for humanist ethical education when this opportunity is offered. A reason often given for this is that
this ethical education has been found to be an additional preparation for life in the democratie Dutch
society.

The moral

task of the school

According to the cri tics, the moral task of education is
very much neglected in secondary education in particular, but this task could also be carried out much
better in primary education. For this purpose the Platform Pedagogical Mission for Education was established (l993-1995). lts mission was threefold:
educating for democratie citizenship, creating a
favourable climate in schools, and developing activities to encourage social behaviour (Smink, 2001). The
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freedom of education in the Netherlands limits an
active role for the government to the first aspect - educating for democratic citizenship. The other two
aspects are the responsibility of school governing bodies. Teachers would have to provide a concrete implementation of them in their moral task. However, over
many years, the one-sided emphasis in secondary educat ion on the functions of the transfer of knowledge
and acquisition of qualifications, means th at this
moral task hardly fits the image teachers have of themselves, nor do they feel competent to fulfil it. The primary school teacher thinks of himself more as an
educator, the teacher in secondary education more as
a specialist in his subject. Many students in secondary
education are, however, of the opinion th at teachers
should provide a moral example. This was clear from
students' answers to the question of what, in their
opinion, are the characteristics of the ideal teacher.
Such a teacher is fair, displays commitment to his students and above all intimates how he himself reasons,
judges and acts ethically. In addition, students would
like to hear and know from various aspects wh at he
himself as a teacher and as a person considers important. They want to know this because they want to be
taken seriously and want to talk to their teacher and
with each other about personal and social matters.
Teachers should take their moral task seriously and
treat it as a personal educational-cultural
project
(Veugelers, 2001).

Life orientation
In response to the renewed attention to the moral task,
the national networks for public, non-denominational private, Catholic and Protestant education took the
initiative to have a programme of socio-ethical orientation developed, transcending existing curricula, to
teach students how to cope with social and ethical
issues. Not from the viewpoint of one particular religion or worldview, but in the context of a multi-cultural society. The general objective of this orientation
for students in the final years of secondary schools
reads: students will be able to participate in moral eommunieation about social issues in a democratie and ide-
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ologieally plural society. The basic curriculum
document is now ready (Friebel, 2001). It has been
produced by the SLO (Netherlands Institute for Curriculum Development) with contributions from
Humanists, Protestants and Catholics. Now, however,
the question arises as to whether schools will or can
introduce the program me, since 'an intentional curriculum is not necessarily a practised curriculum'
(Hooghoff & Bron, 2001). Some teachers have already
expressed their aversion to innovation, which can be
very demanding on them: being prepared to adopt a
wider definition of their task and learn new competences, and also to summon up the courage to communicate with their students about often controversial
subjects (genetic manipulation, euthanasia, the distribution of wealth and poverty in the world). Both the
school as a whole and individu al teachers will have to
appreciate the need for such a program me and experience the concrete benefits of it, if it is to be achieved
in practice.
Teachers of religion and catechism in Protestant and
Catholic schools for secondary private education carry
out a special moral task. This also applies to teachers
of philosophy in both public and private schools. In
public schools for secondary education the subjects of
religion or catechism are not taught. However, teachers of humanist ethical education and ideology are
working in some of these schools. Many teachers of
religion and catechism have, in the past ten years,
changed their subject to the open subject of life orientation. In th is way they have sought a link with the
world in which today's young people live, in which
autonomy and individuality play such an important
role. The lessons on life orientation are not centred
around any specific ideology (life orientation, worldview) but on the life of each individu al student looking for guidance in the right direction he or she ought
to take. Reflection on the aims and experiences oflife
of individual students are therefore central in the life
orientation curriculum. This reflection can lead to selfcorrection. In th is way young people learn how to consciously interpret their personal philosophy of life,
broaden its meaning and, where appropriate, renew it.
It is characteristic of the subject taught th at pluriformity, being different, and diversity are acknowledged.
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It also acknowledges the relative autonomy of man and
his individuality, but establishes th at this is based on
commitment to others. Legitimization of th is subject
can be found in the universal declaration of the rights
of man, particularly in articles 18 and 26.2 (Stuij,
2001). Catholics, Protestants and Humanists are working together on the further development of the life orientation curriculum, and they are arguing in favour of
the integral introduction of this subject in public and
private secondary education starting from 2005. From
the same year, schools will be able to include the subject in their final examination programme, as authorized by the Secretary of State for Education, Culture
and Science in early 2002. They can already do this for
the subject of philosophy. The plea for the integral
introduction of the subject of life orientation is likely
to be successful because of the social importance
attached to the restoration of the moral task of schools
and because the curriculum has been developed by the
relevant teachers themselves.
Since 1999 the University for Humanist Studies and
the Dutch Centre for Humanist Ethical Education have
together been training teachers who will be able to
teach both humanist ethical education and the subject
of life orientation in further education.

Humane school
Humanists in the Netherlands consider public schools
practising an active pluriform ideology, instead of a
neutral one, to be implicitly humanist schools. They
therefore have little need to found humanist private
schools. There are none in the Netherlands, but there
is one in the Netherlands Antilles, the Kolegio Erasmo
(Curaçao). Humanists should, partly inspired by Erasmus, in fact make a vigorous effort for the practical
implementation of the concept of the humane school,
which could either be a public school or a private
school. A humane school is a school which consciously aims at being an inspiring example to its pupils of a
humane, democratie, multi-cultural society. A humane
school is accessible to anyone and is actively pluriform.
The ratio of transfer of knowledge and ethical education is in balance. At such a school every pupil and
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teacher feels secure. Humiliation of any kind is not tolerated. Each pupil and teacher is treated equally and
with respect. Each pupil is challenged to increase his
competences in a way which is feit to be attractive and
meaningful. Each pupil is given the opportunity to
develop a personal guideline for life and living in society. The school mies are inspired by the rights of man.
They are drawn up by the school in consultation with
pupils and their parents and are regularly evaluated. A
humane school would display some similarity to
American peace-builders schools, in which those
involved promise to behave towards each other following six guidelines, 'praise people, give up putdowns,
seek wise people as advisors and friends, notice hurts
I have caused and make friends, right wrongs, and help
others'.

More care for education
Ten Dutch humanist organizations formalized their
collabo rat ion in late 2001 by setting up the Dutch
Humanist Alliance. They are the Dutch Humanist
League, Humanitas (Dutch national organization for
social services and community building), Hivos
(Humanist !nstitute for Development Cooperation),
the University for Humanist Studies, HUMAN (the
humanist broadcasting organization), the Dutch Centre for Humanist Ethical Education, the Dutch society offree-thinkers, HOM (the Humanist Committee on
Human Rights), Humanist Media Support and the
Humanist Archive. Other humanist organizations in
the Netherlands can also join the Humanist Alliance.
'The collabo rating organizations aim to develop and
support normative contexts in which a practical call is
made on those involved to respond consciously and
responsibly to issues at the level of their personallife,
issues within the social contexts in which they move
and issues at the globallevel: is how Kunneman, the
principal of the University of Humanist Studies,
explained the collaboration.
By the establishment of the Dutch Humanist Alliance
and the existing cooperation with organizations such
as the APS (Algemeen Pedagogisch Studiecentrum,
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National Centre for School Improvement), the SLO,the
University for Humanist Studies and the Dutch Centre
for Humanist Ethical Education wil!, more than has
ever been possible in the past fifty years, be able to
make humanist inspired visions and practices available to teaching and education in the Netherlands and,
if desired, abroad. Schuyt (2001:28) lists wh at Dutch
education badly needs in the coming years: normative
professionalism, a recovery of professional zeal and
professional ethics; pragmatism, orientation towards
practical actions and the need to always judge renovation plans by their practical consequences; humanism, focusing on the education of the individual as a
person, and a generative approach, the wil! to pass
something on to future generations. For the University for Humanist Studies and the Dutch Centre for
Humanist Ethical Education this means, in concrete
terms, not only continuing to train teachers ofhumanist ethical education and life orientation even more
enthusiastically, but also in an inspirational way training and retraining every other teacher who wants to
take his moral task seriously. In addition, at the organizationallevel, schools wanting to implement the concept of a humane school consciously and responsibly
can be supported in a practical way. Freedom, democracy, and the rights of man are not self-evident. Each
new generation must learn to practice them anew.
Humanists are very aware of this. They wil! therefore
always show their commitment to upbringing and
education.

Nico Stuy is Director of Pedagogisch Studiecentrum
Dutch Centre for Humanist Ethical Education),
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Humanism in
the United States

Robert B. Tapp

Most outsiders are puzzled at the high percentage of churchgoers in the U.S., and
even more puzzled at the higher percentage of citizens who believe in some kind of
god. The hostility to Darwinian evolution is
noteworthy, even extending to the courtappointed current president George W.
Bush. This situation has both causes and
consequences, and these obviously affect
U.S. humanists. I use that term to describe
that small group who have both abandoned
theisms and traditional
religions and
embraced a set of values that trace back to
the Enlightenment. They typically emphasize the sciences as embodying critical reason, and democracy as promoting maximal
human good.
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Religious

U.S. background

Probably less than 10 percent of U.S. adults could be
classed as atheists or agnostics.A considerably smaller percentage of these have probably moved toward
Enlightenment values of reason, intellectual and social
freedom, and universal standards of justice. And far
less than 1 percent have feit the need to affiliate with
explicitly humanist groups.
Separation of church and state
To understand the situation in the United States as it
applies to such humanists, we need to review a bit of
history. At the present time the separation of churches from the government is reasonably established. The
separation began with the early founders of the
Republic who retained sharp memories of the troubles
th at had been caused in European history by ecclesiastical interferences with public life. Many of them
were deists who saw religion as a natura I activity that
needed no churches for instruction or support. In
building a constitution for the 13 original compact
colonies, many of whom had established churches, the
Constitution-writers were committed to a neutra!, secular, central government. The Constitution does not
even include the word 'god'! But it clearly proscribed
the use of the central government to favor or fund any
or all religions. On a practical level, the plethora of reli-
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gions within U.S. society has made separation more
feasible. The intensive turf wars that would otherwise
erupt could have been fata!'
The early settlers brought a variety of religions with
them, and often practiced the same religion with different languages. One answer to persecution by a religious majority was westward migration, the other was
to pushing for a disestablishment th at would create a
more level playing field. On that playing field, new religions and quasi-religions were spawned. An early
French observer,Alexis de Tocqueville, saw clearly the
results of this voluntarism. He also, as a reformed aristoerat, foresaw the kind of mass culture that could
emerge in th is first truly democratie state where simpIer and more popular tastes would come to prevai!.
Cinematic secularism
New industries often attract those who have difficulty
entering more established industries. The American
cinema is a perfect example. Many American Jews pioneered in this industry. As the powerful new medium
developed, they embodied a very secular world view
- one th at focused on sensation and pleasure in th is
world and essentially ignored those ot her worlds th at
have been so central to particular religions, along with
the beliefs, rituals, and practices that characterized
those religions. In effect, the world of the movies was
a world devoid of religion.
Fifty years ago, Dwight MacDonald used the terms
'masscult' and 'midcult' to characterize these developing competitors to a previous 'high' culture. The emergence in twentieth-century America of a cinema world
accelerated the development of a popular culture that
included radio, sports, musie, and - most pervasive and
powerful of all- television. All of these have been now
co-opted by an advertising-driven business culture
that both creates and satisfies desires. We need not go
as far as Frederik Jameson, who sees this as an essential feature of'late capitalism', in order to note that
marketing drives media, and therefore a kind of lowest common den omina tor determines where the
money flows. For many years, Ted Koppel's Nightline
has been the best source of news in some depth on the
commercial television channels that dominate the U.S.
scene. In the struggle for viewer/market shares among
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these commercial TV networks, even he became
expendable - replaceable by David Letterman, a popular entertainer from another channe!. Since the early
evening newscasts had already been turned into feelgood entertainment, th is would have removed the last
remaining late night show of news-in-depth (which
had already lost much of its audience by being scheduled later and later). To quote an anonymous network
executive, 'The relevancy of"Nightline" just is not there
anymore'.
Imagine - just five months after the terrorist attack on
the World Trade Center - the main sourees of information in a mass society have abdicated serious
responsibility for keeping a public and electorate
informed! In schools, if they are lucky, children learn
about the Roman manipulation of'bread and circus'
without discovering th at they too are being seduced.
We have moved away from any celebrations of heroes
and heroines to a collecting of celebrities - by definition a short-lived species. One may hope that the Internet will continue its role as a world-wide purveyor of
free information. But this too can be commercially coopted.
Emergence of televangelism
In technologically advanced societies, TV is the ma in
purveyor of information - more than radio or newspapers (and certainly more than governmental or private organizations). At one time, the u.s. government
required TV networks to provide a certain amount of
'public service' broadcasting. This meant that on Sunday mornings (when many of the citizenry were still
sleeping) networks gave Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish organizations free time.
With the 'rush to deregulate' that characterized the
Nixon and Reagan regimes, this high quality educational programming disappeared and the networks
were able to sell all of their time to the highest bidders.
Independent'evangelists' soon created TV'ministries'
where much of their time had to be devoted to
fundraising in order that more stations could be
acquired. In the freedom of religious licensing th at
necessarily accompanies church/state separation, anyone can create a 'church' or 'ministry' or 'denomination' ,
license clergy, and enjoy exemption from taxes. There
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had been a th ree-tier clergy in the U.S.for many years:
graduates of seminaries that required prior college certification (mainline churches), graduates of'Bible colleges' (newer denominations with lesser status needs),
and itinerant, often part-time, preachers ordained by
denominations that stressed 'calling' rather than training. The new TV preachers came from the second and
third tiers and typically proclaimed an openly antiintellectual, highly emotional kind of fundamentalism
- strong on miracles and healings.
The conservative wing of the Republican party has
been able to forge a supportive and powerful alliance
between this latter-day fundamentalism with conservative Catholics - centering on opposition to abortion
and hostile to evolution (calling it 'secular humanism').
These forces were homophobic, hostiIe to feminism,
and often openly racist.

For much of the past century, conventional social science wisdom has argued that economie and social
progress would inevitably promote secularization, and
traditional religions would wither. Certainly this has
not been the U.S. experience. Let me suggest some of
the factors.

The New Age
Martin Luther on ce said th at people will either have
'Gott oder Abgott' (god or ido!). Humanists may wish
this were not true but the evidence is all about us.
Many people feel a need for cosmie support and help.
If their chosen religion does not provide these, they
seek a kind of cafeteria-line drawn from all cultures
and fill their plates with exotica. If the traditional religious ask pers ons to believe without proof or means
of testing, how much more so with the magical offerings on the fringes! Homeopathy, spiritualism, clairvoyance, faith healing, untested medications - the list
is long and the rewards great (for the purveyors).
This religious situation creates an astounding amount
of religious ignorance. Very few public schools even
attempt to provide comparative religion courses, taking instead the easier route of avoiding the subject.
Naturally the students' understanding ofboth human
and national history is seriously flawed. In addition,
many leam a so-called biology that avoids Darwinian
evolution completely. For many years I taught 19th
century humanities in our largest public university. My
students read a good deal of Darwin. As the course
began, I always polled them, using a national Gallup
survey question on evolution and design. The surprising thing was th at about 30 percent of the Lutherans, Catholics, and more conservative Protestants

Enlightenment
versus slavery
National memories and histories have ways of being
seriously flawed. Battles are always recounted by victors, and needs of the present influence selectivity in
remembering and suppressing. Serious social historicism, which attempts to teil the full story - of women,
workers, children, minorities - is only in its third academie generation. An ideal situation might be one in
which histories were always written by disciplined outsiders, who were better able to see, and avoid, the biases of the locals.
By the 1776 American Revolution, the values of the
Enlightenment had many partisans here - Thomas
Paine, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, Benjamin
Franklin, Benjamin Rush, John Adams. Universal
human rights were rooted in human nature, and govemments were to be tolerated only when they served
such rights. But that intellectual commitment was tempered by the involvement with chattel slavery and an
economy, especially in the southem states, dependent
on slave labor.After the civil war was won by the northem states, the former slavers soon tumed their defeat
into a victory by creating a system of racial segregation. The racism underlying this pervaded the whole
society. The legal bulwarks of this racism lasted
through more than half of the 20th century, and many
of the social bulwarks still persist (as weil as some of
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believed the earth to have been created in its present
form, by God, about 10,000 years ago! Surprising,
because neither Lutherans nor Catholics 'officially'
oppose evolution. My conclusion was th at young people had allleamed ab out Christianity through popular televangelism. A kind of Gresham's Law situation
- where bad knowledge drives out good knowIedge.

CulturaI

U.S. background
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the theological bulwarks). If the mark of non-racism
is equal opportunity, a level playing field - th at is far
from accomplished.
Heavy immigrations
The present U.S. is a nation of immigrants. Even the
Native Americans ('Indians' in Columbus' geographically-mistaken labeling) had crossed from Asia on the
ancient Bering Strait land bridge to get here. The predominantly-English and predominantly-Protestant
European settlers were joined in the nineteenth century by many Catholics as a result of annexations from
France and Mexico, and later by many Euro-Catholics
fleeing poverty and many Jews fleeing pogroms. Slavery, as we have already noted, had created a large, but
suppressed, bloc of involuntary African immigrants.
While Ralph Waldo Emerson, that Transcendentalist
lecturer and philosopher who was so important in
moving Unitarians away from their Christian roots,
could speak eloquently of Americans as 'a new race'
most of his fellow citizens were deeply burdened by
older myths of racial superiority and Protestant religious arrogance. The prevalent racism of those days
- having al ready stigmatized African Americans,
Native Americans, and Mexicans as inferior - added
Irish, South and East Europeans, Jews, Asians, and
Pacific Islanders to the list.
Invisib/e women and anxieties regarding
sexua/ity
With some notabie exceptions (among Quakers, Congregationalists, Unitarians, Universalists ), American
men had viewed 'their' women as biologically useful
but politically invisible. Freed slaves could vote (in the
North, at least) long before women could (and the
emerging feminist movement was quick to emphasize
this). Accompanying historie American sexism was a
gen der stereotyping th at ascribed certain qualities to
women that truly'masculine' men should not exhibit: gentIeness, sensitivity, nurturance. The same sexism was ambivalent ab out the true nature of'woman'
- seeing her alternatively as virgin and whore, but
never as a full and normal person.
Christian sexism exhibits deep distrust of sexuality
and largely faults the human female for this. She is the
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temptress - of Adam, the 'first man', and of all his
descendants. Christian asceticism reflects this by viewing those who could rise above their sexuality as superior humans, destined for higher eternal rewards. The
married state is clearly a lesser state to the celibate one.
In the U.S., these views were first conveyed by a Puritan Calvinism that distrusted all forms of'pleasure' as
much too closely related to the mortal body which had
been, at least since Plato, the'prison-house' of an eternal soul. The current 'pro-life' stance of conservative
Protestants and of official Catholicism reflects this heritage. Opposition to abortion really means opposition
to contraception which means opposition to any sexuality not motivated by procreation.
In patriarchal societies, of course, this strained interpretation of human biology and psychology, with its
heavy loading of guilts, was primarily imposed on
women. They were left with the role of child-carers and
family-sustainers.
Men remained much freer to
indulge their 'male lusts' and enjoy their pleasures.
Often there was either myth (or surgery) to make sure
that there was no female pleasure in matters sexual.
Conservative America has also been very homophobic, stemming from this same aversion to non-procreative sexuality and any pleasures thus derived. This
remains a powerful element in American polities. Years
.ago, Leslie Fiedler wrote a celebrated article contending that the two deepest themes in U.S. society were
race and homophobia, and th at Mark Twain had perceived and satirized this very clearly. Fiedler's title:
'Come Back into the Raft, Huck HoneY:
Pub/ic education as americanizer
Given the great diversity of new immigrants, culturally and linguistically, the U.S.was a pioneer in the develop ment of a free public education system. The role of
education was to prepare children for their stations in
class society. This meant basic skills in reading and
mathematics, skills needed for the new industrialization. But there was also a stress on citizenship - which
meant unlearning 'Old World' ways and the move
toward what was termed a 'melting pot'. The value system of the 19th century schools was de facto Protestant,
and American Catholics struggled against this and
eventually developed a parallel parochial school system.
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The lasting argument has been the role of public tax
moneys. Catholic parents have feit they deserve this support. The civil rights movement since the 1960s - which
aimed at getting African Americans a fair share of educational, political, and job opportunities - led to the
counter-creation of private 'academies' in places like the
South where racial separation still seemed a feasible
goal.
Teaching was very much a female profession - actually a profession for unmarried females who conformed to local community standards. Their status
and pay remained lower than those of male teachers,
and the status and pay of all teachers have remained
quite low. There remains enormous resistance to any
uniform national standards th at would foster equal
educational situations.
Corporate interests in educational
vocationalism
From the standpoint of owners and stockholders, the
aim of the corporation is to make money. This means
keeping costs down - and especially keeping labor
costs down. Over the years there has been a st rong cry
to focus on the basics as a way of keeping educational costs down. In modern society, workers need to read
- but there is less agreement th at they should go
beyond business manuals to discover and enjoy literature. This has led to an enormous variation in the
quality of public education. Since residential patterns
are stratified by class (and race), minorities and poorer people get the schools with fewer resources and
fewer trained teachers. And agriculture and industries
requiring unskilled labor can always lobby the government to admit more immigrants.
Public, co-educational, and secular
university education
By the end of the 19th century a number of state universities had emerged with central government support. Typically, separate agricultural and liberal arts
colleges would be created. Both would be open to
women as weil as men, and the tuition would remain
low (as compared to the earlier, church -sponsored 'private' colleges). A second tier of smaller colleges was
created by many states and th en a third tier of junior
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colleges for less-accomplished students. At the end of
World War 11,a GI Bill provided millions of veterans
with the financial means to get college educations at
government expense. By that time, at least one-third
of 18-21 year-olds were in some kind of higher education. That percentage has continued to rise, and now
half of the students are female.
Since many students attend and reside at colleges and
universities far from their homes, they experience earlier social, philosophical, and sexual freedom than in
most other developed societies.

Humanist challenges
Some of the religious factors sketched above are common to other Western societies, as are many of the cultural factors. But together they make an America that
is in many ways at the end of a distribution curve and
not in the middle. And they help account for some of
the peculiar stridencies of u.s. humanists. We are
probably more overtly anti-theological because we
have grown up in such a churchgoing, Bible-believing
society.And we are probably freer in our speech sin ce
we have not had to fight an established church. We are
probably more experimental in our moralities since
we are already such a pluralistic society.And the great
expanse of the nation and occupational mobility of
the educated groups have served to lessen family
closeness (and therefore lessen the traditional
restraints that family loyalty imposes).
Secular vs. religious squabbles
In 1933, in the depths of a great depression, a 'Humanist Manifesto' was published. Most of the signers were
Unitarian or Universalist ministers or leaders in Ethical Culture societies. They called for the further
development of humanist and nontheistic forms of
religion. Those three groups moved closer together
and by 1960 clearly more than half of their members
used the label 'humanist' to describe their personal
positions. Most of them were in local organizations
that provided community for like-minded persons,
religious education for the young, and engaged in
social service.
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America's fundamentalists were becoming more political (the Republican party actively courted them to its
conservative banner). The strategy was successful and
by appealing to racism, the American white South was
shifted from the Democratie to the Republican party.
By this time the civil rights movement had significantly increased the voting power of African Americans, who were heavily Democratie. The conservative
strategy also involved a party shift for many Catholics
who were drawn to the Republican opposition to abortion. One of the claims was that a kind of 'secular
humanism' was a 'religion' and was impermissibly controlling public education as weil as corrupting the
morals of young and old. (Humanists had successfulIy argued before the Supreme Court that humanism
was a kind of religion in briefs supporting the right
to conscientious objection on non-God grounds. Since
the Court did not want to provide any narrow definition of'religion', they prevailed). Conservatives were
quick to argue that this opened the door for their kinds
of religion in public education.
Some humanists met this challenge with a Declaration
of Secular Humanism and arguing that humanism
flourished best as a strictly nonreligious ideology. In
1961 the Unitarians and Universalists merged, and it
briefly appeared that a humanist denomination might
result. For a number of reasons, this did not happen.
The new denomination was torn by an intense st ruggle over racial integration versus separation.lt then
moved toward a 'diversity' stress which welcomed
Christians, Buddhists, and Pagans and downplayed the
prevailing humanist consensus.
Separate organizations thus competed, using such
banners as religious humanism, secular humanism,
humanistic Judaism, rationalism, free thought, freedom-from-religion. In 1982 individu als from these
various factions met to find a better way to represent
and increase the small number of U.S.humanists, creating the North American Committee for Humanism.
The main result was The Humanist lnstitute, a graduate-Ievel training center for humanist leaders. Students
would come together 3 times a year for 3 years during which period they would intensively study humanist histories, philosophies, and futures. The assumption
was that prolonged study together would produce
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bonding and reduce unnecessary
competltIve
polemics.As of now, more than 80 students have completed this course. In the meantime, educational programs have been created by the Council for Secular
Humanism, Ethical Culture, and Humanistic Judaism.
Antiscientijic
and postmodern currents
The American university has traditionally been the
place where many persons have discovered and
embraced humanism.As distinct from European universities, students do not immedi<itely specialize.
Almost all take a wide range of liberal arts courses
which can broaden philosophical horizons.
In university circles, recent years have seen a growing
critique of reason and science - particularly within the
humanities and social sciences. In many cases,
humanism has been explicitly rejected. At least within the U.S., this has created a major generational gap
among humanists. Some U.S. humanists have promoted skepticism as a way of explaining the methods
of the sciences and of helping people see through New
Age nostrums. But the sensationalist thirsts of the
media usually win out among people already conditioned to distrust sciences with their insistence on
experiment and evidence.

More promising

directions

Let me suggest a few directions in which I see the more
creative U.S. humanists moving, and then single out
the one I myself see as most fruitful for 'humanist
flourishing' .
Adequate Universal Education in the Media Age
Public schooling in most U.S. inner cities is underfunded and inadequate. Much of the remedy is in going
to courts and arguing fairness. Smaller class sizes, better training and rewarding of teachers, and broad and
enriched curricula. The 'white flight' which enlarged
suburbs and left the inner cities to minorities can be
partially combated by equalization laws.
Clearly, democracy can only flourish with an educated citizenry. This means a continued broadening of the
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curriculum. Verbal and mathematical skills are a necessary foundation but must be used for a fuller understanding of the cultures in which individuals live.
Santayana said that persons who do not know history will be condemned to repeat it. I saw echo es of this
in a recent T-shirt slogan: 'Those who don't have their
own histories - will have to live OURS:
One of the best cures for nationalism and parochialism is the study of comparative ideologies and religions - those things that have continued to provoke
wars and terrorisms. The more one learns about our
common histories, the harder it becomes to ding
blindly to one's inherited truth as THE truth. And the
more necessary it becomes to explore better 'truths'
th at will serve more people.
Family / sex pioneering / gender
Multiple families, reflecting remarriages, are at the
center of the U.S. stage. Humanists are probably overrepresented here, and also probably less conflicted by
myths about traditional families. If the central role of
the family is the promotion of individual flourishing a centra I humanist goal- much can be learned by and
from humanists about accomplishing this. Modern
humanist groups have also been weil ahead of the larger society in the normalizing of same-sex relationships
and families - and here also have much to teach the
larger society.
The first woman minister in the U.S. was ordained by
Universalists, and the Unitarians also played a salient
role in opening pulpits to women. In more recent years,
Ethical Culture has encouraged women leaders. Overall, however, organized humanists in the U.S.have been
largely male.
Youth
Most U.S.humanists grew up with more traditional orientations, shifting in the young adult years. There are
some indications that th is kind of freedom and shifting
is now occurring earlier, in high school years. One
causal factor is the discovery of religious pluralism and
the weakening that thisbrings to religious exc1usivisms.
In those unusual schools that offer objective instruction in religions (sometimes under the 'comparative
religion' label), th is process probably accelerates.
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Humanists should be pushing for more of this, since it
also helps learners see the variety of moralities found
among and within religious groups. That will help students see that moralities are not only separate from religions, but are best explored with secular and
non-religious analyses.
Economie justiee issues
We need to explore the difference between progress in
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and progress in equalization of economic opportunities and shares in that
profit. So far in the U.S. (and most other developed
countries), growth has been quite real but so has the
increasing gap between the rich and the poor. Self-centeredness has characterized U.S.policy for many years,
and this has increased enormously with the current
administration. The 'war on terrorism' can easily
become an excuse to increase the military-industrial
component of the budget and further neglect truly
effective economic aid to developing countries.
Humanists must risk unpopularity in pointing to the
dangers of militarization both at home and abroad.
Globalism and eeologieal issues
Globalization is, on the one hand, an inevitable process
and on the other, a morally neutral one. Unless a number of other issues are inc1uded - reducing the rich/poor
gap, equalizing economic opportunities, respecting
human rights, protecting women and children, ensuring equalities of opportunity both economically and
vocationally, protecting the rights oflabor to organize globalization will fai!.
From a humanist viewpoint, there is no cosmic protection of the environment nor is there any inherent rightness or goodness in the current ecological situation. The
intelligent use of resources is always an intellectual and
moral issue, to be judged by consequences. Humanists
seek neither to restore nature or to pres erve it. We are
indeed parts of nature, interacting with other parts and
using intelligence to make those interactions work best
for our own species. This is necessarily a long-term
view, and one that requires continual scientific analyses and review.
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Cooperation on ethical issues
Reviewing the history of organized humanisms in the
U.S., it is clear th at they have been pioneers in several important ethical areas. But their effeetiveness has
often been reduced by an exaggerated sense of the
purity of their own perspective and an intense disdain
for the perspectives of others, particularly if those others still retain allegiances to traditional religions. If the
humanists' real aim is to improve the world and the
lifes of humans who inhabit it, they must make their
message more attractive and available to their neighbors.
Instead of stressing what they'don't believe', they must
stress those things for which they do care and for
which they are willing to work. If they believe th at
these are indeed potentially universal human values,
then the job ofhumanists is to make them visible and
help others move toward them. The merit of such values is that people do not have to be frightened or made
guilty in embracing them. Take planned parenthood
as an example (the current term is 'intended children',
this is a better term than responsible parenthood or
wanted children because it stresses not only desire but
reflective behavior). Once science/technology has
made this human intention possible, most people have
had little difficulty moving toward it. Factor in the economie drains of large families and the position
becomes universally attractive. It does not need theological support or even ecological considerations to
motivate people. Will many traditional religious leaders object? Of course. But the proposal can stand on its
own merits and appeals. All that is needed is awareness of the possibilities. In the process, people become
aware of their own control over their own destinies.
They aIso become more aware of their responsibilities
toward their neighbors. And this is the essence of
humanism.
If we look closely at ways human societies have been
improved in the past - and the ways th at the conservative 'holders-back' have lost their power - we will
have more confidence in the potentials of traditional
systems to move in more humanistic directions. The
most difficult humanist value is the power of reason
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to solve problems and disputes more effectively than
violen ce. We must continually remind ourselves and
our neighbors of the power of moral power in the
recent histories of India, South Africa, the Philippines,
and the U.S. South. And those reminders need to be
communicated in more than books and words. We
must create the dram as, the songs, the storjes, the
images to keep them alive.
Let me close by suggesting a slogan for humanists
everywhere: 'Mind the memes!' Several ideas combine
here. Richard Dawkins coined the word 'meme' to represent something like the role of genes when we consider social evolution. Memes are persistent yet
competing themes and ideas in cultures. And Julian
Huxley, in his presidential address at the founding of
the IHEU urged that once we know the processes of
evolution, both biologically and socially, we are responsibIe for their future directions. And all who visit London know the e1ectronic warning that broadcasts at
every tube stop: 'Mind the gap: The English verb 'mind'
carries a number of powerful meanings: be sure to see;
watch over; obey; take care of; watch out for.
One of the major memes is that no meme wil! work
forever. Rich and powerful societies su eh as the U.S.
tend to forget this, and our col!eagues around the
world need to remind us that ours is agIobal movement, struggling to attain a global focus. Whenever we
settIe for parochialism or nationalism or hem ispherism, we cease to be full humanists.

Robert B. Tappisprofessor(emeritus) of Humanities, Religious
Studies, and South Asian Studies at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, and dean of the Humanist Institute in
New Vork City. He is the editor of Ecohumanism (Amherst,
New Vork:Prometheus Books, 2002).
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Humanist Roots of
Entrepreneurship for
Older People

Hans Becker and Peter de Lange

The cross-fertilization of the development
of humanist theories and humanist practices can be mutually fruitful. This article
sets out to give an initial impetus to a crossfertilization between a number of humanist
notions currently in development at the University for Humanist Studies, and the practical aspect of the Age-Proof complexes for
older people provided by the Stichting
Humanitas Rotterdam, in which control is
asserted through what is known as the 'yesculture'.
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To date, the Stichting Humanitas Rotterdam has
opened eight complexes with Age- Proof dwellings for
older people. Older people, as well as some younger
handicapped people, rent or buy a three-room apartment in these complexes, where they can continue to
live for the rest of their lives. All the dwellings are
designed to cope with any circumstance th at people
can find themselves in, for example, the need to use a
wheelchair. A complete range of domestic help and
care, up to and inc!uding nursing home care, can be
delivered at home. The core of all this is an integrated
package of residential, care and welfare facilities. This
can best be described as an integrated Age-Proof complex, where the integrated nature does not stop at the
boundary of the residential complex. This integration
is not only with the surrounding residential area and
the facilities available there, but also with the neighbourhood residents of the residential complex by
means of the village-square-like atrium, with its
restaurant, café, shops, service centre, internet café and
E-centre.According to the'Strategic Policy Memoranda' (Becker 1999:18), the success of a c!ient-oriented
organization depends, in order of importance, on staff,
culture, structure, methods and systems. The business
culture is therefore the dominant aspect in controlling
the organization. The Humanitas business culture,
especially as it relates to the integrated Age-Proof complexes, is based on the following principles.
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- Open communication on the basis of equality
between staff and clients, and between individual
staff. We define staff here to include care providing
partners, children or other family, resident-volunteers and outside volunteers.
- Residents are considered to be autonomous people
who give shape to their own lives, and therefore
must not be confronted with unnecessary institutional constraints. Residents (and their social network) are stimulated and actively supported to do
as much as possible themselves (use it or lose it;
hands-offhelp). Where there is no alternative, however, all necessary help and care, up to and including nursing home care, is guaranteed.
- The expertise that comes from experience, and the
active effort and creativity of the staff and residents, are utilized as much a"spossible (the 'yes,
that's fine attitude'; 'criticism is free advice'). Of
necessity, ninety per cent of the ideas and plans
developed by staff and residents have their roots in
the work. Testing out ideas immediately in practice
seldom costs much money, whereas it saves a great
deal of time and meeting expenses, as weil as that
it stimulates the contribution of ideas. This view
forms the core of the term 'yes-culture'. It is a
unique form of contribution by clients and staff.
- The least possible application ofhierarchical structures, rules, reports, protocols, meetings etc. The
time and effort involved in developing, updating
and monitoring such a 'culture of con trol' is invariably underestimated, and increases the likelihood
of a negative working and living atmosphere.
- Aleadership style including such elements as the
following: the concernment with clients and staff;
enthusiasm-inspiring
management 'by walking
around and talking around'; an enterprising
approach as opposed to just 'minding the shop';
attent ion to change management; pragmatic,
result-oriented, coordinating and stimulating, as
opposed to directive and controlling.
- An important place is occupied by the element art,
where we mean both art with a capital A and a
sm all a. Art from all corners of the world that contributes to an unregimented, informal and warm
atmosphere.
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- The ultimate goal of Humanitas is to maximize the
well-being of its residents and staff, or, in other
words, their human happiness.
This is a concise picture of the most important ingredients of the Humanitas culture, which can be
summed up as the yes-culture, and is viewed as one
of the most important controlling elements of the
organization.
In view of the joint historical roots, it may be assumed
th at the creative and human-oriented culture within
Humanitas is explicitly inspired by the ideas of
humanism. A description of the attitudes and state of
affairs within Humanitas is therefore able to say something about a certain humanist practice, and it allows
cross- fertilization back to the theory. On the other
hand, the development of ideas within humanism is
able to support the further development of the business culture within the Humanitas residential complexes. The fact is, that, in the daily practice of living,
care and welfare, a fundamental reflection on thinking and acting quickly goes by the board. Among the
activities of the University for Humanist Studies in
Utrecht is the development of leading notions for
assessing and improving facilities for older people
from the basis of humanist principles, such as individual autonomy, responsibility for the individual and
the fellow human, open and equal communication,
and justice. In what follows, we willlink a number of
these notions with the practice ofliving, care and welfare within the complexes of Age-Proof dwellings.

Habermas

and further

Two central notions of Habermas
Habermas, succinctly summarized by Kunneman
(1983), puts forward two important assertions: one
concerns the relationship between power and communication and the other concerns the relationship
between the system world of economics and politics,
and the everyday life world of people.
Communication, certainly outside the everyday life
world of family and aèquaintances, is seen by Haber- "
mas as often being controlled by interests. People use
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strategie arguments and strategie knowiedge, and are
therefore not oriented to the validity of statements
about a particular practice, but rather on safeguard ing the self-interest. Ihis ability to safeguard the (often
material) self-interest is furthermore connected with
power factors and as such is unequally distributed.
Habermas argues for allowing communication
between people, groups and organizations to take place
as much as possible in a 'power-free' environment. A
power-free environment of that type is necessary not
only to arrive jointly at the 'truth' in a rational discourse
on a particular social practice, but also to facilitate discussion on moral issues of the correctness of relationships, and of the authenticity of, for example,
artistic design. Ihis 'communicative action' is the best
way to arrive at a truly shared consensus between
those involved, for example, on the definition of and
approach to a social problem.
'The unity between the true, the good and the beautijul can [...] not be brought about by experts, but must
be gained on the level oj the everyday communicative
action in a rationalized, not reified, life world.'
(Kunneman, 1983:153)
Habermas's second theme is concerned with the interrelationship between the more and more independent
economie and state subsystems and the everyday life
world of people. He asserts that the system world is
increasingly'colonizing' the life world of individuals.
However, this life world offers resistance, including
through social countermovements. Ihe countermovements at the present time, however, are no longer
directed to the material production system (the trade
union movement and left-wing political parties), but
are to be found in the areas of culturat reproduction,
social integration and socialization. Ihe primary
theme is no longer economie and social security, but
rather the quality of existence equal rights and individual self development, participation and human
rights. (lSO, 151) Ihis conflict can be located at the
point where the system world and the life world touch.
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The interference
zone between
the system world and life world
With the postulated tendency of the colonization (or
commercialization and bureaucratization) of the life
world by the system world, Habermas seems to be
indicating a consistent direction with respect to the
influence between the two worlds. Kunneman (1996)
is more optimistic about the potentialof the life world
to be able in turn to influence the system world. He
calls th is the culturalization of the system. (56) In
order to conceptualize the reciprocal influence of the
system world and life world, Kunneman refers to an
interjerence zone (54). Kunneman even goes as far as
to attribute aspecific domain to the transit ion area,
with typical 'interference sectors' being the education
system, public health, and welfare work. It is difficult
to meaningfully place the primacy of elements from
the life world or the system world within these sectors.
System logic and the logic of communicative processes are in constant conflict here. Aiso, in our time, the
economie and political subsystems themseives are
becoming increasingly dependent on cultural processes th at cannot be controlled strategically, and are also
no longer driven by collective cultures based on religionsor political ideologies ('theemutsculturen'
in
Duteh) as was the case during the earlier period of the
piIlarization (a kind of segregation) of Dutch society.
Ihe consumerism and the competition-based, individual performance obsession (characteristics of a
'strategie' individualization inspired by material self
interest, for which Kunneman uses the term 'walkrnanego') are unable to completely support the effects of
th is secularization, any more than the discredited stories of great technological advances. Since the 1960s,
in parallel with the development of the walkman-ego,
there has also been a perceptible undercurrent of individualization based on equality, person-oriented communication and (new) normative orientations.
Openness, independence, sensibility and critical (sel£)
reflection are the keywords here. Ihere is more attention to differences between people (for example, in
terms of a multicultural society) and for the vulnerability of existence (for example, the emancipation
movement for people with handicaps, people with
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chronic illnesses and older people). This 'communicative individualization' and ethics of individu al existence appear consistently to escape from strategic
control and system pressure. (54-58) The boundaries
between the system world, the interference zone and
the life world, according to Kunneman, are also multiform, mobile and, furthermore, porous. (274)
Culturalization
of the system world
An important question then is what opportunities
there are, in our case with respect to the facilities for
older people, for influencing the interference zone, in
particular for encouraging authentic, individualizing
relationships and the culturalization of the system
world. In his book on the possible transit ion from a
society constructed according to policy to a varied
society, Van Houten (1999) points to the importance
of studying successful 'vision-driven organizations' in
the noncommercial service sector. This relates to
organizations
with an open organization culture;
th at are oriented to variation as opposed to standardization;
with sufficient space for communicative practices
and genuine demand-oriented operation;
who are in a position to reflect on their own performance in a sense wider than in terms of time
and money, and to learn accordingly. (I53, 154)
Such 'exemplary organizations' for social renewal call
into question whether what exists should be taken for
granted, and dare to permit an experimenting institution, even if nothing is certain in advance. They
approach c1ients from the idea that equality and difference can coexist. 'People are equal and have the right to
their own life,without having to comply with prescribed
conditions: (179) Each of them has their own 'existential project'. Van Houten puts the accent on the strategy
of emancipation and empowerment of marginalized
groups under the motto: emancipation is something
you do yourself. Residents of'residentiallife worlds',
such as a nursing home, are usually na longer treated as
fully-fledged citizens: their citizenship has given way to
patient-ship. 'lt has an element of exile, albeit accompanied by good care, but still to one side ofsocietY: (I80)
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Renewal demands a high degree of deconstruction of
the existing, c1assifying, image building and the allocation of a position to people who have something different about them. People have a right to he different,
a right to individuality or authenticity. For carrying out
such a radical and complete renewal, politically-oriented interest groups are not the most appropriate
party, even though they can perform an important
supporting role. Empowerment, according to Van
Houten, comes about primarily through local practices, in which people feel strong and recognized,
where space is created for them, and they are able to
make an appeal to a social environment. (200)
The Humanitas business culture referred to above
would seem to be in line with Van Houten's plea. She
even seems to go one step further in terms of residents'
appeal to self care, ability to manage for oneself, and
social activation. For Humanitas, it is not only a matter of rights, but also the creative contribution of older
people: a contribution not only to themselves but also
to fellow residents. Staff and residents are jointly
responsible for the creation of an authentic life world
and for resisting unnecessary protocolization and hospitalization. Such a contribution is faciIitated by the
organization, without people being pushed in a prescribed direction. The yes-culture in a narrower sense
and the activating surroundings (inc1uding art) are
examples of such facilitating elements. Therefore, no
one Age-Proof complex is the same as another. Both
the facilities and the lifestyle come about through an
interactive social process th at is completely different
in Rotterdam Hillegersberg from the ones in Rotterdam quarters like Oude Noorden or Hoogvliet. The
Humanitas 'system world' sets out to facilitate the sustained development of these varied life worlds.ln our
view, Van Houten's case for exemplary organizations
therefore needs to be augmented with theories on joint
and creative entrepreneurship in the care and service
sector in an explicit sense. Learning organizations
alone are not enough.
However, even in Humanitas, all concerned must
remain constantly alert to too many systematic elements creeping in from the world of traditional care
and nursing home care (many of the staff come from
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th is sector). In addition, a feasible organization of, for
example, the care teams, demands the necessary compromises with the wishes of residents.
Rational discussion versus dialogue
A second amendment that we wish to put forward to
Habermas's vision has to do with the dominant place
he gives to rationality and consensus forming. Alongside (note, not instead of) the concept of communicative action, we wish to set the concept of dialogue.
Derkx (1993) first saw wh at is special in the concept
of dialogue as it was understood in the Italian Renaissance, through the work of Batkin (1981). The conversation between equals in the Renaissance was seen
as one of the most important ways of further shaping
the person. It was not a question of arriving at one true
view about something. The truth had many faces.
'In the dialogue, the various human forms of existence
were confronted with each other and made visible relative to each other and drawn more sharply. For the !talian Renaissance humanists, the dignity of the person and
the human self development (and also the appropriation
of the Roman and Greek antiquity) stand in the light of
the universal interre!ationship between God, the world
and people. Individualism,jreedom, tolerance, respect for
others and other cultures, relativism and pluralism are
given their meaning in the context of an absorbing and
enthusiastically undertaken shared journey of discovery
through a multicoloured but harmonious world. In this,
the visions, attitudes and behaviours of others are valued
positively and not merely tolerated. The idea is also not
ultimately to establish who was right, but that everyone
is right to some extent.' (100, 101)
Elders (1996) places the importance of th is view of
dialogue in our time. Dialogue can make space for difference and for emotions, aesthetic feelings, intuition,
creativity and inspiration, and (consequently) at the
same time for the experience of human closeness and
unity of existence. The dialogue, according to Elders,
is a higher form of human communication than the
rational discussion or the debate (which has more to
do with testing each other's sharp wits and quick
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tongue than with moving closer to each other with
understanding). This is all the more true with respect
to life or other issues on which there are no generally
applicable answers.
'The dialogue does not know a victor or a loser. That's
not the aim of the play. Therefore, you may drink during a dialogue: you may fee! relaxed and willing to talk
freely and openly to your dialogue friends.'
(Elders, 1996:34)
According to Elders, the practice of the dialogue form
is a characteristic of a humanist lifestyle. (36) Batkin
(1981:268) also speaks of the 'dialogischen Charakter des humanistischen Denkens'. Elders, referring to
the fundamental paradigm shift that the Renaissance
ultimately was, comes to the important, albeit tentative, conclusion that every period in history containing a conflict between paradigms, and in which the
boundaries between fiction and non-fiction become
blurred, needs dialogue where widely differing visions
are allowed to exist alongside each other. (39) In such
circumstances, the need for this 'imaginative, literary
and hermeneutic tradition of the search for truth' (28)
is the greatest.
It would seem to be bold to suggest th at the ideas surrounding the Age-Proof complexes and the yes-culture
can be called a paradigm shift, certainly if the Renaissance or the Enlightenment are used as a model. On
a more modest scale, there is nevertheless something
to be said for such a characterization of current
changes. The integration and equality of the dim ensions ofliving, care and welfare in the Humanitas concept, the yes-culture, the importance of continuous
activation and social integration of clients, the joint
creative entrepreneurship, and so on, together form a
fundamentally different way of thinking about facilities for older people, certainly in comparison with
nursing home care.
The concept of dialogue also seems better than Habermas's rational argumentation oriented to consensus
forming as representing the Humanitas practice with
respect to:
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- the way in which the contribution of residents and
staff is given communicative form;
- the preservation of control over a person's own life
('right to be different');
- putting into perspective the effect ofbeing blinded with science th at is associated with professional knowledge and methods (the mangy pet dog is
more important than the nursing home doctor);
- 'to make a thousand flowers blossom' in personoriented support and care;
- the encouragement of the creativity of both staff
and residents.
However, it is likely that a further thinking-through of
the concept of dialogue for the development of the
business culture and the care practice of Humanitas
would bear more fruit, in terms of both dient orientation and the encouragement of creative contribution.
The theory of the yes-culture does not always match
up with practice.
From a theoretical point of view, it can be stated that
the developments at Humanitas indeed appear to contradict Habermas's hypothesis of the one-sided colonization of the life world. With respect to the facilities
for older people, Kunneman's optimism about the
opportunities for culturalizing the system world
appear more appropriate, in spite of decades of economy measures and the increasing government regulation in this séctor.

The ethics of savoir-vivre
the ethics of care

'versus'

Within the framework of the Age-Proof complexes,
with their integrated offer of living, care and welfare
facilities, the ethics of health form too narrow a basis
to arrive at asolid ethical judgement. We will therefore
introduce two fairly new ethical trends, which have a
wider scope than the ethical issues that are cent ral in
public health.
A point of criticism on the Age- Proof complexes is
concerned with the degree to which Humanitas sets
'requirements' on its dients with respect to taking individual responsibility for their situation and making an
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effort to be able to manage themselves, and self care.
Not all older people are in a position to meet these
'requirements', so that the danger arises that some
people will receive too little help and support.
Expressed in ethical terms, Humanitas would therefore draw too heavily on the ethics of savoir-vivre at the
expense of views such as those of the ethics of care.

The ethics of savoir-vivre
The ethics of savoir-vivre do not put the re1ationship
between care recipient and care provider in the first
place, but, rather, the taking (or leaving) of responsibility for a person's own life in the widest sense.
According to Socrates, ethics is the knowledge and the
art of arranging one's own way oflife in such a way that
it is also a beautiful and good life. How can you know
wh at is a good and valuable life, and how do you act
accordingly? This is not primarily concerned with
matters such as duty and conformity with specific
rules, but rather with art and resourcefulness. 'It is not
science that is the model for this form of ethics, but
critical se1f research, fed by dialogue and argumentation and great examples of philosophicallife: (Van
Delden, Hertogh & Manschot, 1999:51) People should
not passively endure their lives, but be involved in it
with freedom of action and creativity. Self care is a core
concept here, not from an egoistic point of view, but
from a point of view that sees the person as vulnerabie and finite and, at the same time, a social being that
takes responsibility for himself and for the other person. People need each other. This has nothing to do
with pity, which can do people more harm than provide them with support. It is better, where necessary,
for people to be supported in tapping their own
resources of strength and to be put in a position to help
themselves. An important argument for taking responsibility for their own lives is the fact th at a human life
is finite. Only from the human condition in its entirety, with its limits, vulnerabilities and finiteness, is it
possible to understand that courage, he1pfulness and
loyalty are important human qualities. According to
Nussbaum (l990), this also applies to qualities such
as generosity, hospitality, modesty and friendliness.
Furthermore, only a thorough awareness of vulnerability and finiteness puts people in a position to Jive
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life properly. This lived-through awareness curbs subconscious anxieties and invites people not to wait for
tomorrow, but to start giving active meaning to their
lives. Giving meaning to life is another core element of
(the ethics of) savoir-vivre.
A first priority of the ethics of savoir-vivre, according
to Van Delden, Hertogh and Manschot (1999:56),
(Manschot in particular thought through the importance of the theory of savoir-vivre for older people)
is a critical attitude towards the images of getting older
th at exist in our culture. For instance, older people are
allotted too much of a passive role, also when it comes
to arranging their own lives. Manschot criticises the
dominant cri ter ion of the healthy, vital, enterprising
older person as an ideal image of the good life in the
final phase of life, as against the spectre of the older
person with a chronic illness, growing dependence,
and impending social and personal disintegration. As
an extension to this, savoir-vivre demands attent ion
to the (timely) processing of aspects of getting older:
the change and decline of mental and bodily powers;
the things that went wrong in life or could have been
better; the prospect of the approaching end of life. A
person must become acquainted with their own mortality in good time in order to draw on strengths, so as
also to experience the final phase of life as valuable.
This requires an acceptance of the process of wear,
decline and rncreasing dependence as a general
human fact that does not have to detract from the self
image. Such an attitude demands effort, training and
attent ion to the emotional expressions of existence in
a never-ending process. It is not a matter of positive
thinking, but an active resignation to 'th is is how it is'.
(Van Delden, Hertogh & Manschot, 1999:58)
A third area for attention regarding the ethics of savoirvivre, is the older person as a participant in social and
politicallife. It is expected of older people that they all
leave the labour process, lay down their social functions and also become politically passive. People fail
to appreciate th at older people are also citizens, have
rights to social participation, and th at society could
also arrange itself around their needs and capabilities
in that area. Attention is then primarily directed to
obstacles thrown up by society to full participation
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and to universal human rights. The opportunities for
identities for the final phase oflife other than the subject of care could be broadened considerably. (Van
Delden, Hertogh & Manchot, 1999:58-60) However,
this item is still given only marginal importance in the
development of facilities for older people. According
to Manschot (1996:98) a guiding principle could be
'the issue of wh at gives life purpose and meaning in
the older phase of life, and not the issue of when, by
whom and in wh at ways the ability to manage for oneself is secured, however important the last item is:
Older people themselves will have to play a key role
in searching for what kind of things they think are
worthwhile in the older phase oflife, and wh at support
is then necessary from society.
All this brings us to a crucial distinction between the
Age-Proof complexes and more traditional forms of
institutional care. At Humanitas, older people are
viewed not only from the point of view of a need for
care. As was stated above: living, care and welfare are
equal areas for attention. The luxury residential complexes with their light furnishing and cosy nooks, the
enjoyment that the resident derives from the apartment itself, the excellent catering, and the many enjoyable activities form the 'enjoyment arm' of welfare. The
(necessary help in achieving) inde penden ce, the control over one's own life, the individual responsibility
and the respect for the individual's own choices and
values form the 'autonomy arm'. The 'participation
arm' of welfare is receiving the necessary attention and
support through the village-square-like
atrium,
through volunteer work (with resident volunteers and
volunteers from outside), through the group meetings
organized by the residents themselves or the English
lessons, through the attent ion to art and artistic
expression by the residents themselves, through the
internet café and the E-centre.
Within humanist thinking, the concept of giving
meaning to life th at Manschot refers to is mainly
thought of in terms of the interrelationships in life,
as experienced by the individuals themselves. (Mooren
1999) If we look at the difference between living in the
traditional nursing and care homes and living in the
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Humanitas Age- Pro of residential complexes, a number of conclusions related to giving meaning to life
suggest themselves immediately. In the first place, living in an Age- Proof dwelling means hardly any break
with the foregoing life, if any at all: the residents still
live independently in their own house with their own
property where everything is up to them. AIso, life in
today's world is fulfilling and complete, and is a mixture of what individuaIs do on their own, with any necessary support, all matched to individual needs and
abilities. The social network in which people lead their
lives remains as much as possible intact and, where
possible, it is enhanced. The most important care
providers are the partner and the children. Furthermore, Humanitas stimulates the work of volunteers
(including residents) and contacts with the neighbourhood (for example through the public plaza-like
atriums with restaurant, café, shops, and an extensive
services centre) and neighbourhood facilities.
Clients themselves must indeed continue to take care
of themselves as much as possible, and, as far as
Humanitas is concerned, to the threshold of pain, in all
areas of life. At the same time, they have the freedom
to call in the help that they themselves think is most
appropriate, also if it comes from outside Humanitas.
Nevertheless, all forms of care and services, up to and
including nursing home care and even hospital functions, can be delivered at home (care à la carte). Independent older people's advisers help people to clarify
their questions and sometimes complex needs for care
and other facilities. Older people's advisers know the
way through wh at is available in the neighbourhood
for living, care and welfare. To be able to use th is entire
network of facilities and opportunities in an increasingly person-oriented way, the yes-culture and the
associated emphasis on autonomy, dialogue and creativity of everyone involved is indispensable.
The ethics of care
Both in the ethics of savoir-vivre and in Humanitas, it
is strongly emphasized that people, and therefore also
older people, should as much as possible be the architects and directors of their own lives. That persons
throughout their lives are vulnerable and needy, and
also to a greater or lesser extent dependent on the care
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of others, has less of a prominent place in savoir-vivre.
Neither is how a care relationship can best be set up
a subject to be considered. These two topics belong
within the territory of the ethics of care.
'There is a direct connection between the high appreciation attributed to individual, autonomous and independent life in our society, and the low appreciation for
care and care-dependent existence.'
(Van Delden, Hertogh & Manschot, 1999:74)
The ethics of care argues urgently for recognition that
providing care is a vital activity th at belongs to life
itself. The way society is organized is still insuffi.cient
for every person to give sub stance to this central value.
And for people who become dependent on care, the
loss of their own control together with the loss of their
personal esteem, and self-respect is not far away. And
this while older people themselves usually have a life
behind them in which they have cared for their children, for their parents and for many other people in
their social surroundings. Unlike the care for children
and the mutual care of partners, the care for older people is separated from everyday sociallife, is highlyprofessionalized and institutionalised, and furthermore
has a strongly medicaI orientation. This form of care
therefore differs greatly from the integrated care of
other phases of life in the everyday life world. Conversely, the organization of older people's care in the
form of'nursing institutions' is a vigorous promoter of
the resistance that exists against care dependence.
According to Van Delden et al., an important benchmark for good care or delivered care or delivered facilities, is how they promote self respect and the
perception of personal value and joie de vivre of older
people! (75) In the event of complete dependence on
care also, older people can usually still take much
responsibility for arranging their own lives and the
package of facilities that they consider necessary for
themselves, provided they are given the opportunity.
However, budget and staff problems often oblige taskoriented action, in which minutes of care weigh more
heavily than the moments of personal contact that are
not amenable to being budgeted in terms of time. Nei-
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ther can we achieve the impossible in this respect with
Age- Proof complexes. We look for the solution in such
things as the best possible integration of self care, partner care (partners actually continue to live together),
care from children or other family, help and care given
by fellow residents and volunteers, and professional
care. In addition, Humanitas has a relatively modest
personnel shortage problem because of its creative
personnel policy. The considerable attention to PR and
the good reputation of Humanitas attracts people. For
recruiting personnel with a migrant background, use
is made of the co-opting labour market system:
migrant staff supply migrant staff. At the same time,
much use is made of the Melkertbaan (subsidized
employment) system. Finally, Humanitas has mobilized an entire army of volunteers. We wil! see that this
personnel policy fits in weil with the ethics of care,
provided a nu mb er of conditions are fulfilled.
According to Tronto (1993), the practice of care is a
constant process in which four facets can be identified.
Gelauff & Manschot (1997:198, 199) summarize these
facets from the notion that the giving of meaning to
life must be considered to be a founding dimension of
care. If we immediately intro duce the importance of
the giving of meaning to life to the facets identified by
Tronto, th en we arrive at the following picture.
The basis of all care is an attitude of caring about,
which demands attentiveness of the care giver for the
needs and requirements of the people around him or
her. Providing consideration and care are therefore
seen as a general attitude to life and not as belonging
to a particular job or profession. Being able to care for
others does demand th at the (potential) care provider
him- or herselfhas made sufficient arrangements for
his or her own needs and requirements. If we extrapolate this interrelationship to the issues of giving
meaning to life, the person observing the needs or
requirements must also be able to sufficiently satisfy
his/her own needs for giving meaning to life, if they
are to pay proper attent ion to the issues of giving
meaning to life and existence of the care recipient.
Humanitas sees the relationship between clients and
staff as an extension to this, more in terms of an
'extended family' than as an encounter between
demand and supply. Good care is just as important for
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the staff (paid and unpaid) as for the 'clients'. The fact
is that the care relationship becomes more reciprocal as
more interpersonal aspects are admitted.
The second facet of the care relationship is taking care
of This relates to taking responsibility that something
is do ne about the observed need. They do not always
have to do this themselves, but they must make sure that
it happens. The care provider must furthermore focus
on the entire story of the care recipient, and not only
on the portion that falls within his or her competence,
or is immediately soluble. They have (inHumanitas too)
the responsibility to callin other necessary help or services to the best of their ability, as opposed to doing nothing, or meddling inexpertly. Concrete care-giving
actually often demands specific competence to alleviate
the need concerned, or to satisfy the need adequately.
In so far as, for example, the giving of meaning to life of
the care recipient in a given situation is concerned, the
care provider must also have the competence to respond
adequately or otherwise take responsibility to refer people to a psychological or spiritual care provider.
As the last facet of the care process, Tronto points to the
importance of an equally moral attitude on the side of
the care recipient! This has to do with an attitude of
receptiveness, being open to the care that is being given,
and saying whether the care is indeed experienced as it
was intended (responsiveness). Care is always a reciprocal relationship. With respect to issues of giving
meaning to life, this means that the care recipient also
has a share in bringing up meanings, existential issues
and related matters as they are perceived by him or her.
The care recipient therefore has the duty to ask for and
respond to wh at is offered effectively (individual
responsibility) and to raise the alarm if things could be
better ('criticism is free advice').
In care, attention is mainly oriented to problems th at
can be dealt with by means of concrete action. We rapidly find that the only action that is useful, according to
Gelauff and Manschot, is one th at leads to a 'delivery'
from the problems. Many existential issues for which
there is no immediate delivery, therefore remain out of
the picture. Gelauff and Manschot present us with
another perspective:
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'In our proposal, the care recipient [...l occupies a different position, because it is not delivery, but the giving
of meaning to life that is the primary object of the
search: what do the things that happen to me mean in
the story of my lifd In order to identify this meaning,
it will be necessaryfor the story to be told and listened
to in its total context.'
(1997:200)
At Humanitas, the above means that disciplines and care
providers take responsibility for the entire care process,
and are not allowed to use the argument that something
does not fall within their terms of reference. All this
demands a sound view of each other's work, and regular consultation, both with each dient (for which the
multidisciplinary care meeting was invented), and
dient-transcending (which is what the multidisciplinary
consultation is for). Impromptu corridor meetings are
also an important resource: the care teams and the disciplines have their practices and offices on the same corridor. For complex issues of care, it is possible to call in
the older people's advisers, and for more general 'existential issues', psychological or spiritual care.

emancipation of the older person can be given shape.
Humanitas does it best to continue to search for a further enhancement of the opportunities for older people to retain or regain a firm grip on their own lives.
Other than a steady expansion of the number of AgeProof complexes, Humanitas, together with the older
people, is continuing to build a creative culture in
which the individual and social opportunities for wellbeing and participation are used to their full, while the
necessary care remains guaranteed. Areasonabie balance seems to exist between the principles of the ethics
of savoir-vivre and those of the ethics of care, although
it can always be better, for example with respect to the
quality of the dialogic process. The practice of Humanitas, at least as far as older people are concerned, gives
reason for optimism about the opportunities for culturalization of the system world.
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We may condude that not only in the theory, but also
in the practice of the Age-Proof complexes, the antithesis of the ethics of savoir-vivre and the ethics of care
is a false one. The two views can be linked, and are
actually an extension of each other.

Conclusion
What Humanitas has to offer in all its facets is st rongIy oriented to dients retaining control over their own
lives. This is the core of the empowerment policy that
the Stichting Humanitas Rotterdam conducts for people in the final phase of life. (Becker, 2000:67) In a
direct sense, Humanitas obviously has limited inf1uen ce on the structure of society and its necessary
adjustment for the best possible social and political
participation of older people. In line with the strategy th at Van Houten proposes, it can be stated without
exaggeration, however, that Humanitas can be seen as
an exemplary organization for the way in which the
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icy and project worker at the Stichting Humanitas Rotterdam,
the Netherlands.
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de HUMANIST:

Humanism in New Zealand

Bill Cooke

The New Zealand Association of Rationalists & Humanists celebrates its 75th
anniversary this year. lts influence is modest but it does what it can to promote a secular, pluralist and open society. The NZARH
receives no government funding of any sort
and is not privy to the various tax and rates
privileges that the churches enjoy. Despite
this, the association owns a fine building in
the university district of Auckland, New
Zealand's largest city, and employs one person whose duties are mainly c1erical.It produces a quarterly magazine, recently
renamed The Open Society.
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New Zealand is one of the most secular nations on
earth. The most recent census, taken in 2001, reveals a
post-Christian society is emerging. Of the 3,737,277
census responses on the religion question, 1,028,052
described themselves as having no religion and a further 239,241 exercised their right to object to the question. The religions whose growth is the most
impressive are all non-Christian.
There is no Established church and the mostly English
and Scottish immigrants who created the modern state
in the nineteenth century were enamoured of John
Stuart Mill and Herbert Spencer, both of whom were
staunch agnostics. Some of the most eminent of the
early prime ministers of New Zealand, John Ballance,
Sir Robert Stout, Michael ]oseph Savage and Peter
Fraser were rationalists. Regular churchgoers account
for little more than about 12% of the population and
those who attend monthly or more are fewer still. Reguiar churchgoers are usually in the older age cohorts.
Church activity is very rarely newsworthy, and not
infrequently wh at news it does attract is the result of
some foolish or ill-advised outburst, which only serves
to underscore its irrelevance. Of the twenty-four cabinet ministers of our present government which took
office in December 1999, only two of them swore their
oath on the Bibie, and one of those subsequently lost
his job over a scan dal involving sex with an under-age
girl.An alliance of right-wing Christian parties formed
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a coalition to exploit the new proportional representation system New Zealand adopted in 1996, but failed
to get the required 5% threshold to be represented in
parliament. That coalition has now broken up and each
separate Christian party attracts apaItry 1.2% and
1.8% of the vote.
So, on the face of it, humanism in New Zealand seems
to have little to do. But as many humanists know, the
achievement of a secular society presents new problems, not the elimination of problems. The most pressing problem for humanist organisations is the need
to justify our existence. A question we commonly
encounter is, 'Why do you bother? Religion is irrelevant: Underlying th is question is a suspicion th at we
must be as extreme in our views as the religious fundamentalists we oppose, perhaps even being their mirror image. Another frequently-heard comment is, 'Oh
yes, you do a good job. I wouldn't join myself, but keep
up the good work:

What should

he done?

The situation in New Zealand has given rise to two different interpretations as to what should be done. Some
in the humanist movement insist that religion remains
a dangerous threat and must still be struggled against
while others insist that any anti-religious activity is a
waste of time. The most common view is a combi nation of these two: religion is only one of the many
forms of irrationalism which deserve criticism and
that all of them should be addressed as part of a wider,
and positive, exercise of defending the secular state.
The best example of this was the visit late in 1999 of
an Australian new-ager called Ellen Greve, who operated under the nom-de-plume of ]asmuheen. Greve
claimed not to have eaten for five years, deriving all her
necessary sustenance from light. Credulous new-agers
flocked to hear her, paying $300 for the privilege. Newagers, like televangelists, claim to be able to do without a lot of things, but money is never one of them. Our
Association challenged Greve to prove her claims. We
offered to pay her $100,000 if she could emerge healthy
from a supervised period of one month without food.
We even offered to put her up in Nelson, New Zealand's
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sunniest town, so as to give her a head start. To
nobody's surprise, Greve turned our offer down, but
she soon came unstuck when she accepted a similar
offer organised by the Australian Skeptics and shown
on an Australian television channel. The test was called
off on medical advice on the fourth day.
Our initiative attracted a great deal of publicity, most
of it supportive. However a few intellectuals sneered at
our efforts, one of them calling us 'hilariously stupid'
for taking the whole thing seriously. This critic seemed
unperturbed th at to our knowledge four people (one
each in Scotland and Germany and two in Australia)
had taken Greve's nonsense seriously enough to starve
to death. In my opinion this was a successful and
worthwhile exercise. We are not going to change
Greve's mind, or th at of most ofher supporters. But the
publicity the whole affair attracted might weil have
given some uncommitted people food (if you'll pardon
the expression) for thought.
Attracting a lot less publicity but no less important are
the traditional debates over the existence of God and
similar topics with Christian apologists. Our Association took part in two of these in 200 I. Many people,
even inside the movement, are impatient of this sort
of activity. 'You'll never change their minds, so what's
the point: they say. That depends on what one engages
in these sorts of disputes for.lt is true th at neither disputant is likely to be converted on stage, and neither
wil! most of the audience. But to me, taking part in
debates with fundamentalists is a worthwhile exercise.
Not only is there the chance that one or two of the genuinely uncommitted might actually be impressed with
one's views, we must also remember our commitment
to the open society. Humanists talk a lot about toleration, the open society and pluralism. Surely, one of the
ways that we can give effect to the talk is to engage our
opponents in debate. It is less about what we say, and
more about the impression we give. If we can come
across to fundamentalists as basically honest and good
people, no matter how wrong we may be, then surely
some little barrier has been broken down. The next
time a fundamentalist declares that all humanists are
wicked running dogs of the Devil, those who attended one of these debates might just reply, 'The one's I
saw weren't. They were wrong of course, but they did-
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n't seem wicked: Even if they only think that without
saying it, an element of doubt has been implanted, and
with it the possibility of greater toleration for other
beliefs. This is the bread and butter of a pluralist ic
society.
All this said, it is absolutely vital not to restrict our
activities to criticism of religions, important though
th at activity is. One of the valuable, though undervalued, things we do is take part in the occasional media
artic1e on what various worldviews do over Christmas.
It is important humanists are inc1uded in these sorts
of media activities. Being listed alongside Jews, Jehovah's Witnesses or Jains helps reinforce the understanding that humanism is a valid, articulate
worldview, one which is not religious, but which has
a coherent response to everyday activities, like how we
celebrate Christmas.
The most important aspect of a positive approach is
being able to demonstrate a coherent humanist understanding of some issues. This, of course, is the hardest
thing to manage in the media, not least because it is
most difficuIt to get inside the media loop for such
things. The most success we have had here is the public debates over secular education and voluntary
euthanasia.

Religious

instruction

New Zealand has had a secular education system since
1877, but after 1897 as a result of sustained pressure
from angry churchmen a compromise was worked out
whereby the school was technically deemed c10sed for
a halfhour session of religious instruction. The legality of this sleight-of-hand was in dispute until it was
finally legitimised in the 1964 Education Act. Religious
instruction has to avoid any form of indo ct rin at ion
and disparagement of other religions. But in practice
both of these go on. Bible in Schools, as th is programme is commonly known, only happens in primary schools, which teach children up to ten years of
age, and only at schools that want it - it is ~ot compulsory in all New Zealand schools. Parents have the
opportunity to withdraw their children from the programme.
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The NZARH is strongly opposed to th is undeserved
privileging of one system of belief over all the others
in New Zealand. We quite often hear stories of inappropriate fundamentalism or even anti-semitism from
the poorly trained zealots who constitute most of the
volunteers that run these courses. As a former primary
school teacher myself I remember the disaffection that
often used to prevail in the c1assroom after these people had had their half hour. They were not trained
teachers and couldn't tolerate any sort of intelligent
questioning, which they often tended to confuse with
dis sent.
The NZARH response to the Bible in Schools issue has
been positive and negative. So on the negative side, the
NZARH has opposed the Bible in Schools programme
as a blot on our pluralist, multi-faith, multi-cultural
country. This has been one of the longest -lasting struggles our association has been involved with since its
foundation in 1927. There is a consistent majority
among parents for children to be taught values and
there is a similarly-sized majority wanting th is training to be multi-faith, or at least non-sectarian. Most
people recognise that the Christian monopoly in this
area is simply the result of an historical oddity and is
an anachronism, but there is no political will to deal
with a potentially divisive issue.
But on the positive side, we have tried to participate in
the debate as to what constitutes the core values that
we as New Zealanders cherish. This has taken the form
of editorials in our magazine, with artic1es from opposing points of view, and participation in public forums
and in the media. More recently, we have allied ourselves with a non-aligned organisation defending the
state-run secondary schools from encroachments
from the state in favour of the sectarian private
schools. In 1998 the NZARH sent two representatives
to an important conference hosted by UNESCO entitled 'Values in Education'. Unfortunately the conservative prime minister of the time used her keynote
speech to call for a revocation of the secular c1ause in
education. Happily nothing has come of that. In fact
the values debate has become somewhat bogged
down. There is a general consensus that simply
installing some extra c1ass called Values in between
Mathematics and History is hardly going to work.
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Really, the best ways to instil positive values in the rising generation is for the adult generation to practice
them. That's the difficuIt bit.

Other

activities

The other issue that has galvanised humanist opinion
in New Zealand and on behalf of which our Association has been active, is voluntary euthanasia. From a
poll of our members we found that 97% were in favour
oflegalising euthanasia. The majority in country varies
from about 55% to 69% depending on how the question is framed. The victory of the voluntary euthanasia legislation in the Netherlands has been an
inspiration to progressive-minded people throughout
the world. A weil publicised but poorly drafted Oeath
with Oignity bill was defeated in 1995 despite opinion
polls showing a consistent majority in favour of changing the law.An MP who in 1995 opposed euthanasia is
now drafting a new private member's bill to legalise
euthanasia. Private Member's Bills go through a lottery
system in th is country to determine which on es eventually appear before the House. We have yet to see ifhis
bill will be one of the few to be selected.
In 2001 our Association bestowed our most important
award, called the Charles SouthwelI Award, on the Australian activist Or Philip Nitschke who has visited New
Zealand several times with a view to establishing clinics in this country. Nitschke has developed a computer-based three-step of dying. For terminally iIIpeople,
who have gone through all the counselling and for
whom palliative care is little more than delaying the
inevitable, Nitschke's program me is simple and painless. The Award, quite apart from being a just recognition of a brave mans work is also a good way for us
to work up some publicity for the issue in the press.
Charles SouthwelI was a very early freethinker in New
Zealand, dying in Auckland in 1860 at the age of 46.
The NZARH began the award in 1998, when it was
given to the newly opened national art gallery and
museum which refused to bow to pressure from a
Catholic and fundamentalist alliance against an art
exhibition th en showing. The exhibition, called Pictura
Britannica, included a small work by Tania Kovats
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called Virgin in a Condom, in which a plaster figurine
of the Virgin Mary was sheathed in a condom. The religious groups were determined to deny everyone else
the right to see and judge the work by having it
removed. Happily, the museum resisted th is pressure
and the exhibition ran its allotted time without any
alteration.
And finally, another area where the NZARH has been
busy over the past few years is in the international
arena. Our Association rejoined the IHEU in 1995. We
have become involved with the dynamic rationalist
and humanist movement in India, having had representatives at the three major Indian conferences over
the past two years. There is a smal! but committed
community of Indian rationalists in New Zealand who
keep in contact with their home organisations. The
NZARH publicises their activities and has reciprocal
arrangements with our publications. This is a disproportionately influential aspect of our program me. As
our world shrinks these international links are going
to grow in importance. It is difficult for Europeans,
who are used to cultural interactions with people of
different languages every day of their lives to appreciate how much effort must be made to engage in these
sorts of interactions when one lives in New Zealand.

Dr. Bill Cooke is a /ecturer at the Manakau 1nstitute ofTechn%gy in New lea/and and the author of Heathen in Godzone:
Seventy Years of Rationa/ism in New lea/and. Auck/and, Nl,
NlARH

1998, and A Rebel to His Last Breath: ]oseph McCabe

and Rationalism, Amherst, Prometheus Books, 2001
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(Foster)children and odd behaviour
On 13 themes
Martine F. De/fos & Nelleke Visscher (eds.)
Children can display odd behaviour.When

a child

enters a family as a foster child, it does not come
alone. The baggage the child is brings holds its own life
story and family history.Very often it is baggage that
contains a lot of negative experiences. It is often difficult to place the child. Has it got a disorder, is this
behaviour the result of its life history, or is it a reaction to being a foster child? By understanding, the
behaviour becomes less 'odd' and therefore easier to
deal with.
Nelleke Visscher, former editor of Mobiel - a magazine
devoted to foster care, and psychoiogist Martine F.
Book information

Delfos, invited well-known Dutch experts to shed their
light on various behaviour problems.Anxiety, Loyalty,
Adoption,Ancestral

Anxiety,Attachment,

(Foster)children and odd
behaviour
On 13 themes
Martine F.De/ros &
Nelleke Visscher (eds.)

Mourning,

Sexual Abuse,ADHD, Borderline, Depression, Bullying,
Autism and Socially Unskilled, are described and put
into the context relating to foster children. In addition
to the information from the professionals, an account

ISBN 90 6665 426 0
164 pages
price € 19,75

of experience from a [foster] parent is attached to
each subject. Side by side the professionals and experts
from experience give a nuanced picture of the various
problem and the impact they have on (foster) families.
Both the Dutch and English editions will fulfill the
needs of a large reading public.
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SWP
Postbus 257, I000 AG Amsterdam
tel. (020) 3307200 fax (020) 3308040
e-mail: swp@swpbook.com
internet: www.swpbook.com
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Borders Matter

Arjo Klarner

Preamble:
The following is the text of the Socrates lecture that I gave on December 10, 2001 in
Utrecht under the title 'In Holland stands
a house' In this English translation I
changed the title as its allusion to a wellknown Dutch song is being lost.
The text is literally the one I read. I wrote
it to be read. The boxes, like this one, are
texts that I have added for reference and
amplification. The text was not only intended to be read out loud but also to be read
in an active interaction with musie. An altviolinist - Esther Apituley - and a cellist - Bart
van Rosmalen - were my 'discussants'.
Together we wanted to explore the possibilities of an interaction between text and
musie. I sawa connection with the subject,
i.e. the role of borders. Is it possible to
[Apituley and van Rosmalen playing an improvisation
partly based on Luto Slawski.]
The text:
Musie. .. Musie is not only intangible. It seems also
untouehable and invulnerable. It has something of the
saered, something that transeends the here and the
now. Words are so prosaie, espeeially where their
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communicate across the borders that separate texts from non-texts, like music? If so,
what kind of communication is that?
Dur preparation was minimal as we decided that we better let it happen. We only
agreed on a format in three parts, as the
text explains. Apituley and van Rosmalen
began the evening by playing. I would step
in and start reading my text that they had
on their lectern. They would interrupt as
they saw fit. They did so at various
moments during the reading. The real dialogue was supposed to occur in the second
part of the lecture.
When I began I did not have a c1ue as to
what would happen and whether I would
be able to stand on my own with my text.
The chance of the music taking over,
appeared to be significant.
meanings are eoneerned. I dread breaking in. By
beginning to talk I feellike intruding and interrupting. Even so, I begin talking now. Why? Beeause we
agreed I would. I am now aeting in aecordanee with a
social agreement. Consequently, I am ehanging the
eonversation, but not after promising th at I will return
to the conversation with musie.
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(About conversation:
lam using the concept 'conversation' with
emphasis and insistence. It denotes a way
of interacting that is distinct. Economics,
my discipline, is a conversation, or rather
a bunch of conversations (economists,
after all, walk in different schools and each
school can be said to constitute a distinct
conversation). If you want to be 'in the
economic conversation' you have to
adhere to its practices; that is, you have to
respect its borders. The same applies to
the conversation of music, or rather conversations as there are many different
practices - classical, jazz, pop plus 50
many variations in those main themes each of which constitutes its own practice,
rules and norms, as a creative musician as
Esther Apituley knows all too weil.
The disadvantage of using 'conversation'
is its colloquial connotations. People will
think of purposeless chatter, the mere conversation that they are having. To avoid
those connotations it is better to speak of
'discursive practices', the term that Foucault, Habermas and 50 many others use.
It has a more serious flavour about it, and
therefore appears to match better the
practice of,:l science. Like Richard Rorty in
Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (1979)
I prefer 'conversation', though. It is the etymology of the word that I like. (')
Conversatio actually means 'intercourse',
'manner of life', 'frequent abode in aplace'.
Conversation has been used to connote
the action of living or dwelling in a place
and, more interestingly, the action of associating or having dealings with others. The
Oxford Dictionary cites Thomas Shelton
who wrote 'you know the man by the conversation he keeps.' In this usage conversation is a synonym for company and that
calls to mind Wayne Booth's title The Company We Keep (1988). 'To be in conversation' has the meaning 'to be in company
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with a certain group of people.' At least
that is what lintend it to mean. I also like
the term conversation because it does not
conjure up something hermetic; a conversation is fluid and if it is bounded, the
boundaries are fuzzy. A conversation may
be a practice and then it may not. And you
can be in different conversations.
Conversation also denotes 'occupation or
association with an object of study, in the
sense of close acquaintance.' Francis
Baconwrote of the 'conversation in books'.
That meaning fits nicely as weil. The conversation does not only refer to people
talking but also to their reading.
Conversation can also mean 'sexual intercourse'. I must say that I did not expect
that and do not think that it is appropriate
to what goes on in the world of economists. The final entry refers to the more
colloquial meanings of conversation: 'aral
exchange of sentiments, observations,
opinions, ideas.' It can also mean a meeting or assembly. Although there is a great
deal of chatter going on in the world of
economists, this is not the intended meaning of conversation. Accordingly, I evoke
the earlier meanings of conversation - with
the emphasis on the association with
company, having dealings with, and close
acquaintance - in order for the metaphor
to work for the further argument.
The implied concern is how we, humans,
can be in sustainable conversations
together. I base myself on the work of
sociologists Iike RandalCollins (1999) who
show how new philosophical ways of
thinking come about in pretty much self
contained conversations, and of ten in a
clash between two or at most three of
such conversations.
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The lecture wil! consist of th ree parts. The emphasis of
the first part is on the spoken text. That is where I can teil
my story. In the second part we, Esther Apituley, Bart van
Rosmalen and I, wil! explore the possibility of a conversation between the text and their musie. In the third part
their musie takes over. Tonight musie has the final say.

Do I Belong In A World That Is Universa!?
Like musie, a discourse is in need of a theme. The theme
of this lecture is about borders. The message - I am
telling you upfront so you are in no need to speculate
and guess - is simpie: borders matter. That may seem
obvious when put so plainly. Even so, the thesis is problematic and controversial nowadays. Someone who
propagates the importance of borders, risks to be condemned as a nationalist, racist, sexist, conservative, a
creep, or simply someone who is out of touch. The world
has to be one without borders. We are made to believe
that we do not want borders because they separate one
group of people from others, and inevitably exclude
everyone on the outside. Everyone is alike, an individual with its own dignity; and every individual should
be a citizen of the world!
Constrained by the time that is reserved for
a lecture (and the patience of an audience)
I had to restrict my characterization of this
borderless way of thinking about the world.
I might have referred to all kinds of universalising movements that are directed at
crossing and erasing borders, like religion,
communism and socialism, humanism,
human rights, the arts (elements thereof),
sciences,(neo-)liberalism. In all those movements those who participate are induced to
think across borders, and to see borders as
an impediment to the realization of the
explicit ideals (Iike equal human rights for
everyone; a world government with world
citizenship, free markets all over, one God
and a universal church, and so on).
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I recall from my youth the little notebooks we got with
on the cover a picture of coloured childrens figures in
a circle. Blue, black, white, red: they had a variety of
colours. Hand in hand they stood, all equal. We probably got them to support the cause of UNICEF or
UNESCO. The picture had to symbolize a world in
which borders do not matter. Lately I read a government
report on education that propagated the prioritisation
ofborderless thinking, that is, the thinking as ifborders
do not matter. It evokes notions such as multiculturalism, pluralism, multi-ethnicity, cosmopolitism, universalism, globalism, internationalism, digitalisation, and
individualisation.
In th is borderless world we are nomads who are at
home anywhere and everywhere. The metaphor th at
mies is that of the journey. We are on a journey, on our
way, searching and explo ring. Who am I? A nomad. A
travelIer.
After having inhabited su eh a borderless world for
many years, I ceased to feel at home. I feit uprooted.
'Where do I belong?' When the question ca me to me, it
hit me between the eyes. At the time I lived a comfortable academie existence in a small university town in
the Midwest of the United States. I was sitting in a café
in the company of academies from various internationalities. A Cuban colleague had told us th at she had
lost a sense of self and thought of going into a
monastery or something like that to find herself. While
we all were ready to support her in her decision, a colleague from religion leaned over and posed her gently
the question: 'instead of asking yourself who you are,
why not try asking yourself'to whom do I belong?' I do
not know what she did with that suggestion at that time
(she later did go back to Cuba to find out about her
roots, got married and got pregnant), but I sure was
taken aback. To whom do I belong? Where do I belong?
Had I become a nomad who belongs everywhere and
nowhere?
That prospect, on ce a dream, suddenly seemed a nightmare. I was fed up with the wandering all over.Airports,
that once were places of inspiration because there
everyone is on their way to somewhere else - became
depressing to me for that very reason. Airports were
places for transience, not for belonging. I decided to
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return to my father's county, the Netherlands, and
dedicate myself to that what is Duteh, my oikos, my
home. I began to call myself a neo-traditionalist
because I found myself pleading for a re-appraisal of
traditions and for the importance of the work th at
communities do and require. I added the 'neo' because
I had to acknowledge the modern insights into the
changeability of traditions, the constructing and
reconstructing of them. Nothing is fixed, everything
flows; traditions evolve yet they exist and are important to recognize and respect.
I realized then too weil how uprooted I had become
myself in that international world that thinks itself
without borders, in which Dutchness is terribly over as a prominent Dutch politician suggested to me
emphatically and enthusiastically - and in which the
family is a hopelessly old-fashioned institution, as I
got to hear in discussions with post-modernist
friends. 'You tread dangerously: some intimates
entrusted me. 'You are moralizing: After all, borders
need to be crossed, transgressed, and erased. This is
called multidisciplinarity and interdisciplinarity in
intellectual circles. Let's get rid of the walls, the
divides. As long as something is multi-this, pluralthat, post-so, it is right. Neo-traditionalism? Get out
of here. Don't turn back. Keep going! Avanti!
Why oh why? These arguments th at once had seemed
so obvious, ceased to please me. I kept asking the why
question. Why do we need to advance? In the end what
matters is what we accomplish in our immediate circie. Our children and friends will be our judges when
we lie in our graves. Why then getting lost in that enormous, endless world? The own country as base for
one's identity, a civilisation for oneself; the family as
cradie of th at same civilization. The boundless thinking: isn't it the case that humanism is boundless in
principle. Freedom is boundless and the principle of
human dignity is that, too. Universal human rights:
do I need to say more.
The economy as imagined in economics, my science,
is also boundless. Markets have no borders. Borders
are from an economie view only impediments for
unfettered trade, and with that for the improvement
of efficiency and welfare.
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1now realize that I bent the stick too faroAt this occasion I will try to straighten it again. This is part of an
endless search for balance.
[Here Esther Apituley interrupted me with an improvisation.]

Testing

and ExpIoring

Our Borders

Wat do you think? Does mus ie reach further; does it go
deeper than words? Can I, with my words, compete
with the musie? Don't I risk being upset by inviting
Bart and Esther to comment and interrupt with their
musie?
As in every argument, in every conversatiori, in every
meeting, I face the challenge to convey my intentions
and my intended meanings. I have to cope with the
noise th at occurs in every communication, the ennui
of not being moved, the despair of not being heard, the
obligate words that come after. What are we doing
here? Are we in a conversation? Or are we just trying to
pass the time?
I do not know whether you and I are in conversation.
We shall see. Whatever, I would like to exploit the
opportunity that was offered me so generously, in
order to investigate the possibility ofbeing in conversation with a world that is totally different from the one
that I know so weil, and th at is the world of musie.
Speaking about borders. It appears th at there is a true
divide that separates my world of the sciences from the
one of mus ie. That divide exists undoubtedly for good
reasons. But, as I will argue, border traffic is crucial in
order to realize the value of one's own territory.
PresentIy we will see - and probably hear - what happens when spoken text and music are in conversation.
What does mus ie add? Does the mus ie alter the meanings of the words. Does something happen with you,
with the cognitive process that you undergo in a situation like th is one? Can we manage without words?
Without music? It is a fact that words are also sounds.
Like musie they can touch and stir the soul- and when
that happens, it is hard to say precisely why, to have the
words to say that, just as in the case that musie moves
us.
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Granted, this part is self-indulgent. 1would
not have written th is if the words were
meant to be printed only. Spoken texts are
different. An important differenee is that
when speaking 1 tend to be more eonseious of those I am speaking to, or speaking with. As a eonsequenee I make more
of aeonseious effort to establish my
ethos, as the rhetorieians would eall it, and
to seareh for openings that we all ean
enter.

In the Jewish tradition, but also in the Seottish Enlightenment knowledge implies feeling, pass ion. Knowing
emphatieally it is eaIled, or Verstehen. The moment of
truth - time and time again nothing more than a
moment -the experienee of truth is short lived, eaeh
time again. Experieneing it requires a eapability: one
person understands better or different than the other something like mus ie, or seienee.
There is a differenee between knowledge that serves a
purpose, instrumental knowledge (knowing how) and
knowledge for its own sake, pure knowIedge. The latter
reveals itself with the sense of'yes, th at has to be the
case'; you feel it somewhere in your body - in my case
it manifests itself in the beIly or thereabouts. When th at
happens, it is as if the body is lifted; I feellight-headed. At times the experienee is erotic.
We want to investigate borders, see what they mean to
us. Like the border between the muse and seienee. I am
a seientist. My weapon is the word, the text. Esther and
Bart are musieians above all. We speak a totaIly different language, at least so you would say, and praetiee
totaIly different disciplines. We do not know about a real
dialogue between musie and seienee - th at is, not the seientifie monologue about musie or the musie th at is an
intermezzo in a seientifie discourse, but a real intercourse between musie and seienee.
I wonder whether Esther and Bart ean teIl me something
with their musie, whether they ean darify something
over and beyond what I ean say with my text. What do
they expeet, I wonder? Do we have something to say to
eaeh other. Wil! we find a way of being in conversation
with eaeh other? 1am very eurious.
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Why Borders

Matter

My thesis is that without borders we are nowhere. Even
areh nomads draw borders. They need them to aIlow
for a distinetion between dine and mine, to point at
and shape soeial values. [Their borders may be imaginary as they are drawn in the sand; but just try to
cross them and you know how real they are.] Even so,
eaeh border has something arbitrary and intervenes
in the flow of human interaetions. Every border violates something. Border traffie makes us aware ofborders; border crossings ean eause the dynamies of life
within borders and ean lead to a shift in the borders.
The eeonomy is borderless. I am thinking of the eeonomies of the textbooks. Demand and supply, the
rational individual, homo economieus. Standard economies pictures individu als choosing what is best for
them. Whether the counterpart isf Chinese, American,
Dutch, black, white, native or alien, does not matter.
What counts in the market is the best deal. If you want
to favour someone, it is your business. You yourself are
paying the price for your discrimination. Markets have
the tendency to cross borders. Capital seeks the path
of the least resistance. Every day again, billions of dollars flow across the globe as if borders do not exist.
Open markets, free trade, are presented as the condition for maximal welfare. Countries who open their
borders for foreign trade, do generally better. Globalisation, the world market, the network society, the
multi- or transnational rule the economie imagination.

Economie theory and borders:
Interestingly, economie theorizing still presumes the existenee of borders. It is a reason to distinguish
open and elosed
eeonomies and to eonsider international
eeonomies to be a separate field of study.
Theoretieally, however, you would ex peet
that economie forees are geared to weaken borders and ultimately make them
untenable. The argument is that ultimateIy the quest for profit will take over. Eco-
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nomic agents will seek out transactions
that will generate the maximum profit for
them. They will not respect borders and
trade with any party that gives them the
maximum profit. When some agents stop
at the borders because they prefer to trade
with their compatriots, other agents will
exploit the profit opportunities that so
arise by trading across the border.
A similar economie argument prediets the
disappearance of dialects. When the trading occurs in a particular language, agents
have an incentive to speak that language
rather than their own dialect. Slowly but
surely, the dialect will succumb to the language of the economy, as has happened
with dialects in the Netherlands, Italy and
Germany. The question now is whether
Duteh, Italian and German will give way to
the language of the international economy, English. This is already the case in the
context of the European Union, where
French is ceding to English the role of the
leading language.
The challenge to economie theory, therefore, is to account for the persistenee of
local languages (like Frisian in the North
of the Netherlands), and the revival of
local dialects like Celtic) as weil as for the
endurance of borders of all kinds.
Although there are economie theories to
explain the disappearance of borders and
the diminishing powers of national states,
I do not know of any economie theory that
explains why borders exist and why they
are where they are. Might there be economie reasons why the Netherlands maintains borders with Belgium and Canadians
insist on the maintenance of borders with
the US, the dependenee from the American economy notwithstanding?

Now comes my intervention. I suggest labelling the
economy as aspecific sphere.lt is the sphere in which
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we generate economie values, like income, a roof over
our he ad and food to sustain ourselves. Think of the
Maslow hierarchy. Think of economie magnitudes
like economie growth, productivity, and employment.
Presently, th is sphere dominates our society in various ways. Think of the commercialisation of public
broadcasting and the universities, the privatisation
of public transport and electricity companies, the
emphasis on the economie significanee of the arts as
in the employment and the tourist revenues it generates. I am stressing now the fundamentalborderlessness of the economy as conceived in my science.
Just listen to the captains of industry: for them borders are only barriers that stand in the way of their
transnational business.
Surely, the captains, neo-liberals, and human rights
activists will acknowledge those borders in practice.
However, I am concerned momentarily with the principle, the ideology I am inclined to say, of the borderless world.
The principle ofborderlessness also rules in another
dimension of lives. The world of culture, of high culture that is, of the sacred, the transeendental, the spiritual, is borderless, too, at least in the ideal sense.
Think of values like the good, the truthful and the
beautiful. For them we preserve specific spheres like
the sciences for the truth, the arts for the beautiful,
and religions, humanism I better call it in this context, for the good (although I should add th at each
of these values operates in each of these spheres). The
sciences are without borders because the truth does
not stop for borders. From th at point of view it would
be strange to speak of'Dutch economics' since why
would Dutch economists hold a truth that is different
from, say, the Americans? The same can be said for
the arts and musie. Mondriaan had as a purpose to
make art that would be universally acceptable, that is,
art th at would not be bound to a specific time period
and cultural space. Whether he has succeeded, is
another matter. Music tends to have the same pretense. The Japanese can play the Music of the Austrian Mozart just as weil as an Austrian. Nationality
does not mater to the sciences and the arts, at least
it should not.
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]ustice, dignity and autonomy are other values th at do
not stop at borders. At least they are intended not to do
so. The idea of God, or whatever transeendental idea,
is borderless just as weil in the sense th at a God is not
bound to any humanly constructed border whatsoever.
Borders do matter, however, in the social sphere. There
they are actually indispensable. Borders are all over the
social sphere, crossing it left and right, up and down,
and diagonally. You and I draw borders around our private sphere. It is common to refer for this point to the
work of Irving Goffman that shows us how we do so
and what we do when someone crosses that border. We
draw borders around our families, quite literally with
walls, doors that can be locked, hedges and fen ces, but
also metaphorically when we distinguish the in-Iaws
- 'the cold side' as they are called in Duteh. Rituals like
marriage confirm those borders. We draw borders to
cordon off organisations, to indicate: th is is us. And, of
course, we also draw borders around nations.
From the perspective of the economie sphere, th at is
the sphere of the markets, borders are problematic and
have a negative connotation. They have that, too, in the
light of the spheres in which we generate cultural values, likes those of the arts, religion and the sciences. I
now understand why Tinbergen, my erstwhile hero,
saw in scientists the pioneers of world citizenship. Scientists, af ter all, do not want to respect borders that
keep people apart. The truth does not respect borders
either.
However, people are in need of borders socially. Without borders people would be lost socially, they would
be without the attention that they can not live without.
Without borders they would be left without a political
community in which they can take part; there would
be no democracy either. Without borders there would
be no romantic love. I'd venture that we need those
borders for the generation and realisation of crucial
social values like commitment, responsibility and care.
In the bordered community the members find out
what commitment, responsibility, thoughtfulness, and
a caring attitude mean.
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Groups and community:
I find ample support in the theories and
reflections upon the functioning of groups
and the formation of the nation state. People form groups to cope with the uncertainty that they face. At least, this is a
point that Siegwart Lundenberg makes in
his survey of theories of the group (Lundenberg 1997). The group forms a common frame of reference and a collective
consciousness and functions by virtue of
various interdependencies. Families hold
together because of a sense of mutual
responsibility, a common history, shared
tasks (Iike care for the children). Groups
hold together as long as they produce
shared goods, Iike a sense of membership,
and values like a sense of responsibility,
care, and mutual affection (and hatred?)

The family debate:
My wife and I, like most other couples,
care so much for each other and our relationship, that we exclude others from it.
In other words we discriminate against
other potential lovers to safeguard what
we have. It makes us possessive alright.
Likewise, we have a very c1earsense as to
who are our children and who are not. The
distinction makes a world of difference.
We spoil, privilege, love and care for our
children while we pay scant attention to
other children. (all it discrimination, family-centric behaviour, but apparently we
need to draw such borders for the sake of
romantic love, the care for children, a
sense of belonging, and so on.
I am engaged in discussions on this matter. My critics point at the contingent character of the borders that land others draw
around our families. In other societies, at
other times they are less strict, relationships are more open and children are
cared for by the community at large (think
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of Indonesian villages, for example). They
suggest that these family borders can
have a suffocating effect and other options
should be open, Iike child care in centres
and boarding schools. The argument has
convineed me in that I realize that borders
shift all the time; they are human constructs and as such are subject to change.
There is nothing like a typical family. My
own family is a case in point; it is a composed family with children of a previous
marriage, a child from the current marriage, another child away, and a child that
is a half-sister to two of the children. If you
get confused, I made the point. Families
are a complex beast. They come in all
kinds of forms, in all kinds of compositions. And they are dynamic, shifting constantly with people leaving and dying, and
people being born and entering. There is
not much statie about a family. Every family is doomed to fall apart. Every family
has to interact with the outside world,
seek partners in other families in order to
sustain itself and to procreate. Families
join by means of marriage and thus form
new families. Each new family has to deal
with the backgrounds, or cultures, of the
original family and is therefore an instanee
of'a multicultural experiment.
Anyway, most of these critics do not have
children themselves. I realize that this
argument is somewhat unfair but I can't
help but pose it. (As the critics are friends,
they would not mind.) The experience
seems to matter.

Even the seafarer, the world travelIer, the scientist, the
artist and humanist are in need of an 'oikos'. 'Oikos'
connotes house in Greek, it is that limited community
to which you belong regardless of your economie or
cultural contribution and merit. The oikos can be a
family, but it could be more than th at. Some people
find it in the church, a monastery perhaps, and nowa-
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days more and more people are trying to realize their
oikos at work. Nobody can do it all alone.
In this huge world, amidst 6 billion people, an individual is nothing more than that: one of those 6 billion
people. Youand I, every person needs special attention,
in the form of recognition, care and most of all, love.
I need attent ion for my scientific work, Esther and Bart
undoubtedly want people to hear what they do. We all
want to be in conversation with people we knowor at
least recognize, in which we are heard and can hear.
Every conversation entails that some people participate, are in it, and consequently everybody e1se is out
of it. To that end we cluster, we form groups, like families and nations.
The borderless world is uninhabitable.

Il1ustration
I: Versus the Imagined
European
Community?
'Dutchness is terribly over: the Dutch person says who
prefers to see him- or herself as a citizen of the world.
That is why the European project is so important. Let's
get rid of those national borders. We, the Duteh, want
to dissolve in a larger entity. After all, international
cooperation is good for peace - you could call th at a
cultural value - and is economically necessary. A littie country can accomplish little to nothing in the global economy. That economy does not stop at the
borders.
But those borders matter.
The question is, then: where do we draw them and
wh at quality do we award them. How hermetic will
they be, and how open?
To those who seek a borderless world and for th at reason support the European project, I would Iike to point
out that the European integration is about borders. The
issue of enlargement is all ab out where the Europeans
of the EU want to draw the border, whom to include
and thus whom to exclude. It reminds me of the chant
th at we sang as boys in the schoolyard: 'Who wants to
play along? For boys only!' No, the Bulgarians are not
allowed to participate and neither are the Rumanians.
The Russians? You must be kidding! European inte-
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gration is about the staking out of fortress Europe. I
am rather an internationalist than a European. That's
why I am ill at ease with a European community.
The national borders mark the political space and with
that define the political community. Those who are
inhabiting th at space, have a vote, are subjects of the
political system, have to submit to the rulings of that
system and have a right to whatever the system gives
in terms of benefits and rights. The borders indicate
who pays the taxes, receives the benefits, who can be
punished, in short, who is committed and is a citizen.
Borders matter fundamentally in this realm.
In case we draw these borders too far away, we may
wat eh the unravelling of the Dutch civilization that
Dutch citizens have woven throughout the last centuries, including its democratie and social qualities.
The European space is probably too large and too
intraetabie, and lacks the soul that is needed to guarantee a vital political community.
In agiobal economy where economically speaking
borders matter less and less, small political communities appear to do better than large ones, on average.
This is what the econometrie research of Alessini et al.
show. The likely reason is that sm all communities
function better politically, are less prone to sustained
corruption and tend to be more egalitarian.

The positive values of nation states and
nationalism:
Nation states are not of all times. As a matter of fact, national borders came about
only during the last few centuries. Their
construction has worked better in Europe
than it has in the Middle East and Africa.
Benedict Anderson (1991, 1983) argues
that the ri se of the modern state was a
response to the decline of religion and the
influence of sacred texts and language.
Where people of all kinds of tri bes and ethnicities share the same religion and the
same texts, they are less in need of national borders. In the middle ages people of
Western Europe had one God, read one
Bible and obeyed one church with the
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pope as its leader. With the fading of Latin,
the rise of science, and the discovery of
new territory, the grip of the church loosened and people were in need of other
contexts to produce the necessary common goods (see also box on groups
above). Monarchies made up for some of
this, but they, too, had to cede for the
modern national state, based on democratie principles. The important point to
be stressed here is that people are in need
to be able to imagine community. In the
words of Anderson:
'In an age wh en it is so common for progressive, cosmopolitan intellectuals (particularly in Europe?) to insist on the near
pathological character of nationalism, its
roots in fear and hatred of the Other, and
its affinities with racism, it is useful to
remind ourselves that nations inspire love,
and often profoundly self-sacrificing love.
The cultural produets of nationalism poetry, prose, fiction, music, plastic art show this love very clearly in thousand
forms and styles.' (Anderson 1991: 141).
Anderson refers here to the phenomenon
that people are willing to sacrifice their
Iives for country but would not even think
of doing so much when their profession or
their firm is being threatened.

Illustration

11:]ustice Versus Care

Justice does not know borders; care does. The values
of care and justice have to clash. The family Gumus
had to leave the Netherlands because that was just.
[Theirs is a famous case that caused a great deal of
pain and anguish in the Dutch community. The originally Turkish family Gumus had been in Amsterdam
for many years. Mr Gumus had made many Dutch
friends as a tailor, the children had integrated weil.
Then it turned out they were illegally in the Nether-
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lands and were ordered to leave. Their politically influential friends objected vehemently. It became a national case.] According to the responsible Secretary,
everyone should be treated equally. This basic principle of justice compelled her to insist on their leaving
the country. To those who knew the family this seemed
harsh and heartless. They cared for the family and
because of that wanted them to stay even if that meant
discrimination with respect to families in a similar
position but with less influential friends.
We wil! never resolve this conflict; yet we cope, for
example by the formation of communities that allow
and induce us to care and therewith to discriminate
without feeling too guilty about that. By the drawing
of borders, we make it possible for ourselves and others to belong to a family, a society, a people, a nation.
Membership, like a nationality, is a fundamental possession of someone, notes the philosopher Michael
Waltzer in the Spheres ofJustiee.

The Importance

of Border

Borders do not matter when something of subordinate
importance is at stake, like the generation of profit,
or wh en something large is concerned, like the truth,
the good, and the beautiful.
By looking and going beyond our borders, we become
conscious of how limited our spa ce, our community,
club, society, nation or whatever, is. That should not
mean, however, that we give up our borders. Because
then we loose one of the most important things we
have.

Traffic

Why then, do I seek border areas of the spa ces and
spheres in which I operate? Why do I try to change
conversations, seek the company of scientists all over,
and now challenge the borders of what constitutes the
realm of economics as a science while I am stressing
the importance of the oikos, of the community, the
importance of being in the conversation and while I
point to the fact that conversations are limited, at least
socially? Why do I seek to experiment, to challenge the
borders?
I guess I do so because in the experimenting, in the
exploring I experience the borders all too weil. Borders
need to be challenged. More importantly, border traffic is crucial to keep communities alive. Consider the
family. Any family th at would keep the outside world
out, is suffocating and will perish. A family needs new
blood to stay alive. Even so, the family has to shield
itself to procure a space in which care, a sense of
responsibility and values like th at can come about.
Likewise, airports can be stimulating because they are
the generic places for border traffic but they will cease
to be so without a clear sense of home, or oikos. I, for
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sure, need a sense of home. I cherish the identification
with the Dutch community, the Dutch tradition and
story not only because th at gives me a space in which
I can operate politically, but also that gives me a base
from which I can operate internationally. The European community is too large, too fragmented, too
diverse to count as a relevant base within and from
which to operate.

Finale:
We then explored how the combination of
music and text worked. Esther and Bart
asked me to repeat fragments of the text
above and added their music to my spoken words. At first I lost a sense of what
I was saying. The music proved to be overpowering. Members of the audience reacted furiously. Some of them wanted the
music to stop so that they could get a better understanding of the spoken text; others preferred me to stop so that they could
appreciate the music better.
We repeated some fragments and I noticed
a change. I began to speak louder, with
greater emphasis, and feit stronger about
what I was saying. The audience seemed
to notice the effect as weil. When one person asked us what the point of this all
was, I more or less repeated what I said at
the end, vet with the music in my back,
the words got an other dimension. All in
all, it made a special experience for me.
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If anything, it showed me the limits of the
spoken word and the power of musie. Listening to one or the other is different. The
words pull you into a more or less defined
context in which they have to be placed in
order to be intelligible. Music asks us to
open up and experience a borderless
space, that is, a space evokes an ex pansive experience.
Esther and Bart concluded by performing
(improvisations on) work of Bartok.

Waltzer, MichaeJ (1983), Spheres of lustice: A Defense
of Pluralism and Equality, Basil Blackwell, Oxford.
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My source is the Oxford Dictionary.
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Todorov, Tzvetan (1998) Lejardin imparfait: la pensée humaniste en France, (The Unfinished Garden:
Humanist Thought in France) Paris Grasset (Dutch
Translation (200l), De Onvoltooide Tuin - Het
humanistisch denken in Frankrijk, translated by
Frans de Haan, Uitgeverij Atlas, Amsterdam!
Antwerpen (ISBN 90 450 0257 4)

I do not aften have a reading experience where I have,
as it were, strong mixed emotions. And this is something that happened several times while reading Todorov's The Unfinished Garden - Humanist Thought in
France. The book is a pleasure and a joy to read, but is
also a source of annoyance and irritation.
The book starts with an allegory about the devil
approaching man. The devil attempts to compromise
man by holding out a prospect of all that God does not
offer to human beings: the exertion of'free will' or 'freedom' . Probably in a mood of playfulness, the devil
decided to apply a method that was different from
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methods he had used before. This time the devil did
not, in the first instance, make himselfknown to modern man. Instead, he let man try and get a taste for the
effort of exerting th at which he from then on held to
be his own will. By feeling their will in themselves and
thereby becoming 'wiIling human beings', humans
would think that the world and how it changed was the
result of their own efforts. However, the devil knew better and held back just long enough to allow human
beings to get to love the effort of exerting their own will
and have this love truly sink into their self-conception,
taste and identity. At that moment he decided to make
himself known, though not in person, but by word of
mouth, from some 'prophets of disaster'. They now
started spreading rumours that quite a high price
would have to be paid for the effort and subsequent
benefits of free will.
And there are three aspects to this high price. First of
all, human beings williose every sense of value th at
rises above their own particular lives. Secondly, the
communitarian bonds and boundaries that give struc-
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ture to life and provide a certain spectrum of meaning
and sense, wil! either be utterly destroyed or otherwise
replaced by an impersonal State that 'takes care' of its
citizens. Thirdly, modern man wil!lose his sense of
himself as a coherent person with a specific identity.
Nothing wil! be left ofhim but 'being the turn- tabie' of
extern al forces and of intern al forces th at simply flow
through him uncontrollably. Freedom wil! not be real,
it is nothing but an il!usion. Todorov singles out four
different reactions to these devilish threats.
The conservatives are the ones who consider the devil
to be right. God, the community and the 'I' are indeed
the price th at has to be paid for freedom. This price is
too high and therefore humans should abandon the
exertion of free will. Conservatives opt for a life in
modern times with older values resulting from tradition, and supposed proof th at these older values are
worth adhering t~. The scientists have no problem at
all with the diabolie threats. There never has been any
freedom, we just think there has been. The only freedom is the freedom of knowledge that leads to the
development of technology. Through technology
humans are capable of changing the course of history, and the fut ure of their own kind. Values, understood as the orientation marks in an existential
landscape, are nothing other than just facts subjected
to unchangeable laws; we just think they are different.
Neither do individualists have problems with the diabolie threats, albeit for reasons that are different from
the scientists' reasons. Many people may fee! sadness,
anxiety or melancholy ab out the loss of God, the disruption of society, or the explosion of identity, individualists wil! ce!ebrate these new situations as a
liberation from heteronymous bondage. Allow man to
stress his wil! to exert power and allow him to serve
his self-interest without restrictions: th is wil! be the
highest good for him, and it is the only thing th at
counts in human life. The fourth and last type of reaction to the devil's threat sterns from the humanists.
Humanists take an anthropocentric stance toward the
world, toward other people, and toward themselves.
Man is the starting point and objective of all human
actions. Humanists stress the reality of free wil!, but
hold firmly onto communitarian values which have
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the power to make the lives of individuals richer than
individualists are wil!ing to acknowledge. Humanists
take the devil's threats seriously but do not accept any
deal with him whatsoever. It is true that there is always
work to be done, but the aim of this work is not a payback. This type of work finds its value in itself.
According to Todorov, many people cherish their
hu man freedom, but are nevertheless anxious about
living in a world bereft of higher ideals and values,
in a 'mass-society oflonesome individu als without
love in their hearts'. Although this claim is rather
generic by nature, I do agree with Todorov. In order to
counter th is mood of anxiety, Todorov decides to
'stand on the shoulders of giants', as he puts it. Today
everybody has 'a bit of humanism in the heart' which
makes it a bleak and seemingly powerless phenomenon. Sometimes structures can be better viewed by
creating an overview in contrast to the contemporary
chaos by reverting to a historic period where the
structures of today's societa!, psychological, existential and philosophicallife have been laid down. Todorov hopes to narrate the novel of today's life in statu
nascendi.
So how does he do it? The humanist doctrine is a
scantily furnished one. The doctrine comprises only
three postulates: Autonomy of the 'I', the Finality of
the 'You', and the Universality of 'Them'. Todorov
attempts to profile this doctrine by seeking its postulates' expression in the thoughts of a host of authors
from the French intellectual past, the most important
of which include Montaigne, Rousseau and Constant.
Todorov's aim is not so much to be a true historian,
somebody who attempts to unravel the patterns of the
past for their own sake; his aim is to construct a vivid
dialogue with 'his' authors, people that are already long
gone, but stil! have clear sounding voiees that are
worth listening t~. This dialogue itself should contribute towards constructing a typology of humanist
ideology. What we need is a typology of humanist ideology in order to formulate a neo-humanist programme that can focus on the opportunities presented
by democratic regimes that are confronted with the
problems of post-modern 'risk societies'. Todorov first
and foremost investigates the period of French
thought mentioned above in order to arrive at the out-
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lines of humanist thinking he deerns relevant to questions we are still wrestling with today.
One of the qualities of this book is its tlexibility. Todorov has a convincing, clear and sparkling writing style.
He is, one could say, a truly synthetical writer in the
sense that he sketches wide-ranging perspectives on
patterns of thought that are expressed in the original
works of his authors. He thereby becomes a pattern
weaver himself.Another striking point about the book
is th at itcan be used not only to discover how some
French humanists thought about love, autonomy,
friendship, enthusiasm, etcetera, but also to read about
the topics themselves.
But there are also obviously a number of drawbacks to
Todorov's approach. In his own words, Todorov is
attempting to write a typology of humanist ideology.
Methodologically this means singling out certain
important elements in the diverse thinking of different
authors. Todorov's predefined approach (to find the
expression of humanist postulates in the works of certa in authors) looks for exactly wh at it requires for its
duty of typologization and as such omits that which
it cannot use. Todorov has to omit many important but
controversial and subversive elements in the writing of
'his' authors. It becomes clear after a while that the synthetic approach toward a typology of humanist ideology erodes the sharp edges that make the act of
thinking and writing in genera I so interesting. Todorov's approach sometimes resuIts in a lack of zest in the
sense that it has to leave out the tenderness, the subtlety of the original writing of the authors he deals with.
And it has to Ieave out the coarseness and harshness of
their original writing and efforts. This problem
expresses itself not just when one considers the individual authors, but also when one considers the book
on a meta level. To find tough and painful clashes in
thinking and writing one has to look to the originals or
other books. This book is just as friendly as its general topic, humanism, seems to have to be.
And this points towards another problem of the book:
its hypermoral approach. It is clear that Todorov himself deerns the moral implications of humanism to be
the most important. This is why he focuses on the three
humanist postulates that are moraI by nature. It must
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be said that this hypermoral approach comes in rather
handy when confronted with today's, postmodernist
societal, existential, economie and ecological problems
and opportunities. In some ways, it would seem that all
that Todorov has to offer are these three postulates that
can be used as a guideline in different circumstances.
But is th at enough for us, living today? This problem
about the book is connected to a third problem: Todorov's pretension that the 'old humanists' still have something to say to us today. Is that made clear by th is book?
In some sense it is, because reading Todorov's analysis
of their thinking and writing makes it clear th at they
are very interesting in their own right. On the other
hand:, do they still have something to say about our
, contemporary condition humaine? The fact that Todorov treats their relevanee to today's problems in only
thirty pages may be an indication ofhis own doubts at
this point. We are currently confronted with problems
the old humanists could not even have had nightmares
ab out. This is not to say th at their existential predicaments were simpier, and easier to cope with. This is to
say that maybe they are too different from our predicaments. One of the examples put forward by Todorov
himself is th at of the contemporary development
toward mutation of the human species on a genetic
level. Does the humanist doctrine give us any insight
into the different ways of coping in that case? This book
can indeed be of value, but should be approached with
much more critical distance than Todorov himself
seems to have exerted towards his own thinking. This
very generic remark at least keeps open the way to a
complex contemporary humanist theory and praxis.

PatrÎck Vlug
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Saville Kushner (2000) Personalizing

Evaluation,

London, Sage, 2000

The British evaluator Saville Kushner has a particularistic view on the practice of evaluation, and he
presents this vision in Personalizing Evaluation. His
most important argument is that we should evaluate programmes by determining what they mean in
the personallives of individuals. It is not the programme and concomitant intentions and goals, but
the diverse, highly personal experiences of individuais th at should become the main criteria and standards in program me evaluation. In order to gain an
insight into the experiences as lived, qualitative methods are the most appropriate. Kushner emphasizes
that his approach differs from biographical research;
it is not the whole life, but the 'here-and-now' that is
the main focus in a personalized approach to evaluation.An evaluation carried out in this waywill result
in 'portrayals' that enable readers to interpret and
evaluate the past and future through the lens of the
contemporary situation.
Kushner's second argument is th at an evaluator
should show his or her personal engagement and
inventiveness in doing programme evaluation. A certain intimacy, prolonged collabo rat ion and engagement are required to illuminate the perspective of
others. InventiVt!ness is a necessary skill, because the
practice of evaluation research is far more capricious
than general methodological and ethical mies can
capture.
The third point Kushner makes is th at we learn more
from mistakes and unsuccessful program mes than
from best practices and successes. This is an assumption that is not very popular among evaluators; the
discipline is deeply rooted in the optimism of
progress and the idea that we can rationalize society by scientific knowiedge. And this ambition 'fits'
very weil with the intentions of politicians and policymakers. Kushner argues that these modefnistic
ambitions basically stem from the fear of one's death,
and the way he conneets our probiernatie relationship
with mortality is typical ofhis original view on evaluation.
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Personalizing Evaluation consists of two parts. The
plea in favour of a personalized approach to evaluation and underlying assumptions are presented in the
first three chapters.A more practical elaboration follows in chapters four through eight. In this second
part Kushner deals with themes such as interviewing, distance and engagement, context, ethics, and
change. We find a number of practical examples
throughout the text, which are deiived from longer
evaluation studies of several years that he himself
conducted in the Conservatoire in London, a symphony orchestra in Birmingham, and the Royal Opera
House in London.
Although there are similarities with the work of other
qualitative evaluation researchers, such as Elliot Eisner, who also argues in favour of the personal engagement of the evaluator, Barry McDonald's democratie
evaluation, and Robert Stake's portrayals, Kushner's
argument for a personalized evaluation approach is
unique. This refreshing vision and Kushner's provocative statement renders the first part very interesting.
The book is written for graduate students and evaluators new to qualitative evaluation methods. Astrong
point in that regard is th at Kushner works with many
examples. Chapters four through eight illustrate the
dilemmas evaluators may encounter, and are for this
reason particularly appropriate for the intended audience-group. The other side of the large number of
examples is that the content of the programme sometimes dominates the methodological questions. This
is, for example, the case in the chapter on interviewing. After a more general introduction Kushner discusses problems related to interviewing children
playing music, music students and professional musicians. Kushner describes in depth the topics th at are
problematic for these groups (children wrestle with
their place in the group; students with their identity; and professionals with the constraints of institutions ). This is interesting in itself, but it no longer
stands in reasonabie proportion to the central theme
of the book, namely programme evaluation. The second less strong point is that Kushner neither raises
nor answers the question as to wh ether or not the personalized approach is also appropriate for other than
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artistic and comparable professional work processes
such as education and health care.
In short, Kushner's book is didactically sound,
because the many examples are close to the life worId
of students and new, less-experienced evaluators.
Kushner's book embodies the pleasures of evaluation
and helps to translate th is spirit of evaluation to
novices. The originality and provocative character of
the first part is aIso interesting for more advanced and
experienced evaluators who work in a humanistic tradition. For this group Kushner's book provides a rich
source of inspiration and legitimization.

TinekeAbma
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Are you listening to me?
Communicating with children from four to twelve years aId

Martine F.De/ros

Hardly any literature exists about having conversations
with children. Talking to children is a daily activity for
almost everyone. For professionals who work with
children it is even an essential activity. Nevertheless we
learn Iittle about it in college.
In Are you Iistening to me? Martine Delfos describes how
to conduct conversations with children between four
and twelve. How can we make them talk about wh at is
on their mind? Should you talk and play at the same
time? Which questioning techniques are fit for which
age? How can you estimate the mental age of the child?
How to enable the child to be a good witness?

Are you Iistening to me? is a book on communicating
with children between four and twelve.The most
recent research has been translated in a model of communicating with children adjusted to their age. It is fit
as a textbook for those who work with children of primary school age. From teacher or police agent to therapist.
Dr. Martine F.Delfos, Utrecht,The Netherlands, is a
psychoiogist and psychotherapist and is spedalised in
working with children and adults with multiple traumatic experiences. She works in the field of child welfare and teaches psychologists, doctors, sodal workers
and group leaders in children's homes.

Bookinformation
Are you listening to me?
Communicating with children
from four to twelve years old

Martine F.De/ros
ISBN 9066653663
160 pages
Price € 20,50
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